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ABSTRACT
A crisis has developed around solid waste management in
the U.S. The growing awareness and concern over the
environmental impacts of traditional disposal techniques,
and the rising costs of disposing of trash, has focused new
attention on the viability of recycling as a solid waste
management strategy. Recycling, a cycle of value-added
production of an underutilized resource --trash -- offers
not only a more environmentally sound management technique,
but also an opportunity for economic development. Economic
development opportunities from recycling are greatest in
urban centers where trash is most abundant.
This research entails an examination of a recycling
program in the city of Philadelphia. The case study
describes the history of the recycling law and investigates
the successes and failures of the program in terms of
environmental policy as well as in terms of economic
development. This research includes a survey of businesses
in the recycling industry of metropolitan Philadelphia, and
an analysis of the economic development impacts which these
businesses have upon the city.
The research concludes with policy implications which are
relevant for both the implementation of urban recycling
programs and for linking recycling with economic development
strategies in cities.
Thesis Supervisor: Richard Schramm
Professor, Department of Urban Studies and Planning
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INTRODUCTION
In 1987 the plight of one county's garbage acquired
international fame. Americans watched with both amusement
and disgust as Long Island's "garbage barge" was turned away
from 4 states and 3 foreign countries, searching for a trash
burial ground. The following summer, residents along the
eastern seaboard were aghast as vacation beaches had to be
closed due to refuse, especially disposable hypodermic
needles, which had washed up from the ocean.
Just as images of the homeless garbage barge and filthy
beaches were nightly television images to a U.S. public,
state and municipal officials were watching the costs of
managing trash absorb higher proportions of their local
budgets. By the late 1980s taking care of trash had become
both an environmental and an economic crisis -- and had
grabbed the attention of citizens and town administrators,
as well as state and federal policy makers.
For large urban centers, this growing trash crisis was
but one of a host of problems facing government leaders in
the late 1980s. Large cities were also feeling the strains
of both federal policy and economic trends that favored
suburban over urban growth. Social and economic problems
within cities -- homelessness, poverty, unemployment, crime,
drugs, and violence -- have been accompanied by growing
environmental problems. Among many environmental problems,
cities are especially beset by problems of overcrowding,
lack of open space, and air and water quality impacts from
residues of industrial and automobile emissions. Federal
cutbacks throughout the 1980s have left cities to shoulder
increasing burdens with less assistance from the federal
government. In addition, recent statewide fiscal problems
(especially in the industrial states) have reduced state
help to cities.
The trash crisis exemplifies these urban problems. The
lack of open space for landfilling waste, and increasing
concern over landfill leachate and air emissions from
incineration, has given rise to federally imposed pollution
controls to reduce pollution created through solid waste.
Yet with little federal assistance, the costs of these
pollution controls are being borne by municipalities which
are already tightly squeezed by social and economic
constraints.
The trash crisis has come at a time of growing
environmental awareness among the public. Concerned
citizens are now advocating a variety of alternative
strategies for confronting the problems of pollution.
Reducing, reusing and recycling waste has developed a strong
constituency that has created a political momentum for
change.
This thesis investigates how recycling is being developed
within urban centers and how recycling may have both
positive environmental and economic development impacts on
cities. I emphasize and study the possibility that recycling
can be both an environmental policy and an opportunity for
economic development within inner cities.
Using a case study of a four year old recycling program
in Philadelphia -- the first large urban recycling program
in the country -- my research examines how recycling can be
used as both a solution to an environmental problem as well
as an economic development strategy for addressing some of
the host of problems confronting cities in the 1990s.
My interest in this topic stems, in part, from my
personal experiences in working as an advocate for recycling
within the city of Boston. It is also rooted in my
experiences as a aide for a state legislator representing
several inner city Boston neighborhoods. In this job I was
daily confronted with some of the pressing issues of the
city: lack of affordable housing and jobs, increasing levels
of crime and substance abuse, and cuts of crucial city
services, especially within communities of color.
My interest in developing this area of research also grew
out of a desire to address a problem I see within the
environmental movement as a whole. Nationally, this
movement tends to reflect the concerns of white middle-class
constituencies. Consequently, some environmental policy
decisions tend to perpetuate patterns of discrimination.
Environmental racism is demonstrated by the recent findings
that three out of five of the largest hazardous waste
landfills in the US, which represent 40% of the current US
capacity, are located in minority communities.1
My hope is that recycling policies, as established within
urban areas can find parallel ground between the goal of
addressing environmental protection and the need for
economic development. My case study of recycling policy in
Philadelphia may help shed light on both the barriers to
recycling within inner cities and the opportunities for
economic development which recycling may offer cities.
My research begins with an investigation of recycling as
an environmental issue. Chapter 1 is a history of solid
waste policy within the US. This history provides a context
from which to understand how and why, from an environmental
policy perspective, recycling is now being embraced as part
of an overall strategy for solid waste management.
Chapter 2 offers a general introduction to the nuts and
bolts of materials recycling, in order to give readers a
grasp of the technical problems confronting recycling
programs. This chapter includes a sketch of the recycling
materials flow, and a description of models for urban
recycling programs. An understanding of how the technical
aspects are linked to program development points to the need
for market development in recycling, and the opportunities
for economic development which recycling presents to cities.
In Chapter 3, I establish a context for examining the
economic development impacts of an urban recycling program.
This chapter discusses the current range of problems within
inner cities and the underlying need for economic
development. It also describes policies directed toward
stimulating economic development. This discussion serves as
a basis for understanding why and how urban recycling may be
linked to economic development strategies.
My case study of the Philadelphia recycling program is
presented in Chapter 4. I focus first on the political and
historical context of recycling within Philadelphia. I then
recount the development and implementation of the recycling
program, which was mandated through an ordinance passed in
1987.
Chapter 5 is an examination of the economic development
impacts of recycling in Philadelphia. The focus of this
chapter is the results and analysis of a business survey of
recycling related businesses which I conducted in the
Philadelphia area. This chapter concludes with a discussion
of the implications of the Philadelphia case study for both
recycling and economic development policy.
The sixth and concluding chapter is a discussion of
lessons to be learned from the Philadelphia case study, and
its implications for other cities.
CHAPTER 1
ROOTS OF THE GARBAGE CRISIS AND THE EMERGENCE OF RECYCLING
The American culture of consumerism and convenience has
given rise to a society that now produces more garbage than
any other country on Earth -- including China, which has
four times our population. Each U.S. citizen is estimated
to create between 2.5 to 3 pounds of garbage each day (for
New Yorkers, the average is 5 pounds). The country as a
whole creates an estimated 450,000 tons of residential and
commercial solid waste each day and 160 million tons a year
-- enough to fill a convoy of trucks reaching all the way to
the moon. And yet, as a nation, the United States has never
developed a rational, environmentally sound, long term plan
for managing the waste it produces.1
In this chapter, I examine the roots of the current
garbage crisis. I begin with an examination of the history
of national solid waste management and policy as developed
through legislation and agency policy initiatives. I then
discuss, from an environmental perspective, the issues
surrounding the technology which the policies endorse. I
proceed to a discussion of how recycling evolved within the
context of solid waste policy, followed by an analysis of
recycling both from an environmental and economic
perspective. I conclude the chapter with a brief discussion
of some additional environmental policies yet to confront
solid waste management.
I.History Of Solid Waste Management
Until the 1960s, most communities in the United States
relied on an unregulated system of open dumping and burning
to manage their solid waste. Problems associated with waste
disposal finally reached the attention of federal law makers
in 1965 when Congress passed the nation's first Solid Waste
Disposal Act. At that time the Congress found that "... the
economic and population growth of our nation... and the
improvement in the standard of living enjoyed by our
population, have resulted in a rising tide of waste
materials; that inefficient and improper methods of solid
waste... create serious hazards to public health..."
Congress concluded that while the management of solid waste
should continue to be a function of state and local
authority, the problems of waste disposal had become a
matter of national concern.2
In an effort to address the situation, the Solid Waste
Disposal Act initiated a federal program of research and
development into improved disposal systems and offered to
provide technical and financial assistance to state and
local governments for the planning and development of
disposal programs.
The directive from Congress began to reach local
communities in the late 1960s. As national attention
focused on the health effects of air pollution, there was a
measured shift toward burying, rather than burning, trash.
Incinerator emissions became regulated under the Clean Air
Act of 1970, and forced the closure of many municipal
incinerators that were not in compliance with the new
standards. By the mid-1970s an estimated 93% of all
municipal solid waste was disposed of in landfills.3
The Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965 was amended in 1976
and was renamed the Resource Recovery and Conservation Act
(RCRA). In developing RCRA, Congress again described a
dramatic and growing waste problem, noting that 3 to 4
billion tons of municipal solid waste (MSW) were discarded
each year with an expected 8% annual increase. To address
the situation, Congress established an Office Of Discarded
Materials within the Environmental Protection Agency. Under
RCRA, the EPA was ordered to develop flexible guidelines for
state management of solid waste; to prohibit open dumping
and promote rehabilitation of existing facilities; and to
make grants available and provide technical assistance to
state and local governments for planning and enforcement.
In addition, Congress authorized the Department of
Commerce to promote the functions of resource recovery
technology, to develop markets for recovered materials and
to develop an index of the characteristics of recovered
material that could be substituted for virgin materials.
While this function would have encouraged recycling, the
policy was, unfortunately, not carried through at that time.
A. Environmental Threats From Landfills
Although municipal incinerators were being phased out and
a shift toward landfilling was underway by the mid-1970s,
landfills were also coming to be recognized as environmental
threats. Groundwater, surface water bodies, and air were
increasingly at risk from toxic leachate, runoff, and
gaseous emissions.
Leachate, the liquid waste which percolates through a
landfill, can potentially combine with soluble components of
the waste stream such as heavy metals and organics. If the
volume of leachate exceeds a landfill's absorption capacity,
it will generally exit the landfill. In many cases
landfills were developed without an adequate understanding
of groundwater and hydrology; such landfills posed
significant threats to drinking water supplies from toxic
leachate contamination.
Throughout the early 1970s, efforts were made to develop
improved systems for landfilling solid waste. Runoff
controls were designed that would minimize the amount of
rainwater that could enter the landfill in order to help
minimize leachate formation. However, liquid wastes
disposed in landfills can also generate leachate, which can
become toxic as it moves through the landfill. Landfill
liners, which are made from clay or a plastic membrane, have
been developed to deter the leachate flow out of a landfill.
Yet, liners can be degraded or breached by acids, oily
wastes, pH extremes, uneven settling of wastes, or certain
organic compounds. There is great uncertainty over whether
liners can maintain their integrity in the long term.s
Under EPA guidelines established by RCRA, states were
required to either close or upgrade their open dumps, and
all new landfills were required to be "sanitary" landfills
that conformed to more stringent environmental standards.
But compliance has been left to the states, and enforcement
has been lax. To date, only 1 out of every 6 existing
municipal solid waste landfills is lined, and only 1 out of
20 has a leachate collection system. Moreover, only one-
third of the states have regulations requiring liners for
new landfills, and less than two-thirds require leachate
controls. 6
The most modern and high quality pollution controls for
landfills are double-liners with leachate collection
systems. These systems have been designed to reduce
environmental risks, particularly for hazardous wastes.
Nevertheless, in 1982, the chief of EPA's Hazardous Waste
Implementation Branch admitted in a congressional hearing
that most of the nation's hazardous waste land disposal
facilities are leaking dangerous contaminants, and cited
studies showing that leachate collection systems do not
work, and that all liners eventually leak.7
Additional landfill regulatory standards were established
by the EPA in 1988, but have yet to be adopted as national
standards. These include location restrictions, groundwater
monitoring, corrective actions, and closure/post-closure
care. In a 1988 report to Congress, EPA published
extensive data on leachate from municipal waste landfills,
including documentation of extensive groundwater
contamination, where levels of lead and cadmium exceeded the
standards set in the Safe Drinking Water Act.8 In a more
recent survey the EPA documented several problematic trends
with U.S. landfills. Overall there appears to be lack of
sufficient groundwater monitoring systems. Only 25% of U.S.
landfills are monitoring leachate, and many of them have
monitoring deficiencies. Yet, 25% of those landfills which
do monitor leachate are known to be contaminating
groundwater. Moreover, out of 163 landfills studied by the
EPA, 146 (89%) demonstrated groundwater contamination or
"adverse trends in groundwater quality." 9
In addition to underground threats posed by landfills,
the decomposition of waste also creates air pollution. Gas
which is released from landfills is 50-60% methane, 40-50%
carbon dioxide, and 0.5%-1.0% hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen,
and other trace gases, including volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) . In the late 1970s some efforts were made to tap
the methane released from landfills for energy. This effort
died with the lowering of oil prices, but is currently
enjoying a small resurgence. On the whole, however, very
little has been done at the national level to address air
toxics from landfills.1'
In assessing these problematic trends, policy makers have
begun to shift direction in solid waste management. With
the RCRA mandate to upgrade landfills, more than 14,000
landfills have closed since 1978, leaving some 6,000 in
operation today. As landfills have closed, trash along the
eastern seaboard has been sent out of municipal and state
boundaries. Garbage from Long Island, for example, is
trucked as far away as Ohio, Kentucky and Michigan for
disposal. Municipalities are paying high fees for distant
disposal, but are often faced with hostility from the
recipients of out-of-town garbage. 2
The environmental costs of traditional disposal policies
are now exacting financial costs. Clean-up efforts
(Superfund) and the development of new technology to reduce
future environmental threats are the major costs that are
now being passed to municipalities and consumers through
rising tipping fees.
The managers of solid waste -- urban sanitation
departments or small town administrators -- have been left
with mounting garbage, escalating disposal costs, and
dwindling options. In many cases, localities have turned
for help to the private sector, which in the late 1970s
began promoting modernized versions of an old solid waste
strategy -- incineration.
B. Environmental Threats From Incineration
Improved incineration technology was developed in the
United States in the late 1970s when the EPA began
emphasizing resource recovery. Modern incineration
technology (which has mostly been imported from Europe)
burns MSW at very high temperatures to convert trash into
electric power. This modern incineration technology is
referred to as "waste-to-energy" or "resource recovery."
The 1976 amendments to RCRA specifically refer to
resource recovery facilities as a preferred option for solid
waste management. The RCRA legislative history describes
how the Commerce Committee report "recognizes resource
recovery as a potential solution to the discarded matter
disposal problem, particularly in urban areas." Both the
1976 and 1980 amendments to RCRA allocate funding and
technical assistance to states and local authorities
specifically for developing resource recovery. In order to
guarantee a steady supply of trash to resource recovery
firms, the 1976 legislation barred states from prohibiting
municipalities from entering into long term contract with
resource recovery operators.13
Resource recovery, in the form of incineration, has thus
become the focus of current solid waste policy in the United
States, particularly in densely populated regions. The
corresponding proliferation of incineration has been
dramatic: in 1987 there were 93 incinerators in operation
and today there are some 160 incinerators in operation with
another 100 in the planning stages.14  A 1987 plan to
construct 115 new incinerators by the year 1992 was
estimated to cost $17 billion. 15
Modern incineration has become the "technological fix"
for solid waste in the 1980s. Incineration offers cities
and towns the ability to maintain the same overall system of
management for the waste generators (consumers), as well as
for the municipal and private waste haulers which control
the established solid waste facilities. By greatly reducing
solid waste volume, incineration offers state and local
authorities the opportunity to extend landfill life, while
maintaining the same solid waste infrastructure.
Unfortunately, it also requires a risky and substantial
capital investment of public resources, and does not,
ultimately, address the environmental threats of previous
management strategies.
While the solid waste industry and policy makers planned
to rely on incineration to confront the crisis, residents of
communities chosen to host the facilities have been far less
receptive to the strategy. A storm of protest has greeted
many attempts to site incinerators. According to the
Citizens Clearinghouse for Hazardous Waste, some 107
incinerator projects around the country had been either
blocked, shut down or delayed through citizen opposition by
1990. As one incinerator opponent explained, "Every time
they try to site a new facility they end up starting a new
community organization." 17 The siting of municipal
incinerators has become one of the more onerous "LULUs"
(Locally Unwanted Land Use) for local governments.
Opposition to incineration is centered around several
problems. Of primary concern to plant neighbors are fears
of health risks presented by these huge and complex new
facilities. A second problem is that while incinerators
reduce garbage, 10% of what is brought to the incinerator
remains as fly or bottom ash which must still be disposed
of, again presenting health and environmental risks.18
Third, incinerators are a substantial public investment, and
thus far, the industry has a very mixed record of success.
Finally, and most significant from a broader policy
perspective, incinerators directly compete with alternative
waste strategies such as reduction and recycling.
The ongoing health and safety debate centers on what is
emitted from incinerator stacks. Scientists and
technologists line up on both sides to argue over air
emissions safety. Incinerator opponents point to the
presence of dioxins (which are known carcinogens) in
incinerator emissions, as well as heavy metals such as lead,
cadmium and mercury emissions (which are known to contribute
to neurologic disorders and may cause birth defects.)
Proponents of incineration insist that the technology is
safe to human health. They point to the development of
pollution control technology, including particle trapping
devices such as electrostatic precipitators, fabric filters
and scrubbers, which capture toxic particles before they can
exit the stack. (The EPA is currently proposing that these
pollution control technologies be adopted as national
standards, but the regulations have not yet been adopted.)
Advocates of incineration contend that opponents exaggerate
the health risks. They argue that the health risks from
incineration emissions are infinitesimal compared to the
everyday risks of crossing a street or driving a car.
Debate also rages over the long term safety of
incineration emissions and inadequate regulations and
monitoring. Plant emissions depend to a great degree on the
efficiency of the burn within the chamber (which is a factor
of temperature, residence time, plant design, as well as the
character and content of the waste material.) As what
enters the facility changes, so will its emissions.
Regulators generally permit facilities after a single test
burn that tests plant emissions for toxic content. However,
emissions monitoring is extremely expensive (in
Massachusetts a test burn can cost $100,000) 19, and is not
economically feasible to continue over the long run. While
plant neighbors may call for continuous monitoring, solid
waste managers counter that monitoring will drive up
disposal costs even more.
Incinerator opponents also point out the environmental
risks from the solid particles within either the bottom ash
-- the residue of burning which remains in the combustion
chamber, or fly ash -- the smaller particles that move
beyond the combustion chamber and are trapped by pollution
control devices. Opponents argue that regardless of the
efficiency of the burn and the effectiveness of pollution
control of the particulates, the most toxic elements of MSW
will remain in the ash residue. As Paul Connett, a
researcher on dioxin explained, "There is no... 'safe'
incinerator because it's a catch-22. The better the
incinerator is at protecting the air, the more toxic the ash
is going to get." 2
Controversy has also raged over the handling of
incinerator ash. EPA has exempted ash from being regulated
as hazardous waste, and therefore standards vary greatly.
While some states require ash to be buried in "safe" (i.e.,
double lined) landfills, others leave it totally
unregulated, and it may be landfilled or even reused.
(Philadelphia's ash was almost shipped to Panama for road
bedding. ) As discussed above, even burial in double-lined
landfills may still pose threats to groundwater in the long
run. The existence of ash residues points to another
shortcoming of incineration; it reduces but does not
17
eliminate garbage, and can only be a short term solution to
the crisis.
Finally, opponents argue that incineration directly
competes with alternative waste management strategies, such
as reduction and recycling. Incinerators require a minimum
daily tonnage of trash to run efficiently. If, through
reduction and recycling, the waste stream is significantly
reduced, incinerators will not be able to function properly.
Moreover, efficient burning depends on the materials in the
waste stream that are the most recyclable, such as paper and
plastic (which have a high BTU value). Opponents of
incineration point out that public investment into
incineration competes with capital investments which are
necessary to develop comprehensive recycling. Opponents
claim further that policy makers, facing budget constraints,
should be reluctant to tilt the playing field so
substantially towards a short term solution, to the
detriment of a longer term and more sustainable
alternative.22
C. Consequences of Solid Waste Policy
Since the 1960s the amount of solid waste being generated
in the United States has steadily increased. The estimates
of total residential and commercial waste in 1960 was
76,000,000 tons; by 1990 this had grown to 140,000,000 tons.
Total waste is expected to grow to 150,000,000 tons by
2,000.23
In the 1990s, solid waste managers are at a crossroads.
Unsafe landfills and incinerators have been closed by state
and federal environmental agencies, and current landfill
capacity is swiftly diminishing. New waste facilities, both
landfills and incinerators, are required to include
expensive pollution control technology. The regulatory
efforts to minimize the risks of environmental damage from
waste facilities, and thereby internalize the externalities
of pollution from trash disposal, are dramatically driving
up the costs of managing trash. In the absence of a
nationally managed system, the burden of these costs is
placed upon municipalities which are ultimately responsible
for solid waste. As a result, garbage disposal costs are
taking up an increasing portion of local budgets which are
already overtaxed by diverse social and economic pressures.
At the same time, efforts to site new landfills or
incinerators are frequently met with intense local
opposition. The U.S. public appears to be increasingly
interested in environmental protection and wary of risks
and long term health effects of pollution. State and local
authorities are left with impossible choices -- choices
which they might not have needed to make had national policy
been taken more seriously when it was first addressed in the
1960s.
In 1965 the Congress appeared to believe it was
initiating a process, through the Solid Waste Disposal Act,
which could lead to significant change in policy. Congress
initiated research aimed at "reducing the amount of waste
and unsalvageable materials and recovery and utilization of
potential resources in solid waste." 2 In addition,
Congress directed that funds would be used to "demonstrate
new and improved methods in solid waste disposal and not for
facilities that would duplicate those operated by the
secondary materials industry."
In spite of these directives, since 1965, the need to
reduce waste has never been seriously addressed. Moreover,
the recovery technology which has been endorsed -- waste-to-
energy mass burn facilities -- has failed to address the
long term environmental consequences of disposal, and
directly competes with the secondary materials industry.
Federal policy initiatives have not resolved even short term
problems, as potential host communities to the facilities
have vigorously opposed them, turning an environmental and
economic problem into a political debacle. By the 1980s the
EPA, in enforcing RCRA and CERCLA (Superfund), focused on
the problems of hazardous waste to the detriment of the
growing solid waste problem. Incineration as resource
recovery was embraced to the detriment of a comprehensive
materials policy and a serious commitment to recycling.
20
II. The Political Context For Recycling
Recycling emerges as an alternative waste management
strategy in the 1990s against the backdrop of public policy
that failed to address, in a comprehensive way, an
environmentally sound management system for solid waste. A
growing recycling movement has recently begun to gain
political momentum within the United States. This movement
has roots in the environmental movement of the 1960s, yet
has a different focus within the current context of
political and economic dilemmas plaguing solid waste
managers.
A. Recycling History
The current interest in recycling might be considered a
third era of a recycling movement. Before World War II,
recycling and reusing materials were common practice within
the American lifestyle. Rationing during the war provided
the impetus to recycle scrap metals, clothing, and food
waste. This recycling movement, which was led by women who
were not participants in the war, was tied to a
nationalistic spirit of rallying around the troops overseas.
It was not motivated by a sensitivity to environmental
issues. The recycling drives ended with the war and the
change in American lifestyle, which was driven by the
ensuing decades of suburban growth and increasing
consumerism.
The second era of recycling, was a grassroots movement
which sprouted in the 1970s, and was specifically tied to
public concern for the environment and the earth's dwindling
resources. Recycling efforts of this era were part of a
national social movement around the environment. This
movement was sparked by in part by Rachel Carson's Silent
Spring, and given expression in the first Earth Day in 1970.
Within six months of Earth Day, some 3,000 community
recycling centers were established around the country.
Many of the recycling efforts initiated in this era,
however, died out with economic and social changes. The
recession of the mid-1970s, and the faltering markets for
recycled materials reduced the economic viability of many
recycling centers. The changing values articulated within
the 1980's culture of accumulation and an American lifestyle
which placed convenience above durability, damaged the
motivation to recycle and guaranteed a steadily increasing
supply of waste materials.
While many of today's recycling activities have roots in
the environmental movement of the 1970s, the current
political and economic context of recycling suggests that
the outcome will be different. Today, recycling is
simultaneously an environmental issue, a political issue and
an economic issue. Moreover, the development of a secondary
materials infrastructure and industry have the potential to
offer economic development opportunities for urban areas.
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The political efforts of the environmental movement over
the past 20 years have resulted in legislative victories and
policy initiatives which have forever changed the economics
of trash disposal. The externalities of trash have become
internalized through increasingly stringent regulations of
solid waste facilities which require expensive pollution
control devices. As these costs are passed on to local
authorities, which are increasingly financially squeezed,
policy makers have begun to rethink current policy.
This rethinking coincides with a revived environmental
consciousness within the U.S. public, which has created an
unprecedented political momentum around the environment in
which elected officials and corporations alike (even those
with a terrible environmental record) are embracing
environmentalism. A once politically unthinkable policy of
requiring residents to separate their household trash is now
being demanded by an environmentally energized public.
Recycling is no longer simply an entrepreneurial activity
of dedicated environmentalists, but is swiftly being
endorsed as state and federal policy. In 1988, the EPA
announced a national goal of diverting 25% of the nation's
solid waste stream by 1992. Twenty-four states have now
established goals for diverting municipal solid waste into
recycling, and 20 states actually require municipalities to
establish recycling programs.27
B. Environmental Benefits of Recycling
There are a variety of important environmental benefits
from recycling beyond reducing health and environmental
threats posed by landfills and incinerators. Although these
benefits may be of less concern to the managers of solid
waste, they potentially have a more profound global impact.
Recycling that encourages the development of a secondary
materials market will ultimately reduce our dependence on
the earth's supply of virgin resources. The world's
consumption of raw materials has continued to rise
dramatically since the turn of the century and the dawn of
the industrial age. Yet every ton of materials which is
reused is estimated to save some 1.5 to 3 tons of new
materials.2
One of the consequences of the high consumption of raw
materials is the environmental damage caused by virgin
materials extraction and processing. According to the
Worldwatch Institute, "each year the production of virgin
materials (those newly extracted from natural resources)
damages millions of hectares of land, destroys millions of
trees, and produces billions of tons of solid waste. It
also pollutes air and water to a degree exceeded only by the
production and use of energy -- much of which is extracted
in order to extract and process materials."29 The mining
industry is not only damaging to the earth through
extracting limited resources over vast areas of land, it
also creates a tremendous amount of waste in the process.
In the United States, non-fuel mining produces approximately
1 billion tons of waste materials each year. In addition,
wastes from mining activity have damaged an estimated 16,000
kilometers of streams in the western United States.3
The extraction of oil and gas, which provide energy as
well as the raw material inputs for plastic, also threatens
fragile environments and natural habitats during their
extraction, transportation and use. The timber industry,
logs some 1.7 billion cubic meters of wood each year to
satisfy world demand for wood products, including the
logging of timber from the earth's oldest and vanishing
virgin forests. Logging inflicts a range of environmental
damage, including soil erosion, deforestation, damage to
fisheries, flooding, and damage to wildlife habitat. The
combined impacts of these virgin materials industries, with
high energy use and lack of reforestation, contribute to the
rising carbon dioxide levels and the threat of global
warming.
Ultimately, the cumulative impacts of our ever increasing
consumption of the earths raw materials through mining,
logging and materials production threaten our global
environmental stability. Recycling and a comprehensive
secondary materials production industry is critical to
having a sustainable environment in the future.
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C. Beyond Recycling
Devising environmental policies to address the ever
increasing amount of solid waste being produced goes beyond
working to change disposal strategies. More proactive
environmental policy agendas promote the need to reduce the
quantities of waste being produced at the source -- both
the producer and the consumer of virgin materials. Source
reduction strategies try to cut waste by requiring that less
material be used in the production process and by
encouraging residents to consume and produce less waste.
These strategies can include incentives for residential
reduction, such as charging households for the amount of
trash they put out, as well as enforcing waste minimization
at the production end.
Excessive packaging has become a target of source
reduction strategies. Packaging constituted 32% of US
garbage in 1988, and, on average, accounts for 13% of food
costs and 50% of garbage costs.3 Packaging reduction
strategies include taxing non-recycled or non-recyclable
packaging to create a disincentive for both producers and
consumers. More direct strategies have been to ban
disposable materials that can be replaced by reusable or
recyclable substitutes.33
Public policy initiatives can also help to stimulate the
markets for recycled materials by changing procurement
patterns and requiring the purchase of recycled materials.
This can apply to a variety of materials including: white
paper, glassphalt for pavement, compost, park and playground
material from recycled plastic, and cellulose insulation.
Changes in purchasing patterns within both public and
private sectors are necessary for the sustenance of a
secondary materials industry and the success of recycling.
III. Conclusion
As the history of solid waste policy and of recycling
efforts described in this chapter demonstrate, recycling
programs which are being undertaken in communities across
the country, including large cities, face a different set of
circumstances than those established in the past. The
extent of the trash problem and the economic and political
context in which it now exists, added to the increasing
understanding of and concern over the environmental impacts
of this problem, require that recycling and reduction
policies will be long term.
The environmental benefits of recycling discussed above
have been well studied. Yet, recycling, especially within
the urban context, may offer additional benefits, which I
will discuss further in my case study. The historical and
political context for recycling that I have described in
Chapter 1 is followed in the next chapter by an examination
of what recycling entails. Both chapters are useful
background information for my case study of recycling in
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Philadelphia.
CHAPTER 2
RECYCLING BASICS
For household residents, recycling means separating
certain materials from the "trash". But for policy makers
and planners, recycling involves a complex cycle of
materials transactions. An overview of this process is
necessary for an in depth discussion of recycling policies.
This chapter describes, in general terms, the overall
cycle of material transactions involved in recycling. I
begin with a description of the materials flow for four
different items which are generally included in municipal
recycling programs. I then examine some of the models for
public sector residential recycling programs, including
models for material collection, processing and marketing.
Finally, I discuss some of the barriers to recycling which
confront public programs.
I. Materials Flow
Materials that are targeted for recycling flow through a
cycle of different steps:
1) virgin material production,
2) consumption and primary use of material by consumer,
3) post-consumer discard of material as waste,
4) collection of post consumer materials,
5) reprocessing of collected materials
6) remanufacturing of materials into post consumer
product
7) secondary use of material
Figure 2.1 describes this general materials flow. For each
Figure 2.1
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material, these steps may differ. Below I describe some of
the most important steps for four different materials:
paper, glass, plastic and aluminum. While I only described
four of the most common materials included in MSW recycling,
many other components of the waste stream may also be
recycled. A comprehensive recycling program should include
materials such as, tin cans, leaf and yard waste,
construction demolition debris, scrap tires, used motor oil,
and lead acid batteries.
I do not discuss all 7 steps outlined above, but instead
describe 3 major stages: the primary uses of materials
(steps 1-3); the reprocessing and remanufacture of materials
(steps 5-6); and the secondary uses of recycled products
(step 7). (Step 4, materials collection, is discussed in
the second section of this chapter.)
A. Paper 1
1) Primary Uses
Paper is the largest component of the solid waste stream,
comprising, an average 34.6% of the nation's total solid
waste stream by weight.2 Paper as a recyclable material
must be separated into 4 major categories: old newspaper
(ONP), old corrugated cardboard (OCC), high quality white
paper (HQ), and mixed paper. Within these categories, paper
may be further classified for recycling purposes. ONP, for
example, has a series of different categories of material
quality which receive different prices on the secondary ONP
market. For each of the major categories, paper follows a
different path of reprocessing and remanufacturing,
depending on the secondary use of the paper collected.
2) Processing/Remanufacture
Recycled paper may first go to an intermediate processing
center or through a paper broker. The intermediate
processing step is generally where paper is sorted, by
category, and baled.
Paper remanufacturing generally takes place at paper
mills, which are distinguished between high quality and ONP
mills. When the secondary use of paper is as post consumer
paper, it is replacing pulp from virgin materials (wood and
other natural fibers) and must go through an additional
process of de-inking. The de-inking and repulping process
may be in the same mill or may be done in separate
facilities.
3) Secondary Uses/ End markets
In the United States an estimated 25-30% of all paper
which is produces is recovered for secondary use. This
figure is higher in other countries: Taiwan 80%, Denmark
77%, Spain and UK 50%.3 There are a variety of uses for all
types of wastepaper, which are outlined below.
Exports
The United States plays a significant role in the world
paper market, producing 31% of the international supply of
virgin paper in 1987.4 A significant amount (about 25% in
1986) of all wastepaper collected in the United States is
now being exported, primarily to Korea, Taiwan, Japan, and
Mexico. Exports continue to be a growing end market for
collected U.S. wastepaper.5
Old Newspaper (ONP)
An estimated 34% of ONP is currently recovered in the
United States today.6 The largest secondary use of ONP is
as recycled newsprint. With 7 recycled newsprint mills in
operation in 1987, the US capacity to produce recycled
newsprint was 5.9 million tons. Expansion is currently
underway in the North American newsprint industry. As of
1989, 9 new newsprint machines were expected to come on
line, 7 of which will be in Canada. The annual capacity for
manufacturing recycled newsprint is expected to rise from
1.4 million tons (1988) to an estimated 9.2 million tons in
2000.7 This is in part a response to increased pressure
placed upon the newspaper printing industry, through
legislation, to increase the percentage of recycled content
within newspaper production.8
ONP can also be remanufactured into a variety of other
products, including, cellulose for housing insulation,
mulch, animal bedding, as well as inputs into paperboard
products (discussed below.)
High Quality Paper
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OTA reports that an estimates 6.6% of high quality paper
is recovered in the US. Out of a total of 174 US printing
and writing paper mills, only 9 mills had de-inking capacity
in 1988. Eighteen mills had ability to produce 50% recycled
paper. Combined, these mills had capacity to produce only
5% of total paper production (1 million tons annually.)
HQ paper can also be reprocessed into a variety of tissue
products, such as paper towels, toilet paper, sanitary
papers, and napkins. OTA reports 44% of the tissue products
currently being produced are from recovered material. All
grades of paper are used in tissue products; however, HQ
paper constitutes the largest proportion. To date some 20-
40 tissue mills make tissue products using 25% recycled
content in their product.
Recycled paperboard
Recycled paperboard is a 100% recycled product, used for
fiber boxes, folding cartons, paper tubes, panel board,
writing paper pads, etc. All grades of wastepaper are used
for this material. Almost half of all the wastepaper used
in the US is currently for post consumer paperboard. In
1987, 9.2 million tons of wastepaper were used to produce
8.6 million tons of paperboard. This product, however,
faces strong competition within its consumer market from
both the plastics industry and from virgin paperboard.
Kraft Packaging Paper
In 1987, 5.1 million tons of unbleached kraft and
bleached packaging and industrial papers were produced in US
mills, with 5% capacity utilization, using mostly pre-
consumer waste cuttings and OCC. Growth is not expected in
this market since recycled fiber is not structurally strong
enough for recycled packaging paper. The demand for kraft
paper (mostly for grocery bags) has also been reduced by
competition from plastics.9
Kraft Paperboard/ Unbleached Kraft Linerboard
Kraft paperboard and linerboard is used as the facing
material for corrugated boxes, solid fiber boxes, and
folding cartons. Eighteen million tons of unbleached
paperboard were produced in the US in 1987; 1.9 million
(10%) used secondary fibers (mostly OCC). There is a
consistently strong demand for these products; however, an
increase in the percentage of secondary fibers is not
expected due to specific performance demands (strength and
durability.)
Semichemical paperboard/Bleached Paperboard
Semichemical paperboard is the center lining within
corrugated boxes. Five million tons were produced in the US
in 1987, accounting for a recovery rate of 32%. Secondary
fiber for this paperboard comes from OCC. Bleached
paperboard is used primarily for sanitary food packaging
(such as milk cartons, paper cups, etc.). This is made.
almost exclusively from virgin material, due to strict
health requirements.
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B. Glass10
1) Primary Uses/Markets
Glass comprises some 8.9% of the total solid waste
stream. The 4 main categories of the glass industry are:
containers which are brown, flint (clear), and green;
flatglass; fiberglass; and pressed and blown glass ware.
Containers are the largest market for glass. (The
container market is twice the size of flat and fiberglass
combined.) Trends in container glass are influenced by
packaging trends, and by competition from substitutes such
as plastic and aluminum. As a result of competition from
substitutes within the container market, no new glass plants
have been built since 1982.
The flat glass market is dependent on the construction
and automotive industries, both of which are closely tied to
oil prices and interest rates.
Fiberglass is primarily used for insulation and is
therefore dependent on the construction trade. Some 50% of
the material inputs for fiberglass are from post-consumer
glass. 12
2) Reprocessing/remanufacture
Unlike paper, which has a variety of different end uses,
glass makes a "closed loop" resource cycle, and can be
remanufactured back into glass. Glass remanufacturing
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requires a series of four stages: 1) materials preparation,
called beneficiation, which includes sorting, cleaning,
crushing and screening (for metal contaminants); 2) melting
and fining; 3) forming; 4) annealing.
Intermediate processing generally incorporates the
beneficiation process. The remaining steps are usually done
by remanufacturers such as bottling mills. Some glass
plants currently incorporate all processes into their
remanufacturing process and thus do not require intermediate
processing beyond separation.
Because the virgin materials used in glass manufacturing
(limestone, ash, and sand) are relatively plentiful and
inexpensive to produce, the price for post-consumer cullet
is low, and is competitive with virgin cullet. In addition,
competition from substitutes in the container market has
also reduced glass prices.
Although there is theoretically the potential for 100%
post consumer cullet glass recycling for containers, to date
there is only a 10-15% of glass is currently recovered in
the US. (There are higher rates in other European
countries.)
3) Secondary Uses/ End markets
The largest market for post consumer cullet is the
container market. According to bottling industry
representatives, to date there is a 30-35% recovery rate for
glass in the US container market. 3 This market requires
high quality separation by color. Other (smaller) uses for
post-consumer glass include, glassphalt, roadbed aggregate,
clay bricks, masonry block, glass beads, and foamglass.
These markets do not require color separation of glass.
While post consumer cullet commands lower prices for these
latter uses, they may be valuable end-markets for recycling
programs which do not incorporate source separation into
collection efforts.
C. Plastic 14
1) Primary uses/markets
The plastics industry has been growing rapidly since the
1970s. The use of plastic containers has grown relative to
aluminum or glass containers, and rigid plastic containers
now account for 18% of the container market. Plastics are
also now considered to be the fastest growing portion of the
waste stream, comprising some 7% of the waste stream by
weight and 18% by volume. An estimated 20 billion pounds of
post consumer plastic and packaging scrap is produced each
year.
While there are thousands of different types of plastic
resins, there are 6 main commodity plastics which dominate
the industry which are classified according to performance
(strength). Recently the plastics industry has implemented
a numerical coding system for identifying the major resin
types:
1 = Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), [soda bottles]
2 = High Density Polyethylene (HDPE), [milk jugs]
3 = Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), [pipe]
4 = Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE), [plastic bags]
5 = Polypropylene (PP), [bottle caps)
6 = Polystyrene (PS), [yogurt containers]
Packaging is the largest primary market for plastic
(41%), and plastic is gaining an increasing share of the
packaging industry. After packaging, end-markets for
plastic are followed by building components (34%) while
transportation, electronics, appliances, toys and furniture
are other smaller markets for plastic. 5
Demand for each category of plastic has increased over
the past decade, yet PET has seen the greatest level of
growth, and is expected to continue to gain a progressively
larger share of the plastics market.
2) Reprocessing/remanufacturing
There are two categories of plastics: thermoplastics and
thermosets. Thermosets are durable plastics (such as
automotive parts) and thermoplastics are disposable
plastics. Thermoplastics include the six major resin types
described above. Thermosets can not be remelted; they are
recycled by grinding and pulverizing for use as filler.
Thermoplastics can be remelted and therefore are fully
recyclable.
Separation is critical to being able to use post consumer
plastic as the different resin types have different
melt/burn indexes and different viscosities which determine
the way in which they can be remanufactured. Manual
separation by consumers or processors may be possible when
limiting recycling to a few major resin types (at this point
HDPE and PET are most commonly identified for residential
recycling.) However recycling more plastics types and mixed
plastic batches requires mechanical and chemical sorting
techniques.
Initial separation is generally done by intermediate
processors (IPCs) or brokers. The intermediate processor
will separate by resin type and color, and then either bale,
shred, or granulate, and send to a post-intermediate
processor. The post- intermediate processor cleans,
separates by resin type and color, granulates, pelletizes
and upgrades the materials. Brokers often act as
intermediaries between IPCs and post-IPCs. The pelletized
plastic is then sold to manufacturers, who are willing to
use post-consumer scrap to make end products.
Mixed plastics recycling eliminates the need for
separation and cleaning. A mixed plastic is coarsely ground
and partially melted in an extruder. More research is
currently being done on separation and cleaning technologies
as well as increased uses for mixed plastics.
3) Secondary Uses/ End Markets
Some major end markets for the different resins are
listed below.
PET:
- staple fiber (short length fibers for carpets and
ground cover fabric);
- fiberfill (insulation for quilts, sleeping bags,
pillows and jackets);
- extruded items (strapping for shipping and
warehousing, paint brush bristles, scouring pads, twine
and webbing);
- compounding resins (for molded products such as
sinks, shower stalls, automotive parts, tool and
appliance handles, audio cassette cases and non-food
containers);
- polyols (building blocks for other resins).
HDPE:
- toys, sprinklers, tool handles, golf bag liners,
traffic cones, pipe and pipe supports, trash bins, wall
panelling and soda bottle base cups, drums, fuel tanks,
trash cans, flower pots. (Not all of these are using
post-consumer plastic. Some products are prohibited by
the FDA from including post-consumer resins due to
health and safety concerns.) Household and Industrial
Chemical (HIC) bottles may be the largest end market
for post-consumer HDPE.16
LDPE
- plastic lumber
PP
- Battery cases
Mixed Plastics
Currently this market is primarily limited to plastic
lumber which could ultimately be put to a variety of
uses. It is thought to be preferable to wood for
applications in such settings as docks because it lasts
longer and doesn't rot or splinter. However, unless
plastic lumber can be priced competitively with wood,
it will not comprise a strong market.
D. Aluminum 17
1) Primary Uses
Aluminum is the smallest, yet most valuable portion of
the solid waste stream, contributing 0.8% of the national
waste stream. The demand for aluminum as a primary and
secondary material input has seen continued and steady
growth. Between 1974 and 1984, demand for aluminum end-
products grew an average of 1% each year, with demand for
aluminum cans and aluminum in cars accounting for most of
the growth.
Aluminum which is used as a raw material for production
is derived from extracting and refining bauxite ore and
smelting it into aluminum. Aluminum is used in a variety of
industries, including, packaging, transportation, consumer
durables, construction, and machinery. Bauxite is mined
primarily in developing countries within equatorial zones,
and is imported by industry users in the US. There is a
high degree of vertical integration within the aluminum
industry. Reynolds Metals, for example, owns bauxite mines
in several different countries, and manufactures a range of
aluminum products.
Aluminum makes up 8% of the earth's crust, and can be
remelted over and over, using less than 5% of the energy
required to make it from virgin ore.18 Because of the
expense of bauxite extraction, refining, and importing,
recycling of scrap aluminum has been going on since the
early 1900s, and has been maintained as a competitive market
within the U.S.
Aluminum scrap (post-consumer) is generated primarily
from used beverage containers (UBCs) and transportation
parts (especially scrapped auto parts such as transmissions,
engines, bodies and wheels). UBCs make up some 35% of total
aluminum scrap consumption, and 61% of UBCs are thought to
be recycled. Very small amounts of post-consumer scrap
are retrieved from durable consumer goods such as
refrigerators, washers, ranges, etc. (know as "white
goods"). "New" scrap (pre-consumer) is also generated by
aluminum end-product manufacturers .
Scrap aluminum is an important source of supply for end-
users. An estimated 4.51 billion pounds of secondary
aluminum (both new and old scrap) was recovered in 1989.
This is 27% of the total U.S. metal supply.2'
2) Processing/Remanufacturing
Intermediate processing of aluminum recovered through
curbside recycling programs takes place during the
separation and baling operations. Used beverage containers
(UBCs) are the most readily recoverable aluminum within MSW.
UBCs are generally either processed through a machine which
"densifies" material into brickettes, or are mechanically
blown into a flatbed trailer.
The processing of post-consumer and scrap aluminum
bypasses the extraction and refining stages of virgin
aluminum production and goes directly into resmelting.
There are three kinds of aluminum mills which consume
aluminum scrap: primary producers, which refine bauxite into
aluminum and manufacture a full range of aluminum products;
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secondary mills, which are smaller firms which resmelter
scrap aluminum and generally do not remanufacture products
but send resmelted scrap to a remanufacturer; and minimills,
which consume only secondary aluminum (both post- and pre-
consumer waste), yet remanufacture into new products.
Primary producers use scrap to supplement virgin materials;
however in their production of can stock, they have begun
using secondary materials exclusively.
To be recycled, aluminum alloys must be separated and
processed to meet the needs of the end-user. Secondary
smelting involves the delacquering and shredding of aluminum
for melting. Large volumes of aluminum are then melted in a
gas or oil-fired furnace. The composition of the product is
then tested and chemically treated to meet the alloy
specifications of the end-use.
Aluminum smelting is energy intensive and the use of
scrap aluminum requires far less energy than primary
aluminum. The total energy saved by aluminum recycling in
1989 is estimated to be the equivalent of 10% of the annual
energy requirements for all primary metals.. Even so, this
savings represents only a small part of the potential energy
savings from scrap aluminum production.
3) Secondary Uses
Like glass, aluminum is 100% recyclable and can be
recycled back into the same product it was originally.
Secondary aluminum has long been utilized in parts for
automobiles. More recently, discarded aluminum beverage
cans are increasingly being recycled back into new cans.
II. Recycling Models
Above I have described the materials flow for a variety
of materials most often collected in municipal recycling
programs. Following is an outline of some of the basic
models for municipal recycling programs. With large scale
recycling efforts in their developmental stage, there are no
generic models which fit all situations. Recycling models
depend on a variety of external factors and will need to be
tailored to the type and availability of processing capacity
and the requirements of the end-markets.
A. Collection Models
There are several different options available for
recycling collection. This is the first stage where value is
added to the material, simply by separating them from
ordinary trash.
1) Curbside collection
Most recycling advocates will insist that the only way to
make recycling a successful alternative waste management
strategy and divert significant portions of the waste
stream, is to make the process as easy and accessible as
possible to the producers of MSW, i.e.,household residents.
Curbside collection programs have been initiated in 41
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different states, and are estimated to be servicing some
21,100,000 U.S. residents, or 8% of the population.22
To ensure the greatest quantity of waste, curbside
collection directs recyclable materials to be placed along
side of trash, usually on the same day as regular trash
collection. The recyclable materials are then collected,
usually in separate collection vehicles, and hauled to a
processing center, or, if possible, to a direct end-market.
The selection of materials and the ways in which
materials are separated are important options within the
curbside collection model. As discussed earlier, the
materials collected for recycling should be collected in
such a way as to facilitate marketability to the end-user.
There are presently a variety of curbside collection
strategies. Strategies depend on institutional structure
and end-market demands. Municipal recycling strategies may
differ in both the materials selected and means of
collection. Program criteria may depend on factors such as
the availability of local markets, and/or the number and
type of collection vehicles that are used. Collection
strategies may target materials to be separated into
different collection bins, through "source separation", or
may be "commingled" in one bin. These materials may be
either collected commingled at the curb, or separated by the
collector into different collection bins. Recycling
collection vehicles for source-separated materials have a
series of different compartments for each of the materials
to be collected. The type of collection vehicles used may
dictate the type of collection process and may also limit
the number of materials to be collected.
The way in which the materials are separated in the home,
and at collection points determines the type of processing
and marketing that can occur with those materials. This
usually also has an impact on the quality of the materials
collected and therefore the value of the material to the end
market. The quality of the collected materials may have an
important impact on the revenues which can be generated (or
lost) from the sale of the materials. Contamination of
supply is a critical factor for all end markets;
contamination tends to be higher with a commingled batch.
Glass, for example, dramatically loses its value when
commingled and sold as mixed cullet, rather than being
separated by color. Similarly, the market value for ONP
that is mixed with glossy magazine inserts is reduced for
remanufacturing into post-consumer paper.
Curbside collection has a host of benefits as well as
problems. The critical purpose of a curbside collection
program is to make recycling as accessible as possible to
residents, and to generate the greatest quantity of post-
consumer material as possible. The quantity of supply that
can be generated and guaranteed to end markets is critical
to the development of markets for post consumer material.
But the goal of generating large quantities of waste may
undermine the quality of the collected material. This
conflict between quantity and quality has important
implications for the economic viability of recycling
programs.
2) Decentralized drop-off centers
The most common way in which recycling has been organized
is through a system in which individuals bring their own
recyclable materials to a centralized drop-off location,
where separate collection bins are stationed for the
different types of material to be collected. Drop-off sites
may collect one material or a variety of materials. They
may require a host of volunteers to ensure material is
sorted correctly, or they may be totally self-service
operations. In suburban and rural areas, especially
communities which do not have trash collection services,
drop-offs may be the best collection system for recyclable
materials. Since recycling drop-offs are not as convenient
as other systems, drop-off sites should be located in
visible and accessible places to encourage participation.
In suburban areas, useful drop-off locations are in shopping
centers, train stations and parks. For rural areas, where
residents are required to dispose their own trash, the best
location for such a center is often a local landfill or
transfer station.
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A drop-off system may be less optimal in urban centers,
where the storage and transportation of materials to a drop-
off location may become a barrier to recycling. An urban
drop-off system necessitates that there be a number of
conveniently located sites which are opened as often as
possible. An urban drop-off system is therefore unlikely to
divert significant quantities of materials from the waste
stream.
3) Buyback Centers
The participation of residents in recycling programs is
an obvious key to the success of any program. The buyback
center, which is a type of drop-off center, is designed to
add income generation as an additional incentive for
recycling. At a buyback center, which is a multi-material
redemption center, an individual is refunded in cash for the
material s/he brings in. For cities, this "cash for trash"
scheme is thought to be particularly useful in lower income
neighborhoods, and can be seen as a local economic
development tool which brings jobs and income generating
opportunities to a local community.
There are many buyback centers already in operation
around the country. Bronx 2000, a non-profit community
development corporation in New York, started a for-profit
subsidiary recycling company, Resource Recovery/Bronx 2000
(R2B2), and is one of the largest buyback centers in
operation in the country. R2B2 collects material from a
wide variety of urban scavengers, and reportedly pays out
some $25,000 a month to community recyclers. R2B2 began in
1982 as a buyback center for newspaper, cans and glass, but
has since expanded to include some 25 different materials.
The company has a 31-person staff and annual payroll
totalling $500,000, has recycled some 37,000 tons of raw
material, and is currently in the process of forming an
Employee Stock Ownership Program (ESOP).
The directors of R2B2 see recycling as a growing
opportunity for local economic development, and estimate
that the local economic impact of their operations to be
some $4 million a year through revenues, the provision of
low cost waste disposal to local businesses, and the supply
of cheap raw material to local manufactures. Recently,
R2B2 has invested reprocessing and marketing of different
types of plastics. It is currently involved with developing
processing centers in different boroughs as part of the NYC
recycling program. It also hopes to help develop a network
of buyback centers in other cities.
A buyback center is not only a collection station, but
may also be a processing facility. Through the value added
to material through reprocessing, buyback centers are able
to generate enough income to pay scavengers who are
collecting their materials. Nevertheless, market
fluctuations have hit some buyback centers quite hard,
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especially those with limited capital, which can not sustain
market gluts and dropping prices, even in the short term.
Some buyback centers have contracted with city
administration to receive a fee for the avoided disposal
costs which their work offers the city. R2B2, receives
reimbursement from the city for diversion of materials from
the waste stream.
A buyback center, especially one which is locally owned
and operated, can play an important role in urban recycling
programs and policies within cities that incorporate
economic development strategies into program development.
C. Processing And Marketing models
1) Intermediate Processing Facilities And Materials
Recovery Facilities:
Materials collected at a drop-off center, when
appropriately separated, can be marketed either directly to
end markets or through material brokers. Large scale
collection programs in cities or suburbs, especially
curbside collections, may choose to develop specialized
processing facilities tailored to local recycling systems.
This is particularly relevant for curbside collections where
materials are commingled. Intermediate Processing Centers
(IPCs) or Materials Recovery Facilities (MRFs) are
facilities where materials collected for recycling are
delivered, and prepared for end-market remanufacturers.
Value is again added to the materials through intermediate
processing.
Currently there are 47 MRFs in operation around the
country; another 12 are under construction with some 40
others in the planning stages.2
MRFs and IPCs generally separate and prepared material
for their appropriate end-markets. Paper may be sorted and
baled; glass may be separated, crushed, cleaned and
screened; plastic may be sorted and either baled or
granulated into flake; aluminum may be either blown into a
truck or densified into brickettes.
Intermediate processing facilities may vary widely in
their size and type of operations. The type of processing
selected may depend on the needs of the end user. While
some end users want paper baled, others want it loose; some
plastics remanufacturers want plastic baled, and some want
it flaked.
To date, intermediate processing technology is labor
intensive due to the intricacies of materials separation;
this is particularly relevant for plastics recovery. The
costs and types of processing equipment are changing rapidly
as the recycling industry expands. Capital costs of MRFs
are in the range of $5-7 million.
MRFs may be critical for developing processing capacity
particularly in urban settings where material quantity is
high. They may also be used as regional facilities to help
municipalities pool resources in order to gain the most
value for the material collected and to reduce competition
between towns within a marketing region. Resources can also
be pooled to market materials. For example, cooperative
marketing strategies have been developed in both New
Hampshire and Vermont through recycling associations which
serve as brokers for materials.2
2) Management and Marketing
Materials marketing and program management within cities
faces different set of challenges depending on the
institutional structure. While many cities maintain control
over their garbage with municipal collection systems, some
cities have transferred trash collection and disposal
responsibility to private sector management. The existing
structure of the waste management system, in particular, who
controls the trash, will invariably direct the strategy of
collection, processing, and marketing for urban recycling
programs. Each phase of the recycling process may be either
publicly or privately managed. The private sector,
especially firms already within the waste management
industry, are beginning to aggressively enter the recycling
arena. Private sector firms are now offering collection,
processing, and marketing of materials. Some firms are even
establishing themselves as product end-markets.27
The public/private management debate has many
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ramifications, and is not the major focus of this report.
Nevertheless, the role which the public sector chooses to
play in the development and implementation of urban
recycling will have direct fiscal and economic development
impacts. While the private sector may be able to provide
more efficient and well managed programs in some cases, the
loss of public control over decisions that affect the
different stages of the process may lead to a loss of
control over the costs and benefits of the program in the
long run.
In addition to collection and processing, the public
sector may choose whether or not to play a role in
developing end- markets for materials collected. The
creation of end-markets within cities, where supply of
material is most abundant, has a variety of potential
economic development impacts. My case study will
specifically examine economic development impacts of
recycling in Philadelphia as a way of illustrating this
point.
III. Barriers To Recycling
One of the greatest barriers for cities to initiate a
curbside recycling program is the start-up costs. Because
recycling is a new program which requires the development of
an infrastructure to support it, the initial costs
(vehicles, processing centers, collection and administration
staff, etc.) can constitute a significant investment. While
initial start-up costs are high, revenues derived from the
materials collected, in addition to the savings realized
through avoided disposal, should, in the long run, amount to
an overall savings.
One of the major barriers to realizing savings is that
end-markets for materials collected through municipal
recycling programs are poorly developed. At this early
stage in the development of comprehensive recycling efforts,
cities are encountering radical fluctuations in the
materials markets. These fluctuations have often been a
result of an oversupply of materials from recycling. As
noted above, market development is thus a critical issue.
Barriers to recycling also stem from government policy at
the federal level. A variety of subsidies for firms
extracting virgin material are provided by the federal
government, which has inhibited the secondary material
industry from being price competitive. The extractive
industries, such as oil and mining, are allowed to claim tax
deductions for the percentage of their gross revenues which
represent a "depletion" of their reserves. These "depletion
allowances", which are generally set between 5% and 22% of
gross annual income, theoretically compensate for the future
depletion of mineral reserves.2
The timber industry also receives subsidies from the
federal government which inhibit the secondary paper market.
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The tax code allows deductions of expenses for future timber
production to be taken when they occur, rather than over the
term of the investment. This "is the equivalent of a long
term zero interest loan from the federal government." 2 9  In
addition, the timber industry benefits from the U.S. Forest
service which maintains timber stands within the U.S. forest
lands. The purchase price for cutting these stands do not
reflect the costs of this of maintenance.
As a result of these policies, recycled materials are at
a severe market disadvantage. A 1978 Congressional study
estimated that tax benefits to virgin material industries
made up as much as 60% of the price advantage of virgin
boxboard, 26% of the price advantage for virgin printing and
writing paper, and 106% of the price advantage for virgin
steel. 3
IV. Conclusion
This chapter has offered a general picture of what
recycling involves -- a series of material transactions,
from source separation and collection, to processing and
remanufacturing. I have also noted a number of factors which
must be analyzed in order for a municipal recycling program
to be implemented. These factors include an analysis of the
availability and requirements of various end-markets and
processing capacity. This information is an important
reference point for understanding the urban recycling case
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study presented in chapter 4.
The materials cycle described in this chapter
demonstrates that at each stage of the recycling process,
value is added to the materials. Each stage of value-added
production will have an economic impact. This economic
impact is particularly relevant for an urban economy. In
the following chapter, I discuss further the significance of
this impact upon urban economies. In particular, I examine
the need for economic development within cities, as a basis
for the Philadelphia case study.
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CHAPTER 3
RECYCLING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The previous chapters have established a context for
understanding recycling policy. This chapter presents a
framework for my case study of recycling in Philadelphia and
my focus on economic development impacts of recycling. The
crisis in trash management, as analyzed in Chapter 1, is not
only an environmental problem, but also an economic and
political problem. The economic impacts of waste management
are particularly relevant in urban centers, where trash is
plentiful and the mounting expense of cleaning up
environmentally unsound disposal has created momentum for
change. As described in Chapter 2, recycling involves a
cycle of materials transactions, including collection,
processing and remanufacturing, all of which must be
tailored correctly to meet the requirements of end-users.
This points to the need for market development within
recycling policy.
My interest is in linking recycling market development
with growing economic needs within cities. It is in this
nexus that I see the economic development potential that
recycling offers to cities. Comprehensive recycling
involves a change in the overall system of materials
management. In the long run, recycling has the potential to
have a substantial impact on urban economies.
This chapter begins with a discussion of why economic
development is important to cities, and what economic
development policy entails. I then explore how urban
recycling policy can and should be linked with economic
development policy. Finally, I offer an analytic framework
for my examination of economic development impacts of
recycling in Philadelphia.
I. Urban Economic Development
A. The Growing Need
Throughout the era of industrial development in the US,
cities were the engine of economic growth. The rapid growth
within cities, which developed as both population and
employment centers, created many social challenges. While
the working and housing conditions of the turn of the
century have generally improved, many urban challenges
continue to beset large cities.
In the 1960s, social and economic policy initiatives such
as the War On Poverty, Urban Renewal, Model Cities, and
Community Development Block Grants, were aimed at addressing
urban problems of poverty, unemployment, poor housing and
general underdevelopment. Yet, demographic changes over the
last two decades point to shifts in urban population and
employment trends which have exacerbated many of these urban
problems.
The rapid expansion of the suburbs, coupled with the
dramatic changes in telecommunications and transportation
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have facilitated the migration of people out of the cities.
Whereas in 1950, 59% of the residents within metropolitan
areas lived inside the central city and 41% lived in the
suburbs, this trend had reversed itself by 1980, when 40% of
metropolitan area residents lived in cities and 60% lived in
suburbs.1
While population declines might help alleviate
overcrowding, the urban flight which occurred in these
decades tended to occur among those population groups having
the most mobility, leaving behind a more impoverished
population. The suburban migration patterns thus tended to
lower the tax base within cities, while increasing the need
for social services. These trends have deepened the plight
of the inner cities. By 1986, one in every five residents
of central cities was living in poverty, and the poverty
rate within cities was more than double the poverty rate in
their surrounding suburbs.2
Poverty within cities has been an ever growing problem
nationwide, as an increasing portion of the urban
population, especially within communities of color, live
below the poverty line. Unemployment in most cities in the
early 1980s was in the double digits. As of 1985, the
unemployment rate among blacks was 15.3%, as compared to
6.1% among whites.3 While there has been some cyclical
reduction of these rates for some cities, in the early
1990s, high unemployment rates are again being seen in
cities, particularly in the Northeast, and are heightened
within communities of color.
Many of the problems of poverty and unemployment are also
linked to changing trends in the employment base of the
country and the movement of employers away from central
cities. Cities have been severely impacted by the
transformation of the U.S. economy, which has changed over
the last three decades from a manufacturing-based economy in
which cities were goods producers, into a service-based
economy in which cites have become centers of information
processing and administrative control.4
This transformation corresponded to changes in the
composition of the employment base. These employment shifts
were particularly relevant to the Northeast and Midwest
(frostbelt) region which, from 1960-1985 experienced slow
growth relative to growth within the south and west
(sunbelt) region.
Changes in Philadelphia's economic base exemplify
changing employment trends. Overall employment within the
city declined from 788,000 in 1953 to 604,000 in 1985 (a 23%
drop). During this time, manufacturing, which accounted for
45.5% of employment within the city in 1953, declined to 18%
of the city's employment base by 1985. Meanwhile, the
number of people working in the service sector more than
quadrupled. White collar services increased from 12.5% in
1953 to become 57.6% of the city's employment by 1985.5
Unfortunately, the types of jobs offered within the
changing economic structure of cities, have not always
reflected the skills and educational level of their
populations. A large percentage of the jobs which have left
cities, especially blue-collar jobs, have been those with
the lowest educational requisites. As a result,
unemployment has been particularly acute within pockets of
urban populations which tend to have lower levels of
education. This disparity is illustrated by the
unemployment rate in Philadelphia in 1985 which was 6.5% for
whites, and 12% for blacks and other people of color.6
Even as cities have struggled to face the increasing
challenges posed by economic restructuring and changing
demographics, throughout the 1980s the federal government
severely cut back programs designed to address urban
problems. As part of an overall strategy of "downsizing"
government, the Reagan administration shifted many
responsibilities from federal to local levels of government,
while at the same time reducing federal aid to states and
cities. While federal aid to state and local government
accounted for 3.6% of total GNP in 1978 (under Carter) it
was reduced to 2.2% of total GNP in 1987 (under Reagan).7
As a result, cities have been forced to provide additional
social services with fewer resources.
In 1986, the US Conference of Mayors outlined a series of
detrimental cuts in federal aid to cities, including:8
- 60% cut in federal housing assistance since 1980;
- 50% reduction in employment and training funds since
1980;
- A decline in education as a share of the federal
budget;
- Reductions in child care assistance;
- 80% reduction in federal crime fighting assistance to
states and local government since 1975;
- 21% decline in local public transportation assistance
since 1980.
In addition, from FY '81 to FY '87, there was a 19.4% drop
in the federal funding for community neighborhood
development. (When adjusted for inflation this actually
represents a 36.5% reduction in the actual buying power of
these programs.)9
These figures indicate that the federal government has
dramatically cut urban assistance precisely at a time when
the need for additional investment into urban economies is
growing acute.
B. Economic Development Strategies
The plight of cities challenges policy makers to search
for avenues to address the range of problems. According to
traditional economic development theory, cities must look
toward developing their local economic infrastructure as a
way to attract outside investment, provide employment for
city residents, and generate a healthy tax base through
successful businesses, in order to create a future of
economic growth and stability. Economic development policy
encourages publicly subsidizing private investment in
cities, and targeting enterprises within the inner city
neighborhoods, as a way of addressing the failure of private
capital to invest in these areas. It also supports
employment and training development.
Enterprise development within a community not only
provides jobs to local people, but also has additional
employment and spending multiplier effects throughout the
local economy. A firm will potentially infuse additional
capital into a community through purchases from local
businesses, and create a demand for goods and services which
fuels additional employment. In addition, business
development may become an economic anchor for a community
and may help to attract new business to an area as well as
help to support the expansion of existing local business.
In general, economic development policies and programs
offer financial or nonfinancial incentives for business
development. Financial incentives may work to reduce a
lender's risk, reduce a borrower's financing costs, ease
repayment requirements, improve business cash flow, or
provide equity capital to entrepreneurs. Public sector
tools to achieve these goals include grants, loans, loan
guarantees, interest rate subsidies, bond financing, equity
financing and tax credits, abatements or deductions. 0
Nonfinancial development assistance works to reduce the
costs of doing business, often by providing skills or
information to investors or entrepreneurs. Nonfinancial
assistance may include providing management assistance,
referral, consulting and liaison services, and offering
seminars, training workshops and research and development."
At the federal level, the most significant economic
development programs are Community Development Block Grants
(CDBG), and Urban Development Assistance Grants (UDAGs),
which provide funding for local level projects. CDBGs
provide communities with a flexible funding source for
economic development (including business financing and site
development), infrastructure, and housing development.
UDAGs are used for specific projects (commercial, industrial
and neighborhood development) which encourage private sector
initiatives within economically distressed areas.12
Financial and nonfinancial assistance is also provided
federally by the Economic Development Administration, which
provides public works and planning grants as well as
economic adjustment assistance to communities with special
needs. The Minority Business Development Agency offers
targeted management and training assistance to minority and
economically disadvantaged entrepreneurs.
The Small Business Administration (SBA), which as an
independent federal agency created by Congress, assists and
advocates for small businesses across the country. The SBA
helps provide access to long term financing and offers
management counseling and training services. SBA also tries
to direct government procurement to small firms and offers
resources to promote small business start-ups, such as small
business incubators, technology transfer centers.
The Employment and Training Administration (ETA),
administers job training and related services to the
economically disadvantaged. ETA programs are funded by the
Job Training Partnership Act, and are developed jointly
through state and local governments and the private sector.
Finally, the federal tax code is also used to stimulate
business development. Federal tax incentives for economic
development include the Industrial Development Bonds,
rehabilitation tax credits, and targeted jobs tax credits.
As discussed above, all of these federal programs have
been significantly reduced throughout the 1980s, and states
and local governments have been forced to carry an
increasing load of responsibility.
There are a diverse array of state economic development
programs as well throughout the country. Business
development initiatives seek to increase new businesses,
nurture existing small firms to enhance their viability,
assist with firm expansion, and work to retain existing
businesses. A popular state and local strategy for business
development are small business incubator programs which
attract small undercapitalized firms to locate in a facility
(often underused or abandoned manufacturing complexes) and
share some common services as a way of reducing operating
costs. Some states also work to streamline license and
permitting procedures and assist new and small firms through
the bureaucratic processes. This type of assistance helps
to reduce the costs associated with establishing a business
which are barriers for undercapitalized firms.
Many states and cities choose to provide financial
assistance to small firms, filling in "capital gaps" through
the provision of equity financing, low-interest direct
loans, revolving loan funds, or rate reducing guarantees for
private sector loans. States may also provide assistance
through creative bond financing mechanisms.
Local economic development programs also specifically
target assistance to people, places or firms with special
needs. This type of targeted assistance works to channel
activities to benefit locations, communities or sectors
which are not supported by the market alone. These type of
programs include Enterprise Zones (geographically defined
target), Women and Minority Business programs (targeted
clientele), and targeted industries.
At the community level, the creation of non-profit
community-owned and run organizations which can provide
development assistance and social services, has become a
popular strategy for the direct infusion of resources into
the local economy. Community Development Corporations
(CDCs) may support local housing production and/or business
development through channelling publicly subsidized
financing. An additional benefit of CDCs is to promote
growth which is locally controlled and locally oriented.
CDCs may reduce a community's reliance on private finance
and may also provide locally needed services such as job
training to community residents.
Through all of these strategies, economic development
policy attempts to alleviate the social and economic
problems rising within cities which has been exacerbated by
changing urban economies and reduced assistance from higher
levels of government.
II. Economic Development Impacts of Urban Recycling
Recycling-based enterprises can be assisted by and
integrated into many of the existing economic development
schemes outlined above. The potential for recycling to
promote economic development within cities lies in creating
new industries to make use of, and add value to, trash -- a
resource in abundance in densely populated communities. In
this way, recycling can be implemented both as an
environmental policy and an economic growth strategy. Such
a combination of goals would be a welcome alternative to the
negative economic impacts which some environmental policies
have entailed in the past.
Linking economic development and recycling will not
dramatically alleviate the complex urban problems discussed
above, nor will they remedy the fiscal crisis in the short
run. However, recycling programs might be linked to
strategies that at least begin to address growing urban
needs. Given the acute need for economic development within
cities, it becomes increasingly important that environmental
strategies with the potential for employment and revenue
generation be evaluated for their economic development
benefits.
Below I provide an analytic framework for examining the
economic development impacts of urban recycling.
Specifically, I discuss potential investment, employment and
fiscal impacts of recycling businesses. This analysis will
establish the framework for my case study of economic
development impacts of recycling in Philadelphia, which I
discuss in chapter 5.
A. Investment Impacts
An examination of economic development impacts from
recycling should investigate whether recycling activity has
led to new investment in a city, and how much of that has
been returned to the city. This investment, which might be
either private or publicly subsidized, could include
expansions of locally based firms, or the entry of new firms
into the economy. The location of recycling related
businesses should be examined to assess whether and how
recycling investments might be helping to revitalize low
income areas of the city or areas of the city which have
been left vacant by the flight of manufacturing.
A location theory analysis of the economic development
potential from recycling suggests that urban centers may
play an important role in the development of the recycling
industry overall. Adequate materials processing capacity is
an immediate need for urban recycling since it is a critical
component of the infrastructure needed to make collected
materials marketable. The processing of post consumer waste
is a materials-oriented market -- the transportation costs
of hauling unprocessed materials are high relative to the
13value of the waste products (low value-to-weight ratio).
Therefore one would expect the processing industry to locate
as close as possible to the supply of post-consumer
materials. Since cities constitute the largest concentrated
source of post-consumer materials, the collection of these
materials should generate nearby market activity.
Another potential economic development investment impact
of urban recycling is the ability of firms to attract other
firms to an area. Recycling might foster an agglomeration
industry in which firms locate close to one another in a
symbiotic relationship with one another. In recycling, one
might expect this type of relationship, as waste collectors
are suppliers for processors, which are, in turn, suppliers
for end-markets. A group of manufacturers may choose to
locate near a processing facility to reduce transportation
costs.
B. Employment Impacts
The other major economic development impact which
recycling should generate within a city is new employment
opportunity. I would expect job development to occur in all
value-added phases of the recycling materials flow:
collection, processing, and remanufacture.
An evaluation of economic development impacts should
assess both the direct and indirect employment opportunities
which have resulted from recycling. This examination should
consider what type of jobs are created, and who tends to get
them, as well as wages and skill level of the jobs offered.
For low income areas, the ability of firms to attract
formerly unemployed workers should also be explored, as job
training and re-employment are all community economic
development goals.
As noted above, investment and employment opportunities
are expected to create multiplier effects throughout the
local economy. However, assessing the range of these
secondary impacts is beyond the scope of this research.
C. Fiscal Impacts
A financial analysis of nunicipal governments and
government programs depends upon an understanding of both
the economic base of the municipality and its institutional
structure for raising revenues. The fiscal health of a city
depends upon the ability to raise revenues relative to the
need for expenditures. Fiscal stability of a city is thus
determined by both the types of industry it houses and the
number of jobs and wage level which industry offers, in
addition to a city's business and household tax and fee
structure. The ability to raise revenues will in turn
determine the municipality's ability to make further
expenditures. An evaluation of municipal expenditures on
a program, therefore, should assess the impact of that
program on the fiscal health of the municipality.
An analysis of the fiscal impacts from recycling programs
would examine the range of ways in which recycling effects a
city's expenditures and revenues. New program development
will involve a series of administrative and operational
expenditures. The type of costs incurred by a particular
city will depend upon the ownership structure of the
program, i.e. the extent to which elements of the program
are privatized. The program may incur costs for materials
collection, processing and marketing, yet this may also (in
the long run) generate a potential revenue stream from the
sale of reprocessed materials. There may also be a savings
to the city, from the avoided disposal costs of landfilling
or incineration. While avoided disposal costs are not a
revenue stream to a city they have an equivalent effect by
lowering expenditures.
From an economic development perspective, the creation of
a recycling infrastructure, and the ensuing establishment of
recycling businesses and increased employment will generate
fiscal revenues to a city. The types of revenues depend
upon the structure of taxes and fees within a city. For
example, there might be corporate income taxes, real estate
taxes and/or fees, sales taxes, wage taxes, etc., which
could enhance city revenues from recycling if businesses and
employees live and/or shop within that city's jurisdiction.
These potential revenues are part of the overall economic
development impacts.
While it would be valuable to estimate the overall fiscal
impacts from recycling businesses in the Philadelphia case
study, that goes beyond the scope of this study. The
private firms which I contacted were unwilling to provide
financial information which they consider to be proprietary,
making it hard to estimate fiscal effects. I will
illustrate this analysis through one example, but do not try
to assess overall fiscal impacts. My examination rests on
an analysis of one firm, which received public financial
assistance and for which I have been given financial
information. The analysis of this firm provide an example
of the type of fiscal impacts that can be expected from
enterprise development through recycling.
D. Other Impacts
There are a variety of other economic development impacts
which recycling might create. The recycling industry might
help to integrate the local economy into the larger regional
and/or national economy (by increasing exports for example).
Recycling firms might purchase and/or sell goods within a
local community and create multipliers and support local
businesses. Finally, public investment in recycling
businesses might help to increase local control over
development and decision making. While these are not the
main focus of my analysis, I make reference to these impacts
and recognize them as important aspects to be considered
within a comprehensive analysis of program costs and
benefits.
My evaluation of economic development impacts of
recycling in Philadelphia presented in chapter 5, expands
upon this framework. My research focuses on examining the
number and types of businesses created from recycling within
the city. This includes an investigation of both new and
expanded recycling businesses; the location of these
businesses; the number and types of employment
opportunities, including wages and skill level of employees;
as well as other possible community benefits, including
fiscal impacts, from recycling firms.
With this framework, I shall turn in the next chapter to
my case study of the Philadelphia recycling program.
CHAPTER 4
RECYCLING IN PHILADELPHIA
In this chapter I present a description of Philadelphia's
recycling program. The description begins with an
historical account of the solid waste problem in the city of
Philadelphia and the growth of a grassroots movement around
recycling. This political history of recycling in
Philadelphia is illustrative of what was developing on a
national scale, as described in Chapter 1.
This Chapter proceeds to a description of what the
recycling law prescribed for policy, and how the program has
been implemented thus far. The description of the
Philadelphia recycling program uses the information on
recycling models described in Chapter 2 and depicts what is
involved in implementing recycling on a large scale in an
urban environment. The information on the recycling program
also provides the background information for my discussion,
in Chapter 5, of economic development impacts of recycling
in Philadelphia.
I. History Of The Philadelphia Recycling Law
On June 23rd, 1987, Philadelphia's Mayor, W. Wilson
Goode, signed into law the city's mandatory Recycling
Ordinance, initiating the first city-wide recycling law in a
large US city. The passage of the Recycling Ordinance was
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an unexpected victory for recycling advocates in
Philadelphia, as well as a setback for the mayor, who had
been advocating a very different future for waste management
in his city.
A. Philadelphia's Solid Waste Problem
By 1987, the city of Philadelphia, like so many of its
neighbors along the Northeast Corridor, was facing a trash
crisis. For Philadelphia, the crisis involved a physical
problem of having no place to bury trash, an environmental
problem of having two city incinerators which were the
subject of citizen law suits and EPA investigations, a
fiscal crisis in which waste disposal costs had risen 170%
in six years to reach $66 million in FY'87, and a political
crisis of being incapable of achieving consensus on how to
proceed with the future of the city's waste management
policy.'
Mayor Goode was the third consecutive mayoral
administration in Philadelphia to recommend "resource
recovery" as a solution to its trash problem. In 1976, a
report commissioned by the Rizzo administration recommended
a "trash-to-steam" plant be built along the Skuylkill River.
Yet Rizzo never executed the plan during his tenure as
Mayor. In 1980, the Green administration again investigated
the incineration option for waste management, and, in 1982,
recommended a "trash-to-steam" plant be built at the
Philadelphia Naval Shipyard. By 1983, the city had selected
a contractor to build and operate the plant; yet, this
proposal was never enacted by the City Council. When Mayor
Goode was elected in 1984, he cited the trash-to-steam plant
at the Naval Shipyard as one of the top three priorities of
his administration.2 Nevertheless, Goode was to become the
City's fourth Mayor to be unable to site a trash
incinerator.
Between 1984 and 1987, the Goode administration worked
diligently to solve the trash crisis. A number of
consultants were hired to assess the feasibility of possible
waste management alternatives, and a series of public
hearings were held to consider these options. Throughout
the 1980s, however, some Philadelphia residents were
actively organizing to develop an alterative vision for
managing the city's trash.
B. Origins of Recycling
In 1981, Wilson Goode, who was then the Managing Director
for the city, called together a group of residents to a
develop a plan for a city recycling program. In spite of
the City's apparent interest in recycling, the plan which
was developed by the ad hoc recycling committee was never
implemented. As a result, those who had been involved with
developing a recycling plan for the city came together to
form a recycling advocacy organization, Philadelphians For
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Recycling (PFR). The main objective of PFR was to rally
public support for recycling to bring political pressure
upon the city administration to develop and implement a true
recycling plan.3
While the advocates' plan was not adopted by the city,
their work was essential to getting the city to hire a
recycling coordinator in 1985, who was placed in the city
Streets Department (the city department which is responsible
for trash collection.) With the continued advocacy from
PFR, and the support of one friendly City Council
Representative, David Cohen, the recycling coordinator was
able to hire a small staff in 1986.
Yet, the city's lack of commitment to recycling quickly
became clear to the coordinator, who received no attention
or support for his efforts. The recycling staff of 13 was
given 4 desks, 1 telephone, and no clerical support -- not
even a typewriter. One recycling staffer described the
administration's commitment to recycling as "pure lip
service." In spite of the administration's hostility, the
recycling staff managed to write grant proposals and receive
a $500,000 state grant for capital improvements for the
Fairmount park facility and $37,000 for curbside recycling
program support.4
With the state funding awards for recycling in hand in
late 1986, the city was forced to do something. The staff
opened a public recycling drop-off program in the city's
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Fairmount Park. In addition, a small pilot curbside
collection program was established, but it was under the
tight control of the Mayor's Office. The city's resistance
to recycling, combined with low morale and growing distrust
within the recycling staff, resulted in all but 4 of the
staff leaving.
In spite of the lack of support within City Hall, a
variety of recycling programs were established by volunteers
at the neighborhood level. Programs were organized through
social service groups such as churches and the Boy Scouts
and ecologically oriented organizations such as the food
cooperatives. These groups were not affiliated, yet some of
the core organizers were also members of PFR.
At the same time, PFR continued its political advocacy at
City Hall, pushing for a city-wide program. In 1985, the
group developed and proposed legislation calling for a
mandatory recycling program for the city, setting a goal of
recycling 50% of the city's trash.5
Meanwhile, Mayor Goode worked on moving his incineration
plan forward. By 1987, after a series of hearings over
alternative waste disposal options for the city were held,
Mayor Goode began a strong push to secure City Council
authorization for a $280 million trash-to-steam plant.
However, the residents of South Philadelphia, where the
plant was to be sited, fought back. They organized
resounding opposition to the plan, which captured the
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attention of the media and several City Council
Representatives.
One public hearing held in City Council chambers to
discuss the proposal exemplifies the degree of the
community's hostility toward the Mayor's plan. The chamber
was filled with several hundred people, some wearing dust
masks, and others carrying signs which read "Dioxins means
Die," and "Goode-To-Steam". When the Mayor appeared at the
hearing, the crowd booed, and when one of the city
councilors refused to shake the Mayor's hand, the crowd
applauded and cheered. The hearing climaxed when the
Commissioner of the Streets Department began his
presentation about the plan. As he started to speak, the
crowd began coughing, first one person, then several, until,
as described by a local reporter, "suddenly, half of the
audience was coughing at the top of its lungs, like a
classroom full of wild kids with a substitute teacher."6
C. Recycling Legislation
In response to this community opposition, at large City
Council Representative, David Cohen, developed new
strategies to fight the Mayor's plan. In March 1987, Cohen
introduced a mandatory recycling ordinance in the city
council, claiming the city could both save money and avert
the need to dispose of half of the city's trash through the
program. Cohen publicly claimed this proposal was not
linked to the trash-to-steam battle, yet the Mayor saw it as
a direct attack on his incineration plan. While the Mayor
had positioned himself publicly as being in support of
recycling, he claimed that Cohen's plan was not a solution.
Goode complained that it was infeasible to get a program
running quickly, and that recycling could not eliminate the
need for incineration.8
According to PFR activists, Cohen had not involved the
recycling community in his legislative proposal until after
he had written and proposed the ordinance. Recycling
advocates were not participants in the trash-to-steam
battle, since they were undecided as a group about the issue
and had preferred to stay out of the fight altogether.
Nevertheless, PFR did work with Cohen to redraft his
proposed legislation, and lobbied hard for its passage.9
The ordinance was able to move rather quickly through the
process as it encountered surprisingly little opposition.
Some felt the administration had been "caught off guard" by
the proposal. When the ordinance came before the city
council on June 23, it was, much to the surprise of the
Mayor, unanimously endorsed by the city council. 1 1 The
mayor recognized recycling's popular support, and knew the
ordinance could not survive a veto. With little fanfare,
Mayor Goode signed into law the first ambitious urban
recycling law in the country.
D. The Solid Waste Legacy
The Mayor did not embrace recycling as a total solution
to the trash problem. The next day he made a last ditch
effort to revive his sinking incinerator plan. Goode made
an eleventh hour appeal to the council to hold a special
session to vote on his proposed $200 million trash-to-steam
plant. In a press conference called to present his case he
stated: "We have a crisis in this city... it is getting
worse day by day, and we have to do something about the
problem. If council will never approve a trash-to-steam
plant, they should say so now."'2 Nevertheless, the council
refused to respond to the executive's request, and would not
consider the incinerator proposal before the summer recess.
The victory of the recycling program, and the council's
subsequent snub of the Mayor's requests, was the early
downfall of the trash-to-steam plant. The proposal died a
quiet death in the back rooms of City Hall, and the council
never again raised the issue for approval.
Mayor Goode's trash woes did not end there, however. In
October of 1987, the existing city incinerators ran into
problems with the federal environmental protection agency
(EPA). An EPA report announced that the 200,000 tons of
incinerator ash, which was being stored near the city's
Northwest incinerator and South Pier, contained levels of
heavy metals and dioxins which exceeded federal safety
standards. The ash had been stored at the sites
temporarily, and the Streets Department had been forced to
shut down its incinerators after being sued by a community
group, the Roxborough Civic Association.
In a desperate attempt to get rid of its ash, the city
contracted with Panama to take the ash for use as road
bedding on a highway construction project. News of this
plan catalyzed a dramatic action by the environmental
activist organization, Greenpeace. They drew national media
attention by scaling the City Hall tower to unfurl a huge
banner opposing the plan to "export toxic ash to the third
world." When the EPA report was released, Panama refused
the city's ash. The ship carrying the incinerator ash was
consequently turned away from seven countries on three
continents in a 26-month-long odyssey to dispose of the
ash. 13
The Roxborough Civic Association won its court battle
against the city and the incinerator was forced,
temporarily, to close down. The final chapter to
Philadelphia's incinerator saga came once the Mayor,
recognizing the expense of adapting pollution control
technology to meet tougher emissions standards, decided to
close the incinerators for good. The incinerators stopped
operating on June, 30, 1989.14
Philadelphia's trash is no longer incinerated and is
currently dumped at a landfill in Bucks County which is
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owned by Waste Management Inc. In addition, a growing
recycling program is now underway. While trash problems
remain for the current administration, the battle has
subsided. This may in part be attributed to a state
mandated planning process.
On September 26, 1988, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
passed the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling, and Waste
Reduction Act (Act 101), which required solid waste planning
as well as phased in mandatory recycling for municipalities
with more than 5,000 people throughout the state. As a
result of this law, Philadelphia has been required to
undertake not only a comprehensive municipal recycling
program, but also to oversee commercial waste recycling
within its boundaries.
In addition, Act 101 required the city to develop a
comprehensive Municipal Waste Management Plan to outline a
ten year solid waste handling strategy. In compliance with
this law, the Mayor established a Solid Waste Advisory
Committee (SWAC) whose members represented a cross-section
of constituent interests in the city. Through a series of
monthly meetings, educational forums, and lengthy research
and debate, (lasting from 2/89-9/90) the SWAC developed a
ten year plan for solid waste management in Philadelphia.
This plan has recently been approved by the city council
(15-1) and (as of this writing) is awaiting approval by the
state.
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E. Policy Implications Of Solid Waste/Recycling History
This history of the solid waste crisis in Philadelphia
tells an important story. The history illuminates how
momentum was built for a city-wide recycling policy and
establishes the context in which policy is now being
implemented in that city. The advent of recycling has
required a fundamental change in the direction of solid
waste management. Lessons from the Philadelphia story may
be applicable to other areas.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the demand for recycling as an
alternative waste management strategy has grown out of an
economic and political crisis created by a failure in
federal solid waste policy. The Philadelphia story
illuminates how this has played out in a large urban
context.
All of the people I interviewed for my research agreed
that the recycling law passed as a consequence of the
incinerator siting conflict. It is possible that a
fundamental shift in policy direction, that recycling
represents may only come about through conflict, at least
within entrenched city political establishments which tend
to be highly resistant to change. It is noteworthy that the
evolution of recycling within several U.S. cities is
developing in response to both the economic and political
crisis around siting a new solid waste facility, which has
often galvanized strong opposition, and created a political
impasse. In many cases, this has changed "business as
usual" politics, and often required both the public and
private sectors to be more responsive to community input in
the decision-making process.
The participatory planning process mandated by the state,
seems, for the time being, to have healed some of the wounds
of an earlier battle and has helped form a political
consensus around solid waste management issues. It is hoped
that this has set the stage for a more productive and less
rancorous future for waste management.
II. Philadelphia's Recycling Program
The development of the recycling program in Philadelphia
may also offer important lessons for other cities, which are
either already engaged in recycling, or hope to be in the
future. A description of the Philadelphia recycling law and
the recycling program is discussed below. My review of the
program will focus on the following components: curbside and
drop off collection; processing; education and outreach;
commercial recycling; markets and economic development; and
program costs and financing.
A. The Recycling Ordinance
The Philadelphia Recycling Ordinance which passed the
City Council on June 23, 1987, was codified as Act 1251A of
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the city charter. This law established a mandatory city-
wide program of residential separation for paper, plastic
containers, glass containers, metal cans and yard waste.
According to the ordinance, these materials were to be
separated from the residential waste stream for collection
either through a drop-off or curbside system. The law
allowed for flexibility in the implementation of this
separation and collection system, but established that at
least one-third of all households with municipal collection
would be subject to mandatory enforcement within one year of
the bill's enactment, two-thirds of all households within 18
months, and, finally, all households within two years. In
addition, the law established goals of recycling 25% of the
city's waste stream within two years, 35% within three
years, and at least 50% within four years.
To implement the program, Act 1251A required that an
Inter-Agency Task Force on Recycling be established through
the office of the Mayor. The responsibilities of the Task
Force set forth in the law included: promulgation of
regulations for the ordinance; establishing a timetable for
implementation of the program; developing an education
program; developing formulas and mechanisms for determining
the saved disposal costs of the recycling program and
implementing appropriate mechanisms for sharing the savings;
developing further funding and financing programs to
facilitate the development of Philadelphia businesses using
secondary material; and initiating the development of not
less than six intermediate processing facilities for the
recyclable materials. The law suggested that the processing
facilities could be owned and/or operated by either the city
(and any of its public or quasi-public agencies), a private
concern, or a public-private joint venture.
For oversight and participation in the implementation of
the recycling program, the ordinance established a citizen-
based Recycling Advisory Committee (RAC). The membership,
which was to be appointed by the mayor within 30 days,
included one representative each from the union representing
trash collectors, the recycling business, a private trash
collection and disposal firm, an administrator of a non-
profit intermediate processing center, a chief administrator
of a neighborhood non-profit recycling program, a municipal
trash collector, an environmental organization which
advocates recycling, a recycling advocacy coalition in
Philadelphia, and one representative each from businesses
involved in glass recycling, paper recycling, aluminum
recycling, construction or demolition.
The rules and responsibilities of the RAC were carefully
prescribed in the legislation. The RAC was responsible for
developing draft regulations for the governance of the
program, which were to be submitted the to Task Force and to
the public within 90 days. Act 1251A stipulated that the
Task Force was then required to adopt or change the
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recommendations from the RAC within 45 days. The advisory
committee was also granted authority to appeal decisions
made by the Task Force to the Mayor within 10 days. If the
Mayor did not respond within 30 days, the appeal of the RAC
was to be sustained.
The recycling law also established the position of the
Recycling Coordinator for the City who was to be appointed
by the Mayor, under the advisement of the RAC. The duties
of the Coordinator were also carefully outlined within
1251A, and included: oversight of the implementation of
duties under the Task Force; evaluations of the progress of
the program every 3 months; and undertaking a Waste
Composition Study to determine recyclability of the city
waste stream. 5  [A copy of 1251A is presented in Appendix
A]
B. The Recycling Program
The Philadelphia Recycling Program has been underway in
Philadelphia for three years. While the program has been
able to reach its first goal of extending curbside recycling
to 1/3 of the city, it has been unable to expand to meet
subsequent goals and mandates of the law. Presently, the
recycling program is diverting some 12-18% of the waste
stream in the sections of the city which have a curbside
service. Overall, however, the program is only diverting
3.5% of the total stream of municipally collected solid
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waste.
The recycling program has clearly fallen far short of the
targets set forth in 1251A. Nevertheless, a great deal can
be learned from the experiences of this city program.
Details of program implementation are presented below.
1) Curbside Collection16
The city initiated its pilot curbside recycling program
in September 1987 in the northwest section of the city.
This voluntary program, which encompassed 23,000 households,
collected newspaper, glass and metal every other week.
Collections became weekly after September 1988. In January
1989, the city expanded this pilot program and made
recycling mandatory for all recyclers. The first expansion
encompassed all the 45,000 household of the Germantown
Sanitation District, which became the Recycling Zone #1
(RZ1). Figure 4.1 presents a map of the city's 9 Recycling
Zones.
In May 1989 the curbside program expanded into the 34,000
households of Recycling Zone #2 (RZ2), which included the
entire Manayunk sanitation district. The program was again
expanded in June 1989, to include its third recycling zone
(RZ3) of 36,000 households in the Northeast A Sanitation
District. The fourth expansion of the program, which
included Northeast B sanitation district, (RZ4) was
completed in March 1990. Within 15 months the city was
Figure 4.1
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operating a curbside collection for 169,000 households,
approximately one-third of the city. Thus it was able to
meet the first collection goal set forth in 1251(A). The
next expansion is projected to encompass the Logan, Tacony
and a part of Frankford sanitation district (RZ5).
The collection system established through the curbside
program uses blue six-gallon recycling buckets. The buckets
are distributed to each household as a promotional item just
prior to the start of the recycling program. Residents are
required to set out their recyclable materials in the
buckets but the city will pick up material in any container.
(The city sees the recycling bins as a promotional item, but
not necessary for program participation. The city does not
replace lost boxes, and crews will collect from any box put
out for recycling.)
The residential collection occurs the day before trash
collection. Materials collected include: glass food and
beverage containers, plastic beverage containers, metal
cans, and news paper which was bundled separately.
Municipal workers collect the materials in specialized
compartmentalized recycling vehicles with 15, 23 and 32
cubic yard capacities. The different sized vehicles are
necessary to accommodate the different widths of the city
streets. Due to union work rules and contract agreements,
three person crews are used for the collection routes.
Participation in the curbside program increased
significantly as the program expanded. Evaluations of the
initial pilot collections indicated a 30% participation
rate. By the completion of the fourth expansion, however,
participation had risen to between 70%-80% for all four
districts.
The increased participation rates combined with program
expansions also expanded the volume and weight of the waste
stream being diverted for recycling. The early pilot
collections were averaging collections of 10 tons per day
(TPD). The diversion rate had increased to 65 TPD by August
of 1989, and to an average of 110 TPD after the last
expansion. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 describe the daily tonnages
being diverted from the municipal waste stream through
curbside collections from July 1989 to February 1991. These
bar chart separates the recycling zones into two areas.
Area 4 covers RZ1 & RZ2. Area 6 covers RZ3 & RZ4. Figure
4.4 depicts the total tonnage collected from curbside
service thus far in Fiscal Year 1991 (7/90 -2/91).
This level of collection is estimated to be diverting 12-
17% of the waste stream that is receiving curbside recycling
service. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 track the waste stream
diversion rates from 7/89-2/91. Nevertheless, this only
accounts for an estimated 3.5% of the total municipally
collected waste stream. Table 4.1 details the analysis the
total waste stream diversion rate.
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Table 4.1
STREETS/SANITATION
PHILADELPHIA RECYCLING OFFICE
MATERIAL COLLECTED VIA HOUSEHOLD COLLECTIONS
SUMMARY THROUGH 12/90
FISCAL YEAR 1991
ALL AREAS SERVICED TO DATE
NEWS MX CONT TOTAL
(tons) (tons) (tons)
TONS % OF
PER DAY MSW1
1990
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
1,214.4
1,396.1
1,266.3
1, 564. 1
1,577.5
1,365.2
959.0
974.6
851.5
985.1
922.6
862.7
2,173.4
2,370.7
2,117.8
2,549.2
2,500.1
2,227.9
98.8
103.1
105.9
110.8
113.6
106.1
11.4%
11.8%
11.5%
13.2%
13.3%
13.9%
3.2%
3.3%
t 3.2%
3.7%
3.8%
4.0%
FY TOTALS THRU 12/90:
AVERAGES:
8,383.6 5,555.5 13,939.1
1,397.3 925.9 2,323.2
% of MSW1: % of municipal waste stream recycled from serviced districts
% of MSW2: % of entire city municipal waste stream recycled
via Household Collections
t NOTE: This lower % diversion with a higher tons/day recycled is due to
an increase in total trash collected for the month.
DATE OF REPORT: 01/17/91
MONTH % OF
MSW2
106.4 12.5% 3.5%
2) Drop-Off Programs:17
Community groups which were actively recycling before the
recycling law was passed have continued to play an important
role in the city's recycling program. The number and
types of groups has grown since the law was passed. The PRO
lists 20 different community groups which now run recycling
collection programs, including church-based, civic, and
social service groups, as well as neighborhood-based
organizations. These recycling efforts are, collectively
referred to as the Community Recycling Network.
Each program is organized by the group, with some
assistance from the city. All revenues from the sale of
materials is given to the community groups. Most of the
groups (14) within the Community Recycling Network are
assisted by municipal recycling trucks and crews which
collect and transport materials to a processing center. The
community groups decide where the materials will go for
processing, the city provides the service of transporting
the materials. Most of materials collected by the community
groups are taken to a non-profit recycling buyback center,
The National Temple Recycling Center, which is run by a
Community Development Corporation.
Seven of the neighborhood-based groups have developed an
innovative system of block corner pick-ups, through which
materials are deposited at a convenient block corner
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location for community residents on Saturday mornings, and
are picked up by city collection crews.
The PRO provides information on community drop off to
interested callers, both through phone referrals, and
through an informational brochure which is mailed to
interested individuals.
The city has also introduced self-managed drop-offs at
specially designed recycling containers called igloos.
Igloo clusters for aluminum cans and three colors of glass
were placed at five different locations within Fairmount
Park in the fall of 1990. The PRO is currently establishing
to site additional igloos at 10-20 fire stations in parts of
the city which do not yet have curbside collection service.
The city was able to purchase the igloos and igloo
collection vehicles with assistance from both the state and
the Pennsylvania Glass Recycling Association, an industry
trade group. The materials are processed through a contract
with Accurate Recycling Inc., which pays $5.10 per ton to
the city.
There are also special collections for food waste and
composting. Under a contract with the streets department,
New Jersey hog farmers collect food wastes twice a week from
residents and commercial establishments within the city.
This program has been in place for generations. There is
little data recorded on the impact of this program, but the
Streets Department estimates that the farmers collect an
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average of 25,000 tons annually.
A program for composting organic wastes has been growing
at the Fairmount Park facilities. This is aimed at
developing a composting site as a way of diverting leaf and
yard waste from the waste stream, which has been estimated
by a consultant to be between 56,000-92,000 tons a year in
Philadelphia.19 An expansion of the composting facility,
which currently can process 2,000 tons, is in the planning
stages. The expanded composting program will target organic
waste from Fairmount park activities and private contractors
(leaves, grass clippings and wood chips), as well as from
animal bedding and from police horse manure. The new
facility is expected to receive up to 7,000 tons of yard
waste per year. It will also be open to the public for
either depositing materials or using the end products.
3) Materials Processing2
The commingled material collected at the first pilot
program, which was initiated before the recycling law was
passed, was processed at the Camden County Recycling Center,
located just outside of the city in Camden, N.J. This was
the only company which bid on the city's first contract.
The city paid $12 per ton for material in this first
contract. The newspaper collected in this pilot program was
sold to the Container Corporation of America, for $31 a ton.
The city's second recycling contract (the first after
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passage of 1251A) was with the National Temple Recycling
Center (NTRC), a non-profit run buyback and reprocessing
center. This center was able to upgrade its equipment
facility, with grant assistance, to become an Intermediate
Processing Center (IPC). Through this contract, NTRC was to
pay the city $5.00 per ton for the commingled material, and
the price would drop to $2.00 per ton when plastics were
included in the program. The program met with several
difficulties during this contract period as a result of
logistical and equipment problems at the processing center,
lack of capacity for processing the materials due to
underestimates of participation and materials collected, and
dramatic shifts in the paper market. The facility was
prepared to receive materials based on estimates of 30%
participation (which were achieved through the first
voluntary pilot), but was overwhelmed by the volume of
materials that resulted from the 80% participation achieved
in the mandatory program.
The NTRC had unexpected difficulties in marketing the
paper which was collected due to declining market
conditions, and was forced to stockpile the paper on the
premises. This constraint on space, in addition to
equipment problems, lead to long delays in tipping times at
the NTRC facility (reportedly up to 2 hours). In addition,
due to paper stockpiling, the facility was cited for code
violations, and was temporarily closed down. During this
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period, the city stockpiled its material in a city
sanitation yard, and eventually marketed it to a recycling
center in Bristol, PA.
During the next program expansion, which began in July
1989, the bid for processing RZ3 and RZ4 material was
awarded to Waste Management Inc. (WMI), for utilizing its
Northeast intermediate processing facility. According to
this four year contract, the fee paid to the city fluctuates
according to market prices for materials collected. In the
initial term, WMI paid the city $5.09 per ton for materials.
This per ton fee is reassessed every six months against an
index of material pricing as reported in Recycling Times and
Pulp and Paper. The change in the per ton fee is calculated
from the percentage change in the indexed prices.
A short term contract was awarded to Waste Management
Inc. in January, 1990, for nine months. According to this
contract, the city paid an initial price of $29.50 per ton
for material processing.
The fifth (current) processing contract, for RZ1 and RZ2
materials, began in January 1991 and will run until July
1991 (with a possible extension to September, 1991.) This
was also awarded to WMI to be processed at its Northwest
processing center (the Philadelphia Transfer and Recycling
Center). This contract stipulates that the city pays the
processor $19.91 per ton for materials, with a sliding scale
based on price indices for materials, in which the dollar
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value change in materials is added to or subtracted from the
baseline figure. It is worthwhile to note the way in which
the market changes are reflected in the contract prices.
Whereas WMI contracted to pay the city $5.09/ton in 7/89,
their price rose to a 29.50/ton charge in 1/90, and
decreased to $19.91/ton charge by 1/91.
4) Education and Outreach:21
The implementation of the recycling program has been
accompanied by an education and promotion effort organized
by the PRO. The PRO has recognized that an education and
promotional campaign are critical to public acceptance,
participation and ultimately, the success of the program.
The PRO has two major strategies. One strategy has been to
communicate the program operations and logistics to targeted
individual neighborhoods which became a part of the curbside
collection program, The second major outreach was a city
wide education campaign to develop long term awareness of
recycling, as well as reducing and reusing trash.
In the direct outreach to program participants, the
program has involved a variety of different tools, including
blue bucket distribution with an informational brochure
inside, door-to-door distributions of flyers and door
hangers, inserts into utility bills, and outreach to the
print (especially local papers), radio and TV media. For
the more general publicity campaign, the strategy has
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included media events (generally on the first day of a
program expansion), advertisements, billboards, presence at
special events (such as Earth Day), presentations at
community meetings, a PRO newsletter, and continual
responses to inquiries either over the phone or by mail.
The PRO has tried to maintain an "open house" concept, in
which all information is public, all requests are responded
to, and the PRO phone number is repeatedly and prominently
displayed. In its interaction with the public and the
media, the PRO has consistently tried to put forth a
positive message about recycling in general and the PRO in
particular.
The PRO has organized special outreach efforts for
targeted audiences. Some attempts have been geared toward
introducing environmental and recycling education into the
school curriculum in the city. The PRO contracted with a
consultant to carry out a pilot program with 9 schools,
holding assemblies and teaching labs. There has been no
evaluation or follow through with the schools after this
program ended. In general, school-oriented education has
turned out to be quite difficult due to increasing demands
already placed upon public school teachers, and the
inability to stress environmental education given other
pressing priorities.
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5) Commercial Recycling
While the city is not responsible for the collection
of commercial, industrial, or institutional waste, it does
participate in overseeing and promoting the development of
commercial recycling in Philadelphia. The commercial and
institutional sector are estimated to generate 60% of the
City's total waste stream.
As part of the State's Act 101 requirements, commercial
and institutional establishments located within the city of
Philadelphia (and all municipalities over 10,000 people)
were required to implement a recycling program for their
wastes by September, 1990. As defined in the law,
commercial establishments include those engaged in non-
manufacturing or non processing businesses, as well as
manufacturers, processors and other industries that produce
waste. Institutional establishments include those engaged
in services such as hospitals, schools, universities, etc.
Under Act 101, commercial and institutional establishments
are required, at a minimum, to recycle aluminum beverage
cans, corrugated cardboard, high grade office paper, and
leaf waste. The wastes may be separated at the source, or
by the hauler.
The Philadelphia Recycling Office staff initiated a
roundtable discussion with the commercial and institutional
sector to share expertise and problems with participating in
recycling. The PRO also developed an office recycling guide
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and handbook on commercial recycling as well as a directory
of recycling service providers. The costs of the materials
were underwritten by three downtown companies. The PRO
assists in outreach efforts to the commercial sector to
educate affected businesses and institutions about the
requirements of state law.
Unfortunately, there is no enforcement of this law to
monitor compliance, nor any real reporting of what materials
are being recycled. Thus, no data has been gathered which
could estimate the tonnage being diverted from the waste
stream through commercial recycling.
6) End Markets, Market Development and Economic Development
Supporting the growth of recycling industries, as a
market development strategy and as an economic development
strategy for the city, has been a goal of the recycling
program, as set forth within 1251A. The law specifically
states that the city would assist the development of
Philadelphia businesses using secondary materials from the
waste stream, through funding and financing programs in
cooperation with public and quasi-public economic
development agencies. To that end, a staff person was
assigned to market development and economic development
within the PRO.
The PRO staff also works with staff from the Philadelphia
Industrial Development Corporation (PIDC) to generate public
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financing assistance for recycling businesses. The PIDC is
a quasi public agency which offers assistance to new or
expanding businesses which support economic development
goals within Philadelphia. As the owner of several vacant
or unused parcels of land within primarily industrial zones
in the city, and as the pass through agency for several
state grant and loan programs, PIDC acts both as a developer
and financier for businesses. PIDC is able to sell and lease
property at low interest rates, offer incentives to firms to
locate in Enterprise Zones and industrial parks through low
cost financing options, and play a role in managing large
development projects within the city. 3
Because Philadelphia was one of the first cities to
undertake recycling in the Northeast, the PRO realized that
there was far less pressure for end-market development at
the start of the program. There were two companies located
in the city which remanufactured newspaper, as well as
several scrap metal and paper brokers within the city, and
seven glass bottling companies located within the state.
The initial economic development focus for recycling was
therefore targeted toward developing materials processing
capacity. Existing recycling industries -- specifically
scrap dealers -- were targeted for Intermediate Processing
Center (IPC) development. The recycling law called for the
development of at least six intermediate processing centers;
the law also promoted the development of local businesses as
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a requirement of the program. The law states: "In
developing its strategy for the processing, marketing, and
disposition of recyclable materials, the Task Force shall
accord priority consideration to persons who, within the
City of Philadelphia, were engaged in the business of
recycling, or otherwise providing lawful recycling services
on April 9, 1987."
With these goals in mind, the PRO organized educational
programs in May, 1988, targeted at some 15-20 existing scrap
dealers in the city at the time. The first forum attracted
11 businesses and discussed issues relating to public
procurement and bidding procedures. The second forum, which
attracted about 6 business representatives, focused on
sources of public financial assistance and included
presentations by Philadelphia Industrial Development
Corporation, (PIDC), the Philadelphia City-Wide Development
Corporation (PCDC), and two commercial banks.2
However, little follow-up has been done with these
businesses to track the results of this educational effort
and to assess the impact of increased recycling upon
existing businesses. Of the small business representatives
who did attend, only one, the National Temple Recycling
Center, developed processing capacity to compete for the
city bid. The difficulty in dealing with the city's
procurement procedures and the problems which National
Temple encountered with their first city contract may have
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presented barriers for other interested firms to enter the
processing market. Ironically, the business which was able
to expand its operations to capture the city's second and
third processing RFPs was Waste Management Inc., the largest
waste hauling firm in the world. This firm has built two
IPC's, and currently contracts with the city for all
municipally collected waste.
To date, one scrap business has successfully participated
in a public financing opportunity for business expansion
through the PIDC. In addition, several other small start-up
businesses are currently in negotiations with PIDC regarding
public financing.
In 1988-89, negotiations were undertaken with PIDC and
other entities to develop a recycling industrial park.
However, these plans fell through when extensive
contamination was found in the area of consideration. (One
of the interested companies consequently located in an
industrial park just outside of Philadelphia.)
While both the PRO and PIDC staff initially worked to
proactively attract businesses to the city, they found that
the most successful ventures have, in fact, been those which
have come to them unassisted. For example, several
composting operations are currently in discussions with PIDC
for financing and land purchases in response to a pending
RFP for municipal waste composting.
The PRO in 1989 began targeting cellulose insulation
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manufacturing as a possible end-market for locally collected
newspaper, and initiated outreach through advertising in
local business journals. As a result, an entrepreneur is
interested in establishing a cellulose plant within the
city, and financing discussions are currently ongoing. PRO
staff suggest that development of new markets for post
consumer glass may be a future pursuit.
The city has also focused on stimulating demand for
recycled products. The PRO staff worked with the city's
Procurement Department to rewrite the procurement
specifications for office paper purchased by the city. By
the spring of 1989, two out of 20 contracts were awarded to
companies selling recycled content paper through a
competitive bidding process. The following November, 7 out
of 21 contracts were awarded to recycled paper vendors.
7) Program Costs, Savings, and Financing
The entire recycling program is financed through the
general fund in two departments: the Streets Department,
which covers program operations (crews, trucks, processing
contract payments); and the Managing Director's Recycling
Office, which covers the planning and administration of the
program, including data collection and public education.
(The PRO staff, which administers the recycling program, was
located within the Streets Department until July, 1990, when
it was relocated into the Managing Director's Office.) In
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addition to city general fund allocations, the state has
provided grants to the city for purchasing recycling trucks,
buckets, and supporting education efforts.
Table 4.2 presents the major expenditures for the
recycling program, calculated from Fiscal year 1988 through
Fiscal year 1990.2
This table describes the city expenditures for recycling
and the savings from avoided disposal over a two year
period. The net costs for the city account for the savings
which recycling achieves for regular garbage disposal
expenditures. Savings from avoided disposal account for 25%
of the overall program expenditures.
From this table it is clear that collection costs, which
are 77% of the program costs, account for the largest
segment of the program costs. These costs, which average
some $196/ton, are also high in comparison to regular
garbage disposal costs which are estimated by the PRO to
average $134/ton. Increasing the efficiency of recycling
collection in order to lower costs is a major priority for
the PRO.
The costs for processing materials collected in the
program account for only 2% of the program costs. In the
long run, these costs should turn to revenues once markets
for the collected materials are more thoroughly developed.
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Table 4.2
Recycling Program Costs, FY 88-90
Budget Item Cost % Total Costs $/Ton
Collection Costs
Recycling Vehicles' $ 965,338 16% $ 42
Recycling Buckets2 $ 660,940 11% 28
Operations Labor3  $ 2,899,728 49% 125
Total Coll. costs $ 4,526,006 77% 196
Materials Processing4 $ 143,918 2% 6
Administration5  $ 960,000 16% 41
Education6  $ 277,000 5% 12
Total Costs: $ 5,906,924 100% $254
Avoided Disposal Cost ($ 1,500,720) 25% 65
Net Costs: $ 4,406,204 75% $191
'The recycling vehicle expenditures cover 21 32-yard vehicles,
13 23-yard vehicles, and 17 15-yard vehicles. The total cost of
these vehicles is $2,413,345. The figure used assumes a five year
life for each vehicle, and calculates 40% use of vehicles.
2The buckets expenditure include the purchase and distribution
of all buckets for RZl-4.
3The labor costs include salary and benefits for all workers
in Streets Department involved with recycling collection and
hauling.
4This figure is the overall costs within this time period for
tipping materials collected through the curbside program at
Intermediate Processing Centers.
5The administration figure includes the staff of the
Philadelphia Recycling Office. This is an estimate, calculated
for a staff of 12 (which has gone up and down over time) at an
average salary of $40,000 (including benefits).
6The education figure includes publication and distribution
of all recycling materials and other promotional and educational
efforts.
7From FY 1988-1990, recycling diverted a total of 23,088 tons
of material from disposal at the landfill; the average landfill
costs over this time period were $65.00. This is an average cost
because landfill costs increase annually and extra charges are
assessed when garbage is tipped at a nearby transfer station rather
than at the landfill itself.
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III. Conclusions
The overall success of the Philadelphia recycling program
can be measured through several important accomplishments.
The program has become institutionalized within the city
bureaucracy, and has generated strong participation from
city residents. The implementation of the recycling law has
incorporated a participatory planning process and has
dramatically changed the way garbage is managed within the
city.
Four years after the establishment of the Philadelphia
recycling law, there is an established and growing
infrastructure to support recycling in the city, an
administrative office within the city to guide the program
development, and a citizen review process to provide input
on program implementation. Approximately 170,000 households
now have curbside collection service, which is expected to
expand in the coming year. An average of 104 tons of
materials, are collected for recycling each day. The amount
of materials being collected continues to grow, and the city
has been able to arrange for marketing, despite a very tight
market condition nationally.
The Philadelphia recycling program has faced enormous
barriers. It has been introduced in the midst of fiscal
chaos, and at a time when cities, states, and lending
institutions across the country face severe financial
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difficulties. The program was initiated at a time when
recycling markets were critically underdeveloped,
particularly in the Northeast, and when those markets began
to plummet as a result of oversupply. The program has been
developed within an unsupportive administration and a
bureaucracy that is very resistant to change. Finally, as
the first major city in the US to take on city-wide
recycling the program has breaking new ground.
The program is currently achieving 80% participation
rates among city residents eligible for curbside service.
This suggests that the educational program has been
successful, at least in reaching its main target. The
existence and growth of a community recycling network
(drop-offs) again suggests that the recycling message is
reaching an increasing number of city residents. It is also
demonstrative of the strong grassroots interest in recycling
in general.
The continued existence and involvement of the Recycling
Advisory Committee (RAC) suggests that the city is at least
trying to support a more participatory planning process.
The recent City Council endorsement of the Solid Waste
Advisory Committee's (SWAC) ten year plan for solid waste
management also illustrates the public sector's growing
acceptance of public participation and planning. This
carries the hope that it may be a path for overcoming past
political stalemates.
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One of the more important, though less recognized,
accomplishments of the program, in my view, has been the
PRO's ability to survive within a hostile environment, and
to implement dramatic institutional changes within a firmly
established status quo of garbage management. This success
can be attributed to the feisty commitment of the PRO staff,
who have remained "guerrillas within the bureaucracy"
pushing for institutional change. They have endured
battles with one of the city's most entrenched departments
and toughest unions. This institutional change can also be
attributed to the PRO Coordinator, who has close ties with
the mayor. His position has been strengthened by virtue of
being placed within the Managing Director's Office, which is
at the top of the political hierarchy in city hall. The
Coordinator has fought hard for the program, and has
consistently put out a positive message to the public about
recycling. Finally, this success can be attributed to a
public which is ready and willing to recycle, and an
organized constituency which continues to demand change.
Although the PRO's battles continue within city hall, the
mere continued existence of the program is itself a victory.
Thus, from an institutional perspective, a lot has been
accomplished for recycling in Philadelphia. Yet, from an
environmental perspective, the low diversion rates which the
program has achieved, even after three years, are very
disappointing.
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The implementation of the program has fallen far short of
the goals established in the law in 1987. Act 1251A
mandated that all households within the city be recycling
within two years, but only one-third of city household are
currently participating in curbside recycling. Furthermore,
the law established a goal of recycling 25% of the waste
stream within two years and 50% within four years; but only
3.5% of the waste stream is currently being diverted, four
years after the law's inception. Finally, while it was
hoped that recycling would save the city money, the programs
beginnings have required some $7 million in expenditures,
and savings from avoided disposal have only made up for some
20% of these costs.
One conclusion which could be drawn from this experience
is that recycling is not a wise policy endeavor. In
Philadelphia it has not lived up to its expectations. It
has yielded low diversion rates, and has cost the city a
significant investment.
I would conclude differently, however. First, recycling
is being held to a higher standard than other forms of waste
disposal. As with incineration technology and landfilling,
recycling requires city investment, and has ongoing costs.
Second, the expectations for recycling have been set too
high; the goals originally established may have been
unrealistic for the context in which the program was being
established. The success or failure of this or any large
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urban recycling program must be measured over a longer time
horizon. Progress in urban recycling will invariably be
slow, especially within resistant institutions, and
particularly until markets for materials are more fully
developed. Recycling is in its infancy. It requires
investment, time, and continued commitment to help it become
a mature and efficient industry.
In spite of its shortcomings, consistent, though slow
progress is ongoing in Philadelphia. Moreover, beyond the
more obvious successes and failures (costs and benefits) of
the program, there are additional benefits resulting from
the recycling activity within the city which should be
examined.
The collection of materials has stimulated new business
growth in and around Philadelphia. While not as easily
discernable, this growth also has an important impact on the
overall long term economic health of the city. A discussion
of recycling-related business growth, and its economic
development impacts for Philadelphia, follows in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS OF RECYCLING IN PHILADELPHIA
Supporting economic development through recycling was a
policy objective set forth within Act 1251A. Yet, to date,
little data has been assembled to assess the economic
development impacts of Philadelphia's recycling program.
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate and evaluate
some of the economic development impacts which have been
created through recycling within Philadelphia.
As discussed in chapter 3, a range of economic
development impacts might result from recycling. Recycling
should attract new investment into each stage of value-added
production of materials diverted from the waste stream.
This investment should have a range of potential impacts,
including employment opportunity, multiplier effects, and
fiscal impacts. My evaluation of economic development
effects of recycling in Philadelphia considers these
potential impacts.
For my own investigation, I conducted a survey of
recycling-related businesses in and around Philadelphia.
The survey provides me with information from which to
analyze and evaluate some of the direct impacts of
recycling. This information is also a basis for analyzing
some emerging trends relevant to both economic development
and recycling policy in Philadelphia.
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I begin with a description of my business survey and its
findings. I present the overall results from all of the
businesses surveyed, and continue with a discussion of the
direct impacts of municipal recycling in terms of
investment, jobs, fiscal impacts, and additional local
benefits. I then proceed to a discussion of the policy
implications of my findings. I conclude with a discussion
of future prospects for linking economic development and
recycling as it pertains to Philadelphia and other cities
facing similar solid waste challenges.
I. Methodology and Data
I conducted a telephone survey of recycling-related
businesses in metropolitan Philadelphia, from 3/4/91-3/8/91.
All of the businesses surveyed had at one time or another
been in contact with the PRO market and economic development
staff person, who was my main resource for identifying these
firms. Out of a total list of 35 known recycling
enterprises, I was able to obtain information about 17
different firms.
Taken together, the firms contacted in this survey
represent a sampling of the types of businesses that are
created or expanded through recycling activities in or
around Philadelphia. This includes businesses recycling MSW
collected through the residential curbside recycling and
from the Community Recycling Network, as well as firms
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involved with the recycling of commercial and institutional
sector waste. The firms contacted in no way represent all
of recycling related businesses in Philadelphia. The total
list of 35 firms probably represent 60%-75% of recycling
related businesses in the area, and include all of the
largest firms. These firms were selected as representative
examples of the emerging recycling industry.
My survey findings demonstrate some of the direct and
indirect impacts of public sector recycling. These findings
also present prototypes of business opportunities which
recycling offers for the public, private and/or non-profit
sectors.
Five of the firms contacted are not yet operational, but
are at varying stages of starting a business. The
information provided about these future operations is a
projection. I include these firms to provide examples of
the growing types of market opportunities created through
recycling. I also include firms in proximity to
Philadelphia either because they have interacted with the
Philadelphia economy (either as an end-market for
Philadelphia waste or through marketing end products in the
city), or because they provide an example of business
opportunities from recycling, and might have located within
the city.
In my business survey I attempted to gain specific
information from businesses to determine particular economic
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impacts they have had upon the city. My questions included:
when the business started and what it does; the size and
capacity of its operations; the number and type of
employment opportunities it offers; major purchases it has
made within the city; the creation of new businesses through
its activities; the transportation needs of the business and
potential uses of public systems such as rail and ports. [A
questionnaire for the survey is in Appendix B.]
II. Findings from Survey
The findings from this survey are divided into two
sections: A) the results from all the firms surveyed, which
are involved with recycling all types of solid waste, and B)
the direct effects of public sector sponsored recycling of
municipally collected solid waste.
A. Overall Results
A presentation of some of the most important findings
from this survey are displayed in Tables 5.1-5.3 which
include findings from all of the businesses surveyed. These
tables distinguish the businesses surveyed by their place of
operations. Table 5.1 describes the intermediate processors
and remanufacturers operating inside Philadelphia; Table 5.2
describes processors and remanufacturers outside (though
nearby) Philadelphia, and Table 5.3 describes future
businesses (all remanufacturers) planning to locate within
Philadelphia. A more detailed description of the
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Table 5.1
Table 5.1_ Recycling Businesses Operating Within Philadelphia
Company Location Date Type of Size of Operation Jobs Community Benefits
name Open operation Operation Level and produced
Capacity
Rivenite Philadelphia 1988 Remanufactures 30,000 sq.ft 150,000 20 total; all city Renovated abandoned
Corporation ** plastic film lbs./week residents; 25% minority; warehouse in industrial zone;
(LDPE) into (3 shifts) 90% unskilled and targeting additional segment
plastic lumber formerly unemployed of the waste stream-- LDPE
and saw dust from wood
workers
American Philadelphia 1986 Commercial NA NA 25 employees; all 35% of business within the
Recycling (**) recycling of formerly unemployed; city; markets aluminum
white paper & all minorities within the city
aluminum
Central Philadelphia 1990 buyback for 10,000 sq.ft. 30 TPD; current 5 (12 last year); Pays $50,000/month to
Recycling glass, tin, building; capacity, 2 minorities community; expansion of
Corp. aluminum, 10,000 sq.ft. 100TPD former scrap business; city
&white paper yard purchases
U . S Philadelphia 1986 Collects and 20,000 sq.ft 300-400 40 jobs; 50% Receives ONP from
Recycling ** brokers ONP (on 4 acres) TPD minorities; 20% women; community recycling efforts;
also transfer 50% unskilled; union ships paper through Phila.
station wages port
Winzinger Philadelphia 1987 Construction 15 acres 3,000 TPD 18 jobs (30 during First (and only) construction
Construction ** and demolition summer season) debris recycler in city.
debris recycler
Alcoa Philadelphia 1988 Buyback for 50,000 (proprietary 14 total jobs: 2 Admin.; 90% of what they receive is
aluminum cans information) 4 sales/supervisors; 8 Phila. waste; purchase trucks
laborers; 3 minorities; 3 and uniforms locally
women
Plastics Philadelphia 1990 plastics 100,000 1 million 63 employees; 75% Converted abandoned building
Recycling remanufacturing sq.ft. lbs/month minorities; 90% local into use; end market for local
Alliance separates and (3 shifts) residents plastic
grinds PET 1 _ _ 1 1_1
KEY: ** = Urban Enterprise Zone
(**)= Low income area, but outside Enterprise zone
IPC= Intermediate Precessing Center
TPD = Tons Per Day
ONP = Old Newspaper
NA = Not Available
Table 5.1 Continued
Company Location Date Type of Size of Operation Jobs Community Benefits
name Open operation Operation Level and produced
Capacity
Philadelphia Philadelphia 1989 IPC for 53,000 sq, ft Current 45 total jobs, 20 for $17 million investment; $7
Transfer and recyclables recycling in 1/3 80-100 TPD recycling; 80-90% million for recycling;
Recycling (current contract of floor space (2 shifts) formerly unemployed; $100,000/yr. spent on local
Center for city curbside capacity: 85% minorities. purchases; 2 current foremen
(PTRC) materials) and 120 TPD former clients of drug treatment
transfer station center; markets paper locally.
The Forge Philadelphia 1991 IPC for 15,000 sq. ft. current 28 recycling jobs; 24 work with local employment
commingled for recycling 70 TPD unskilled laborers, 2 agencies for workers; paper and
recyclables; 2nd (2 shifts) supervisors, 2 machine tin marketed locally; some local
contract for city capacity: 140- operators; 80% purchases: hardware and truckers.
curbside 150 TPD minorities; most
materials; also formerly unemployed.
transfer station
National North 1983 Non-profit 25,000 sq. ft. current 7 full time employees; Owned and operated by locally-
Temple Philadelphia public buyback 10 TPD occasional additional day based group; renovated abandoned
Recycling (**) and processor Capacity: timers; 95% minorities; warehouse; generates $6,000-
Center for paper, glass, 60 TPD 2 women. (during city $7,000/wk. to local scavengers;
aluminum, and contract 22 employees) works with local job training
car batteries. program; NTRC director is chair
Receives of RAC. Former IPC for city
material from curbside materials.
city community
collections
KEY: ** = Urban Enterprise Zone
(**)= Low income area, but outside Enterprise zone
IPC= Intermediate Precessing Center
TPD = Tons Per Day
ONP = Old Newspaper
NA = Not Available
Table 5.2
Recycling Businesses Operating Nearby Philadelphia
Company Location Date Type of Size of Operation Jobs Community Benefits
name Open Operation Operation Level and produced
Capacity
Browning King Of 1990 IPC for source 25,000 sq. current: 25 employees; 2 Process 6-7 TPD of Philadelphia
Ferris Prussia separated ft. 100 TPD supervisors, 6-7 machine commercial waste; paper and
Industries materials for 5 (2 shifts) operators, 16 laborers; aluminum both marketed within
(BFI) Philadelphia counties; capacity: 33% minorities; few Philadelphia; some local
suburb receives: ONP, 150 TPD from city, few formerly purchases.
paper, glass, unemployed.
tin, aluminum;
most from
commercial
sector
Day Bridgeport 1989 Remanufacturer NA current: 35 60 employees, working wanted to locate in Philadelphia;
Products N.J. of PET plastic million 3 shifts; 50% laborers, no supply or markets within city.
containers pounds/year 50% technicians,
future: 50 equipment operators, or
million office/administrative
pounds/year workers
National Bridgeport, 1991 Post- 60,000 sq.ft. 12,020 5 current employees; will pursue Philadelphia waste as
Polystyrene N.J. (9/1 intermediate million expecting 12-15 total supply
Recycling start- reprocessor of lbs./yr
Company up) polystyrene
(NPRC) I I I I _ IIII_ I
KEY: IPC = Intermediate Precessing Center
TPD = Tons Per Day
ONP = Old Newspaper
NA = Not Available
Table 5.3
Future Recycling Businesses To Locate Within Philadelphia
Company Location Date Type of Size of Operating Jobs Community Benefits
name Open operation Operation Level and produced
Capacity (estimates)
American Philadelphia Future composting 40,000 sq. NA 10 for first plans to purchase or lease PIDC
S oil (in financing wastes from ft year, 20 for land; innovative approach to
stage) commercial second year addressing new segment of waste
waste stream stream; will use product for
rebuilding lands in coal mining
region
Green Philadelphia future Remanufac- 30,000 10,000 tons 10 jobs to start, Hopes to renovate abandoned
Technology (in siting and tureing ONP sq.ft. of per year building to 35 warehouse; additional end market
financing stage) into land, 10,000 for locally collected ONP;
Cellulose sq. ft of cellulose will be used for local
insulation; building weatherization program.
Fibro Source Philadelphia Future deinking and 10-15,000 200 TPD 50 develop new , environmentally
Ltd. possible (in financing repulping of sq. ft. friendly, deinking and repulping
location stage) high-grade technology; develop new capacity
paper for remanufacture of paper, hopes
to renovate abandoned warehouse
Lou Lozzi Philadelphia building 8,000 sq. recycler of NA 20 (projected) offer savings for businesses by
Inc. occupied, ft., cartridges recycling cartridges rather than
operational expanding to for disposing and purchasing new
soon 15,000 sq.ft. computers
and other
machines
KEY: IPC = Intermediate Precessing Center
TPD = Tons Per Day
ONP = Old Newspaper
NA = Don't Know
information gathered from this survey is presented in
Appendix C.
1) Investments
Over the past 4 years (since the passage of 1251A and Act
101) there has been a substantial increase in business
activity around recycling. Some of this activity is
specifically tied to the municipally collected recyclable
materials, and much is from commercial sector waste which is
privately collected. The data presented in the Tables
reveal some important trends which are particularly relevant
for economic development within the city.
Eighty percent of all of the businesses I surveyed were
established or expanded operations after the city recycling
laws were enacted. It is hard to determine definitively
whether these activities are a result of city (1251A) and
state law (act 101) regulating private sector recycling,
given that there is minimal regulation and enforcement of
this activity. Yet, the fact that most of these businesses
started after the laws were enacted suggests that public
policy was an important factor in stimulating economic
activity.
Of the 17 businesses surveyed, 10 are new business start-
ups, and 7 are expansions of existing local business
operations. Of the business expansions, 4 of those surveyed
are expansions of locally-based businesses. These include 2
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scrap dealers, a paper mill, and an engineering firm. (I
include both U.S. Recycling and Day Products expansions.
Although they are both legally separate firms, they are
offshoots of existing locally-based firms.)
The opportunities for business expansion, especially
within the scrap dealing industry and trash hauling
industry, is an obvious result of recycling. Some of the
businesses selected for the survey represent a prototype of
recycling businesses. The Central Recycling Corp., for
example, was a scrap dealer which expanded to become a
public buyback center. American Recycling, also a local
scrap dealer, has pursued the commercial recycling market by
collecting and brokering white paper and aluminum from
commercial offices. Both of these businesses have several
competitors within the city which market their services to
private recycling firms. A commercial recycling brochure
developed by the PRO lists 25 different recycling businesses
which perform recycling services for the commercial sector.
[This Brochure is presented in Appendix D.] This suggests
that a lot of activity similar to that performed by Central
Recycling Center and American Recycling may be ongoing in
the city. This also suggests that increased recycling
within the commercial sector offers important opportunities
for business expansion for existing businesses like scrap
dealers.
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Many of the firms contacted through the survey have
located in low income areas of the city. As noted in Table
5.1, three of the firms are located in business enterprise
zones within the city. Two others are located in low income
areas just outside enterprise zones. Thus half of the
current, in-city, recycling firms which I contacted have
located in areas which are in need of development.
Of the existing businesses surveyed, three (NTRC, PRA,
and Rivenite) have occupied previously vacant (abandoned)
warehouses. Two other companies have located in an
industrial park (in Bridgeport, NJ). Renovations of vacant
buildings, or building on vacant land in industrially zoned
areas are development goals for Philadelphia. 1 Locating
businesses in an area previously abandoned can become an
anchor for future investment to that area. Moreover, new
business investment within an abandoned area can result in
multiplier effects within the area, as money is spent within
the neighborhood for local purchases (hardware, lunch,
supplies etc.) and will often be spent again within the
area.
Interestingly, several of these firms have also located
near one another. This may suggest the development of an
agglomeration industry, or may simply describe the ways in
which zoning has contributed to firm location within the
city. Of the 13 existing businesses surveyed, 7 are owned
by Philadelphia-based companies. The remaining 6 existing
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businesses are owned by national and international firms, as
well as consortiums of multinational firms. Only one
business, the National Temple Recycling Center, is a
community-based owned and operated recycling business. This
was started by a non-profit, community development
corporation which has operated in North Philadelphia since
1964. NTRC began its operations as a recycling buyback
center in 1983. It has a community based board, and
promotes recycling as a local development strategy. It
offers employment opportunities and job training to low
income people, and generate income for members of the
community.2
The collection of an increasing supply of materials and
the development of intermediary processing seems to have
attracted new business investments to the city. The
Plastics Recycling Alliance (PRA), Alcoa, and Green
Technologies, the cellulose manufacturing company (future)
are examples of firms which have located (or will locate) in
Philadelphia to be near supplies of raw material for their
production processes.
2.) Employment Impacts
The survey demonstrates that the emerging recycling
industry has had a clear job development impact. A total
number of 330 jobs have been created by businesses in the
survey (Tables 5.1-5.2). An additional 125 jobs are
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expected to be created by start-up businesses surveyed, once
they are fully operational (Table 5.3). Of the existing
jobs, 91 are with businesses outside of the city (Table 5.2)
which are unlikely to employ from the Philadelphia labor
force. Thus 240 jobs have been created within Philadelphia
by recycling businesses which I have surveyed. All but 7 of
these jobs were newly created by recycling within the city
(i.e.,all except those from NTRC).
Significantly, 80%-90% of the workers in these businesses
were reportedly unemployed before working in the recycling
industry. Several companies reported a few managerial,
sales and administrative positions within their work force.
The majority of the employment opportunities which these
recycling businesses offer, however, are low skilled laborer
jobs, paying in the $6.00-$6.50 range. The people in the
businesses I surveyed described an initial high turnover
rate within their work force, which eventually leveled off
to reach a fairly stable crew.
Clearly, these are not upwardly mobile, high paying jobs.
Nevertheless, they may offer some skill development to
employees. The low-skilled jobs within processing operations
generally involve sorting through trash (commingled
recyclable material), separating materials, operating trucks
and forklifts to move materials around within the facility,
weighing trucks and materials on scales, overseeing machine
operations, etc. These jobs offer workers marketable
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skills, especially within the recycling industry. While new
recycling jobs will not overcome city-wide unemployment,
they have helped to address this problem in Philadelphia.
In a follow-up to my survey of 17 firms, the Philadelphia
Recycling Office has completed the survey of 35 firms. This
survey, which is detailed in Appendix E, assessed that new
or expanded recycling businesses in or around Philadelphia
have created 665 jobs.
3.) Fiscal Impacts
All of these businesses pay taxes to both the state and
the city. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania collects
personal and corporate income taxes. The city of
Philadelphia collects several additional business taxes,
including, property taxes, use and occupancy taxes (which go
to the school district), wage taxes, and business privilege
taxes. Thus, each business created for recycling also
represents an additional revenue stream for the city budget.
While it would be interesting to analyze these fiscal
impacts for each new or expanded firm, this is not possible
for this study, as the needed financial information was
treated as proprietary by businesses surveyed. There are a
few firms, however, which have received financing assistance
from the PIDC, which has made some of the pertinent
financial information available to me for the purpose of
this research.
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Through an analysis of revenues from one recycling
company provided by the PIDC, it is clear that businesses
provide an important revenue stream for the city. The
analysis reveals significant annual revenues from the "XYZ"
Corporation, a small company employing 8 people and
projecting to hire 6 additional workers, which purchased and
renovated an industrial structure in an Enterprise Zone
area. A detailed description of the firm and this analysis
is provided in Appendix F. The company is estimated to
incur the following taxes:
Commonwealth of PA:
Personal Income tax $ 6,205
Corporate Net Income 25,500
City & School District:
Property Tax 12,272
Use and Occupancy 6,861
Wage Tax 14,202
Business Privilege 19,500
TOTAL $84,540
According to this assessment, excluding the state
revenues, this small firm brings the city $52,835 in annual
revenues. This analysis makes clear that the new recycling
businesses have important fiscal benefits to the city. A
more thorough analysis of these benefits would be a
worthwhile study.
4.) Other Local Benefits
These recycling businesses offer additional benefits to
the city beyond job development and tax revenues.
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Purchases: All but one business surveyed (Central)
purchased their major equipment outside the city.
Nevertheless, all companies surveyed were able to list
several locally purchased goods, such as hardware, uniform
rentals, employing local equipment maintenance people, local
contractors, and local trucking companies. One company
estimated that it spent some $100,000 each month on local
purchases.
Transportation: All of the businesses surveyed either
hired truckers or used their own truckers to transport
materials to and from their businesses. While I have not
tried to track growth in this sector, this observation
suggests that there may be additional jobs within the
trucking industry as a result of recycling activity.
Several businesses mentioned the use of other transportation
systems, such as rail and shipping.
Local and regional economic integration: Some of the
materials produced through local processing are sold to
locally-based end markets. Nearly all of the processors of
paper and aluminum, for example, sold their products to
Philadelphia end-markets. Supporting the local economy and
creating local linkages has important additional local
impacts by increasing multiplier effects. Most of the
materials produced by the businesses surveyed, however, are
sold outside of the region, (some even internationally).
Through increasing exports, a city will enhance its
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integration into the larger economy which will have positive
long term consequences for an urban economy.
B. Direct Impacts of Municipal Recycling
Above I have discussed some of the general economic
development impacts one can derive from an examination of
businesses involved with recycling all segments of the waste
stream. In this section I focus my examination on
businesses specifically involved with recycling municipally
collected waste.
To date, the information on the commercial and
institutional sector recycling is not collected; it is not
possible at this time to analyze how that segment of the
waste stream directly translates into jobs and other types
of economic development impacts. The only clear data on
commercial waste is the 6-7 TPD recycled by BFI at its King
of Prussia plant. Thus I have chosen to assess the direct
impacts of the residential waste stream which is currently
recycled, either through municipal curbside collections or
through community collections (drop-off depots or block
corner collections.)
Data from the survey suggest that the material currently
being diverted from the municipal waste stream, which is
estimated at this point to be 3.5% of the entire municipal
waste stream, has a variety of economic development impacts.
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1.) Investment
The original goal set forth in 1251A was to establish at
least six local processing centers for the city material.
The law established that all processing of municipally
collected waste would take place within a 5 mile radius of
the collection. To date, two new processing centers have
been built, both by Waste Management Inc., which have
contracts with the city to reprocess municipally collected
recyclable materials from RZ1-4. In addition, the National
Temple Recycling Center, which had the original contract
with the city for processing its curbside material continues
to receive city recyclables from the community collection
efforts. The pertinent information about these IPCs is
presented in Table 5.4.
Both of the Waste Management facilities were former
transfer stations which were either converted or expanded
into use as an IPC for city recyclable materials. NTRC's
facility was a previously vacant warehouse, located in a
very low income area of the city. One of the Waste
Management IPC's, The Forge, is located in an Enterprize
Zone.
The location of new end-markets in Philadelphia, such as
the Recycling Plastics Alliance are also clearly linked to
the municipal recycling program. Yet, it would be
difficult, and beyond the scope of this research, to
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Table 5.4
Intermediate Processers of Municipally Collected Waste
Company Location Date Type of Size of Operation Jobs Community Benefits
name Open operation Operation Level and produced
Capacity
Philadelphia Philadelphia 1989 IPC for 53,000 sq, ft Current 45 total jobs, 20 for $17 million investment; $7
Transfer and recyclables recycling in 1/3 80-100 TPD recycling; 80-90% million for recycling;
Recycling (current contract of floor space (2 shifts) formerly unemployed; $100,000/yr. spent on local
Center for city curbside capacity: 85% minorities. purchases; 2 current foremen
(PTR C) materials) and 120 TPD former clients of drug treatment
transfer station center; markets paper locally.
The Forge Philadelphia 1991 IPC for 15,000 sq. ft. current 28 recycling jobs; 24 work with local employment
commingled for recycling 70 TPD unskilled laborers, 2 agencies for workers; paper and
recyclables; 2nd (2 shifts) supervisors, 2 machine tin marketed locally; some local
contract for city capacity: 140- operators; 80% purchases: hardware and truckers.
curbside 150 TPD minorities; most
materials; also formerly unemployed.
____________ __________ _____ tansfer station _______________________
National North 1983 Non-profit 25,000 sq. ft. current 7 full time employees; Owned and operated by locally-
Temple Philadelphia public buyback 10 TPD occasional additional day based group; renovated abandoned
Recycling (**)1and processor Capacity: timers; 95% minorities; warehouse; generates $6,000-
Center for paper, glass, 60 TPD 2 women. (during city $7,000/wk. to local scavengers;
aluminum, and contract 22 employees) works with local job training
car batteries. program; NTRC director is chair
Receives of RAC. Former PC for city
material from curbside materials.
city community
trncollections
KEY: ** = Urban Enterprise Zone
(**)= Low income area, but outside Enterprise zone
IPC= Intermediate Precessing Center
TPD = Tons Per Day
ONP = Old Newspaper
evaluate the direct impacts of municipal recycling on each
end-market stream.
2.) Employment
The processing businesses have, collectively, brought
approximately 51 jobs to the city. According to Waste
Management, 70% of what is processed in the two IPCs is
directly from the Philadelphia municipal waste stream.
Of the processing jobs which have been created through
the municipal recycling efforts, all but 7 (which are from
NTRC) of these are new jobs in the city. Nearly all of
these jobs are held by residents of Philadelphia. Although
this is not a requirement of these industries, it seems to
be a general trend. In addition, survey results indicate
that 90% of the workers holding these jobs were formerly
unemployed.
The provision of these recycling jobs may be successful
at taking people out of unemployment which benefits both the
employees and the city. These jobs may also offer workers
some new skills, and may have long term benefits to
employees. The employers interviewed generally worked with
local job placement centers to find workers. In one
example, the job placement program appears to have worked
very well. Two of the supervisors at one firm were former
clients at drug treatment centers. According to their
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managers, these employees had worked out very well, and
moved up to become supervisors of the crews.
Additional jobs have also been created through the
collection of materials by the Philadelphia Streets
Department. According to the PRO, the expansion of
recycling collections into RZ1-4, has created a total of 93
new jobs. Of these jobs approximately 29 are drivers, who
earn from $19,800- $21,600/yr., 58 are laborers, who earn
$17,900-$19,300/yr., and 6 are crew chiefs earning $22,300-
$24,400/yr.3 An additional 59 new jobs are expected to be
created through the next expansion to RZ5, which will
service 115,000 households.
Finally, the PRO staff which oversees the administration
of the program comprise 12 new jobs within city government
which have been created to administer the recycling program.
There are many other possible jobs which have been
created through municipal recycling. While I have not
researched all of the jobs created through recycling, one
might expect them to emerge both through the transportation
of materials (post collection) and through their
remanufacturing at end-markets -- each stage in which value
is added to the materials.
Overall, the recycling program has had the direct impact
of created 153 new jobs. Yet, it has also had a
displacement effect. Workers who were employees at the NTRC
during the city's first contract were reduced from 23 to 7
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when the contract ended. As recycling increases, workers
may be displaced at the former disposal facilities.
3.) Future projections
The jobs described above have been created through the
recycling of just 3.5% of the city's waste stream. It is
interesting to consider the potential impact, in terms of
job creation, from the eventual diversion and recycling of
20%, and even 50% of the waste stream.
Table 5.5 presents the processing efficiencies of the three
city processing businesses which are most directly tied to
the city's municipal recycling program.
Table 5.5
Processing Efficiencies of IPCs
Company Tons/Day #workers Tons/worker/day
PTRC 100 20 5
Forge 70 28 2.5
NTRC 20 7 2.8
Assessing the weighted average of the labor productivity
described by these processing operations, one can estimate
that a worker, on average, will process four (3.8) tons of
commingled material per day. If the city expands its
collections operations to divert 20% of the waste stream,
this would amount to approximately 440 TPD of material.4
The processing of this material would require a total of 110
jobs, or 55 new processing jobs. 5 (This assumes that
collection efficiency does not improve, and that there are
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no substantial economies of scale in processing.) By the
same analysis, processing 50% of the waste stream (1,095
TPD) would require 273 jobs.
One would expect similar employment multipliers to be
created in the collection, transportation and
remanufacturing processes as well. Again, additional
recycling may have displacement effects. Collection jobs
may displace (or be transferred from) garbage collection
jobs, and landfill operations may be reduced.
Thus, as the municipal collection of recyclables
continues to increase, there will be a continuing direct
impact of employment growth in the materials collection and
processing sector, as well as indirect impacts on end-market
development. As recycling increases in all sectors --
municipal, commercial and institutional -- there will be
economic development multipliers through the location of new
investment, particularly end-market development, which may
be appropriately targeted in low income areas. These firms
will benefit the community by adding resources and
potentially anchoring future growth. They will also provide
fiscal benefits as new sources of revenues to the city.
III. Policy Implications of Findings
My research into Philadelphia's recycling program offers
many different implications both for recycling policy and
for economic development policy within cities.
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Recycling clearly creates a new supply of post-consumer
materials which can be raw material inputs for new or
changed production processes. The business activity around
recycling in Philadelphia suggests that market forces are
responding to this new supply. Processing and
remanufacturing companies are locating within Philadelphia
and other nearby cities in order to be close to material
supply. This growth creates economic development benefits
for cities, including job development, city revenues and
spending multipliers. Yet publicly mandated recycling has
also created gluts within some markets as oversupply has
developed a materials market imbalance.
The decreases in prices offered for materials as a result
of materials oversupply, added to the high costs of curbside
collection, has driven up the costs of recycling programs,
at least in the short run. Recognizing the barriers which
currently inhibit recycling from being a more cost effective
solid waste strategy is important for both recycling policy
and economic development.
A. Market Barriers
The experiences of recycling businesses which were in
existence before the recycling law came into effect
demonstrate some of the barriers which policy makers must
carefully address.
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The recycling law (1251A) promoted recycling as an
opportunity for existing businesses to expand, yet PRO staff
indicated that most existing recycling operations (mainly
scrap dealers) have not expanded since the law came into
effect. Some businesses have not survived in the changing
market dynamics of the recycling industry. Moreover, some
existing businesses resented the public sector involvement
in recycling. For recycling related businesses operating in
Philadelphia before 1987, publicly mandated recycling has
meant an increase in competition, and tremendous change in
market conditions to which these firms must respond. This
is true of both the existing secondary materials brokers
(such as scrap metals, paper and glass brokers) and the
existing end-markets in the city (paper mills). The
experience of existing businesses and their attitude toward
the expansion of recycling activity, shows that recycling
offers opportunity for expansion, yet also represents a
threat to some existing businesses.
For the scrap dealers, who the PRO was most interested in
supporting as potential IPCs, increased recycling has
tightened competition, changed market conditions and prices
for materials, and, ultimately, affected the viability of
their operations. The scrap dealers were represented on the
RAC (as mandated by 1251A) in order to take these issues
into account in developing policy for implementing the
program.
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Locally based recycling businesses have argued for a
program to achieve recycling through supporting
entrepreneurial/ scavenging activity for collection, and
locally-based buyback centers for receiving and brokering
city materials. Advocates have argued for a "shared
savings" approach for material payment, whereby buyback
centers would be paid per ton by the City for the materials
they receive from scavengers (which are avoided disposal
costs for the city.) These moneys would then be passed
through to the local scavengers, who are generally very low
income, low skilled people. This concept has gotten some
public airing, and is arguably a program well suited to
local economic development. To date, however, the city of
Philadelphia has not embraced the shared savings concept.
PRO staff questions the feasibility of such a program,
especially the ability to achieve substantial diversion
rates through a program of collection based on scavenging.
This illuminates an underlying conflict between
environmental goals -- increasing diversion of materials
from the waste stream -- and the social goal of supporting
local economic development.
From the perspective of the existing large end-markets
(such as Newman Paper Co., and Container Corporation of
America, both of which are newspaper pulping mills located
in Philadelphia), publicly supported and mandated recycling
has meant drastically changing market conditions. The
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newspaper market, for example, has become flooded by an
oversupply of collected newspaper nation wide, which
dramatically lowered the price of paper in the late 1980s.
This has had severe negative consequences for public
recyclers hoping to receive a high price for their collected
paper. The ONP market appears to be rebounding now, yet
the markets for glass and high quality paper are beginning
to fall.
All of the newspaper collected in the city programs has
gone to existing Philadelphia end-markets. In interviews,
these firms insisted that they have not witnessed business
expansion as a result of this increased supply. Rather,
they say, the city material has simply displaced other
suppliers. End-markets can not expand production without an
increase in demand for their products. While the flooded
paper market would not logically hurt local end-markets
which would have to pay less for receiving their supply,
these firms clearly resented public sector involvement in
the recycling market.8
One local end-market, Newman Paper Company, which has
been operating in Philadelphia since 1918, started a new
recycling venture, U.S. Recycling, in 1986. U.S. Recycling
both receives and processes source separated paper from the
commercial waste stream. This firm also operates a solid
waste transfer station where trash is tipped and paper is
manually extracted. Paper collected at U.S. Recycling is
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baled and either sent to the Newman mill, or sent overseas.
My contact at Newman/U.S Recycling explained that the firm
did not establish its new business in response to the
recycling law, but had decided to diversify its operations
and become a commercial waste hauler, to receive material
more cheaply. From his perspective recycling has not
offered expansion opportunities, but has encouraged fierce
competition, which is making it a very high risk business to
enter.
B. Market Competition
Recycling is swiftly becoming a highly competitive
business, with several large firms traditionally involved
in waste hauling and disposal entering the recycling market
at all stages of the cycle: collection, reprocessing, and
even (more recently) end market development.9
Policy makers and recycling entrepreneurs must recognize
that recycling programs are being established within a
political economy of trash in which an existing oligopoly,
(which often has close connections to the political
establishment), recognizes the market opportunities in
recycling. These (national and multinational) firms have
substantial available capital to invest in recycling, and
recognize that "recycling is here to stay" (as one firm
expressed it). They may be willing to take losses in
the short run, to achieve (or maintain) their positions in
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the trash market. While this investment is a growth
opportunity for cities, it may also pose a challenge to the
goal of supporting locally based businesses.
As the Philadelphia story illuminates, small firms,
especially community enterprises run by organizations with
little business experience, have a difficult time competing
with the capital and knowhow of larger firms. As the city's
first contract with the NTRC highlighted, there are many
unknowns and high risks in recycling at this point. From
the standpoint of recycling policy, the PRO, which was
initiating its recycling program within a hostile (or, at
best, ambivalent) administration, needed the program to be a
success. In spite of the mandate to give priority to
existing local businesses, the company which won the second
and third contracts from the city was Waste Management Inc.
The PRO staff recognize that their contracts are biased
toward larger firms by placing much of the risk upon the
processor. The contracts do not guarantee tonnage, and do
not make the city responsible for contamination, thereby
placing risk upon the processor." Yet, the recycling
office, embarking on a new program within a city in fiscal
crisis, has determined that it can not afford to assume
those risks itself. Moreover, the PRO feels it needs the
dependability of a firm with capital to improve its
technology or expand its facilities, if necessary, to meet
the changing needs of the recycling program.12
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Again, this suggests that recycling policy, which
requires a swiftly developed infrastructure and market
development, may be at odds with strategies focused on
community economic development, which may require a longer
time to develop. Recycling and economic development policy
makers need to recognize and address these tensions. New
models for recycling market development may work to
establish public/private partnerships or encourage joint
ventures between CDCs and private sector firms.13
Policies to support local businesses, whether they be new
start-ups or expansions of existing operations, must take
into account the competitive conditions which exist within
the recycling industry. Cities beginning recycling programs
should work on innovative ways to support new business
investment without harming local businesses.
C. Future Prospects
In spite of current barriers of market fluctuations and
competitive advantages of large firms, some examples cited
in my survey suggest that opportunities may exist for
supporting local small business and CDCs in other growing
arenas of recycling. Opportunities for both start-up
businesses and business expansions appear to be growing
within new end-market product development. The largest
growth area may be in developing new end-markets for readily
recyclable products (like cellulose manufacturing) or
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creating innovative uses for newly recyclable segments of
the waste stream such as plastic, food and yard wastes, and
construction debris. The success of the Rivenite
Corporation, provides a wonderful illustration of this type
of potential.
At this time, plastics remanufacturing appears to be the
most quickly developing end-market for which there is
immediate demand as well as private sector support. This
may be attributable to the fact that plastics are now being
recycled for the first time, and have no existing developed
infrastructure for recycling. In addition, plastics
recycling has largely come about as a response to political
pressure exerted by an environmental movement critical of
the plastic industry and advocating bans on certain types of
plastic products. The petrochemical industry, in response,
has invested in R&D regarding plastics recycling. Both the
National Polystyrene Recycling Center (NPRC) in New Jersey,
and the Plastics Recycling Alliance (PRA) are examples of
private sector initiatives. PRA is a joint venture between
DuPont and Waste Management Inc., and NPRC has been financed
by a consortium of large international companies. The plant
in New Jersey is but 1 of 8 such plants being developed
around the country to recycle polystyrene. 4
A plastics industry trade organization, the Council For
Solid Waste Solutions, is also supporting some small scale
innovative demonstration projects, and have funded projects
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such as the Rivenite Corporation project, and R2B2 in New
York.15
Unlike most other materials (except aluminum) there
appears to be a strong demand for post consumer plastics.
All of the people I interviewed within this market explain
that they can not get enough supply to meet their demands at
this time. This may be attributable to the expanding "green
consumer" demand. In addition, plastics reprocessing
appears to be labor intensive. of the businesses I
surveyed, the plastics reprocessing companies are the
largest employers. (This is possibly because of the sorting
process, for which mechanization is not yet developed.)
Thus plastics recycling may offer growth opportunities for
cities in both processing and in remanufacturing.
IV. Conclusions
Four years after the passage of the recycling ordinance,
the recycling of all types of waste in Philadelphia has
stimulated significant new investment into the city. This
investment has had a variety of economic development
impacts.
The diversion of wastes has attracted the location of new
firms to the city both for intermediate processing of the
wastes collected and for their remanufacture. The firms
contacted in my survey have created 330 jobs in and around
Philadelphia, most of which have gone to formerly unemployed
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people. Firms subsequently contacted by the PRO produced
335 additional jobs. Some 125 jobs are also expected to be
created by new Philadelphia firms which are in the process
of establishing their businesses. Within the public sector,
the operations and collection of municipally collected waste
has created 106 new jobs. Employment from collection,
processing, and remanufacturing of post consumer materials
will continue to grow as recycling expands.
Several of the new recycling firms have located in low
income areas of the city and have renovated previously
vacant buildings. Each of these firms may have a variety of
spending and employment multipliers within the areas in
which they have located. Each firm also brings additional
revenues to the city through a variety of business taxes
levied by the city. Recycling business activity is expected
to expand within Philadelphia as the supply of materials
being diverted from the waste stream increases and expands
to include more materials.
The story of business expansion in Philadelphia has many
implications for public policy. Philadelphia's recycling
policy, as set forth within 1251A, established both
ambitious recycling goals and the requirement to support
local economic development within the city. To date,
neither of these goals has been fulfilled. Indeed, the goal
of high diversion rates has required swift development of a
recycling infrastructure. This pressure to expand rapidly
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may have had an undesired consequence of stimulating a
highly competitive market in which smaller firms and
preexisting firms have a hard time competing, especially in
bidding procedures with the city. Intensive competition
currently exists for the collection and intermediate
processing of materials. This competition has had a
detrimental effect on some small firms within that arena.
At the same time, other stages of recycling, particularly
new end-market development, are less competitive and may
represent opportunities for small firms. The Philadelphia
story suggests that, for the city government, the risks
involved with program start-ups may be more easily absorbed
by large, stable companies. Yet this works against smaller,
locally based firms, especially CDCs, and may undermine
local economic development policy goals. Existing recycling
businesses (scrap dealers, material brokers and recycling
entrepreneurs) may suffer from the market instability and
increased competition which large scale recycling programs
stimulate.
Cities currently undertaking recycling should take
advantage of the future growth which recycling offers
cities, yet must also be aware of the tension between
supporting rapid recycling expansion while trying to support
community economic development. Economic development
planners should recognize recycling as a tool for economic
development, and should seek to attract recycling businesses
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to their city by promoting the city's supply of raw
materials.
Furthermore, planners should work to entice recycling
industries through public financing mechanisms to locate
within neighborhoods of their cities most in need of
employment and development.
In order to promote community economic development,
planners should support the growth of small-scale recycling
industries by offering incentives for business start-ups.
Government support may be particularly important for
innovative companies, working to develop new products for
new material, such as new uses for ONP, plastics or compost.
Encouraging smaller, locally based businesses can be
important for maintaining a more diverse economic base and a
more healthy competitive industry which discourages monopoly
control.
Market and economic development planning is critical to
overcoming the barriers currently confronting recycling
programs. Cities should work to attract new recycling
business development both for the economic development
benefits they offer a city, and for the environmental
benefits that improved recycling markets can mean for a
recycling program. At the same time, in order for such
economic development to occur, comprehensive recycling
programs must be undertaken by the public sector to divert
valuable materials from a city waste stream.
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The public sector has an important role to play in
creating the impetus for growth, by collecting materials
from the waste stream, and by directing the type of growth
that will occur. It can play a crucial role in helping to
finance innovative firms working to establish new and
expanded markets for recyclable material. Thus recycling
links both needs within cities: environmental protection and
economic development. And both are needed to support the
other.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS:
LESSONS FOR URBAN RECYCLING POLICY
The Philadelphia case study of an urban recycling program
points to several lessons for other cities facing similar
solid waste challenges and undertaking recycling programs.
It also highlights several pertinent issues for public
policy. In this final chapter, I discuss the important
lessons to be drawn from the case study and the implications
for policy development and planning with respect to both
urban recycling and economic development.
I. Challenges Confronting Urban Recycling Programs
The story of how recycling was established within
Philadelphia, is illustrative of a national trend: the
failure of federal solid waste policy has led to political
stalemates around solid waste facility siting. Out of this
vacuum, a constituency mobilized around recycling, in
Philadelphia and in other cities around the country, has
been able to successfully expand the parameters of solid
waste policy debate to include recycling. The acceptance of
large scale recycling as a legitimate and serious strategy
for waste management marks a dramatic change in public
policy.
The Philadelphia case study highlights some of the
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potential promises and problems for urban recycling.
Recycling programs which are developed in other cities or
municipalities will be influenced by a combination of
locally based variables, including, the political actors,
the institutional structure of government, and the local
markets for recyclable materials. Yet some over-arching
issues are relevant for all cities.
A. Market development
One of the most critical problems which all
municipalities must address is the underdevelopment of
markets for post consumer materials. The rapid increase in
recyclables being collected through programs across the
country requires a parallel expansion of processing and
remanufacturing capacity, as well as secondary materials
consumption, to successfully close the loop of materials
recycling.
To date recycling programs have concentrated on the
collection of materials. This research has discussed the
development of processing and remanufacturing as market
development for recyclable materials. Yet collection,
processing and remanufacture all constitute material supply.
The public and private sector alike must also stimulate
demand through the purchase and use of post consumer
products. The current shortage of markets for post-consumer
materials is inhibiting the ability of recycling programs to
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meet their full potential.
One consequence of the market shortfall is the high costs
of starting urban recycling programs. Recycling has been
advocated as a source of financial savings for cities, yet
contracted fees for materials processing and marketing are
nearly as high as tipping fees in some areas. 1 Thus, the
underdevelopment of recycling markets is threatening the
economic viability of recycling policy in all cities,
especially within current fiscal constraints.
Cities need to proactively address the underdevelopment
of markets for materials. Development planners need to work
with the private sector to attract investment and help to
finance the development of new and expanded markets for
secondary materials. Cities should also play a role with
the regulation of secondary materials in the production
process. For example, recent requirements placed upon the
Northeast newspaper printing industry to increase the
percentage or recycled content into their product has helped
revive the ONP market within the region.2
Cities also must take the lead in stimulating demand for
recycled products. Cities need to incorporate the purchase
and use of recycled products in procurement policy. Some 27
states have enacted procurement provisions that mandate or
give preference to recycled products.3 Affirmative
procurement can include a variety of materials including
recycled paper, compost, plastic lumber, and construction
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debris.
B. Cost Containment
The high start-up and collection costs encountered in
Philadelphia will be replicated in other cities. As long as
recycling collection involves using separate trucks and
workers for collection of trash and recyclables, recycling
will double collection costs for wastes. Eventually,
increasing collection for recyclable materials will reduce
garbage collection demands, and costs. Yet, in the short
run, these start-up costs are likely to be borne by any
municipality which funds garbage and recycling collection.
Urban programs also need to seek alternative models for
recycling collection in order to reduce costs. A few cities
are initiating a special bag collection system in which
recyclables are set out in one easily identified plastic
bag, separate from garbage. Both the recyclables and the
regular garbage are collected together in the same packer
truck, and separated at the tipping/processing end of
collection. While this may reduce labor time and collection
costs, there is some concern about the ability to avoid
mixing the materials inside the truck. This may increase
contamination of material supplies.
This goal of working to include both recyclables and
garbage on one collection truck, is a good starting point
for reducing collection costs. Perhaps new trucks will need
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to be designed specifically for urban recycling needs that
can incorporate both types of collection, yet within
separate containers.
The short-run economics of recycling have swiftly changed
as the problem of underdeveloped markets have lowered prices
for selling processed materials. Prices for garbage tipping
fees have also begun to fluctuate, further reducing the
savings from avoided disposal costs.4 Economic analyses
(costs/benefit analyses) of urban recycling need to consider
the long term potential of recycling and take into account
the economic development benefits of recycling for cities,
including investment, employment, and revenues from the
recycling industry.
C. Institutional change
The increasing complexity and up front costs of solid
waste management, including recycling, points to the need
for institutional restructuring of solid waste management.
One possible avenue for change is for cities or regions
to separate garbage and recycling responsibilities from
municipal government by establishing a solid waste
authority. An authority structure has different financing
mechanisms than city government. An authority has the legal
capacity to borrow through the sale of revenue bonds, which
are secured by the authority's ability to generate revenues.
One method for revenue generation is through the collection
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of user fees.
This financing structure might be useful for addressing
the costs and complexity of waste management and for
encouraging waste reduction. A solid waste authority might
levy household user charges for garbage collection, based on
the tonnage of waste generated.5 These charges would
generate revenues for the solid waste system, and develop an
incentive for overall reduction in garbage generation by
households. The city of Seattle, for example, has developed
such a solid waste utility to manage its system.
II. Recycling and Economic Development Policy
The market development needs of successful recycling and
efficient post-consumer materials utilization requires
establishing new processing centers and new or expanded
remanufacturing industries. This points to economic
development opportunities, particularly within cities, where
the supply of secondary materials is most abundant and the
need for economic development is most acute. A recognition
and valuation of the long term economic development benefits
of recycling helps to compensate for these short term costs
of developing the infrastructure for comprehensive
recycling.
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A. Using Economic Development To Stimulate Recycling Market
Development
The rapid growth in recycling-related businesses
illustrated in my case study demonstrates that recycling
stimulates new business activity. The economic development
impacts of investing in businesses to provide processing and
end-market capacity include long term benefits for a city:
increasing local employment opportunities, renovating and
upgrading existing vacant manufacturing structures, creating
economic anchors within communities in need of development,
and expanding employment and spending multipliers. Cities
need to exploit the parallel needs of recycling and economic
development.
Cities should work to support the burgeoning recycling
industry with financing subsidies, such as seed grants, low
interest loans, and tax credits. The financing subsidies
available in Philadelphia have thus far done relatively
little to stimulate recycling market development. Private
sector capital has, with little public investment, created
recycling business growth for that city. It is impossible
to say, however, whether this growth will continue or
whether other cities will experience a similar response.
Cities which embark upon recycling now face a different
stage of recycling market development. Market conditions
vary across the country and between industries. It may
become more important and necessary in the future for cities
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to reach out to the private sector to attract end-markets to
locate within their city. As the infrastructure to support
recycling develops across the country, cities may begin to
compete against each other to attract recycling investment.
Thus public investment in recycling may become more
important. Investing in recycling markets will have the
combined effect of promoting recycling efficiency (by
reducing processing and marketing costs) and supporting
economic development needs.
B. Recycling and Economic Development Planning
The importance of addressing both recycling and economic
development points to the need for planners from both fields
to be involved in recycling program development. An
understanding of local market conditions should inform
strategy on which materials to collect in a recycling
program. A recognition of the market needs of a recycling
program should also direct economic development planners'
efforts to encourage business growth. Urban recycling
programs should include both policy interests to reach their
greatest potential. However, this may be difficult within
an institutional structure which does not encourage
coordination between departments or agencies.
In Philadelphia, the market and economic development
staff person, who recognized the need for a combined policy
approach, also felt that market development activities for
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the recycling program would be best served in the department
with expertise in economic development. Within the
recycling office, where she was constantly confronted with
immediate demands of the recycling program, she was unable
to devote the time and energy needed for economic
development planning. In addition, only the economic
development office was able to offer financing subsidies to
attract recycling businesses. This suggests that the
department within a city which is devoted to economic
development must be brought into the recycling planning
process.
Combining policy goals and programs might be accomplished
through an inter-agency task force, (as was attempted in
Philadelphia), or through some type of merging of
departments. Again, this could be facilitated through
institutional change such as an authority structure.
Both recycling and economic development planners must
also be involved in establishing and meeting recycling
targets. A tension exists between the need to establish
ambitious recycling targets as a way of encouraging
(mandating) institutional change, and the need to establish
timetables and goals which can be realistically achieved.
In Philadelphia the implementation of the recycling program
has not met the recycling goals set out in the legislation.
This is attributable to program costs -- both the costs of
financing the operations and the costs created through the
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underdeveloped markets for materials. Yet, PRO staff
believe the ambitious goals were critical to creating the
momentum to expand the program as far as they have to date.
From a planning perspective, this issue points to the
need for a commitment to the program goals from both the
recycling and economic development agencies within the city.
From a political perspective, this also points to the need
for a participatory planning process through which citizens
can be involved with decisions around program implementation
and with helping to set priorities to meet program goals.
C. Potential Conflict Between Policy Goals
The need to combine recycling and economic development
policy may also encounter an inherent tension between these
different policy goals. Whereas recycling policy requires a
rapid diversion of materials from the waste stream, economic
development policy which is committed to long term growth
and local ownership and employment may require a slower pace
of materials diversion. This tension is illustrated by the
Philadelphia recycling office's change from supporting a
small-scale CDC in its first processing contract, to relying
on a national firm for its two successive processing
contracts. Any recycling program which entails a rapid
diversion of the waste stream may be forced to rely on firms
with enough capital to meet those requirements. This need
is increasingly being filled by the waste hauling industry.
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Thus the goal of recycling as an environmental policy may
conflict, in the short term, with the goals of using
recycling activity to stimulate and support economic
development goals.
A recent development in the establishment of a recycling
program in Boston, also illustrates this tension between
differing policy goals. Boston has decided, as a first
stage in recycling, to establish a city-wide curbside
collection service for ONP. The city's Public Works
Department (PWD) recently sent out a RFP for acceptance of
the ONP to be collected. Meanwhile, the economic
development agency within the city, Economic Development
Industrial Corporation (EDIC), had been working with a
cellulose manufacturer interested in locating within Boston.
While EDIC wanted to establish a single source, long term
contract for supplying ONP to this manufacturer, the Public
Works Department insisted on a competitive bidding process.6
In the end, the cellulose manufacturer was underbid, and the
contract was awarded to a paper broker outside of the city.
For the Boston recycling program, this has meant a more
cost effective solution in the short term; for the economic
development office this has meant the loss of a new local
employer which would have located within a low income area
of the city. This example points to both a conflict in
policy goals and an institutional structure which does not
reward or recognize the economic and social value of a
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locally based firm. The revenues which might be generated
for the city by the development of a new business will not
benefit the Department of Public Works budget, while a lower
bid on the ONP acceptance will cost less for the PWD. From
a single-department budgetary perspective, the PWD is
correct; from a view which takes into consideration the
overall benefits to the city of a new business, and the
creation of a long term end-market for city material, it may
represent a loss.
The policy goals of a recycling program need to be
clearly established from the start, and must be integrated
into the planning process. A city must determine whether
and how economic development goals will be incorporated into
recycling program implementation. Creative thought and
additional research needs to be devoted to how to support
economic development projects within a competitive bidding
process, and how to quantify economic development benefits
for a city. Program goals and priorities must also be
developed through a participatory planning process.
D. Supporting Community Economic Development
A tension between policy goals also exists around
different views of economic development policy. Traditional
(neoclassical) development theory suggests that growth --any
type of growth-- is beneficial to cities. But a critical
analysis contends that the type of growth and, in
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particular, who controls growth, effects who receives the
benefits. Growth within the recycling industry can and
should be linked to overall strategies for increasing local
control of growth. Supporting community economic
development through recycling favors a strategy of
supporting locally-based companies over outside firms, and
encouraging the growth of community-based recycling centers
such as NTRC.
For a city, a multi-pronged approach to development
through recycling would support outside investment along
with locally based community development. The Philadelphia
example demonstrated that national firms are expanding into
the processing sector, and that small firms have a difficult
time competing in this market. City departments managing
waste are likely, in the long run, to favor contracting with
companies which can handle both recyclables and garbage.7
Cities should work to develop contracts which are tailored
to the large firms yet also condition the contracts with
requirements which support local development goals such as
local hiring and location requirements. At the same time,
cities should balance this growth with support for
community-based firms.
In many places CDCs have been pioneers in entrepreneurial
recycling activity. The NTRC in Philadelphia, and R2B2 are
excellent examples of this. There are many more examples
throughout the country, including within large cities such
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as Chicago, Minneapolis, and San Francisco.8 My
Philadelphia business survey revealed that the future growth
opportunities for small firms appears to lie within
remanufacturing and end-market industries, particularly for
newly collected materials (organic waste composting, plastic
reprocessing and remanufacturing, white goods, construction
debris recycling, scrap tire reuse, etc.)9
In some cases, small, locally based firms have been able
to win competitive contracts for collection and processing
over large outside firms. For example, Sunshares, a non-
profit organization in North Carolina, recently beat Waste
Management for a local county collection contract.1 R2B2
is currently working with New York City to help establish
additional buyback centers required under the NYC municipal
recycling program. R2B2 is also working establish a
network of small scale multi-material processors (buybacks)
in other cities in order to develop enough supply outlets to
be competitive with larger firms for end-markets. R2B2 has
focused particular attention on becoming a broker for
processed plastics. The buybacks, with well trained labor
intensive capabilities, can be competitive within the
industry by developing a stable, high quality product.
Thus smaller, community based firms including CDCs may be
able to exist along side larger more competitive firms. But
they will have to be strategic in assessing their position
within their local market. At the same time, economic
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development planners should work to support locally-based
growth and development alongside growth from larger firms
from outside the city.
My research within this thesis has been an effort to
demonstrate how recycling is a growth opportunity for
cities. Yet, I conclude with a concern that cities also
need to plan strategically around the type of growth they
engender through recycling. Ultimately, this planning
should work to ensure that benefits of growth will go to
those most in need.
II. Regional Planning For Recycling
I have argued that cities should incorporate market and
economic development strategies into their planning process
for recycling. I have suggested that cities are well
equipped to attract new recycling-related industry which
will favor location close to the highest quantity of post
consumer materials. Yet, I also wish to point out that it
can not, and should not, be solely the responsibility of
cities to stimulate market development. A broader based
agency -- state or regional -- needs to be concerned with
market development for secondary materials. A regional or
state agency would also help address some of the problems
emerging in which municipalities are in competition for
limited end-markets.
The example of Boston's ONP bid cited above exemplifies
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how market competition within one region can leave
communities competing against each other. The firm which
was awarded the ONP acceptance bid is located in Eastern
Massachusetts. The firm's new guaranteed supply of ONP from
Boston may lead to a shift away from its current commitments
to community recycling among smaller towns scattered
throughout the region. Thus, while Boston has received a
favorable (low cost) contract, other towns within the region
may suffer by losing their end-market. An agency with a
broader interest might be able to better plan for this type
of market dislocation effect of one community upon another.
The New York Department of Economic Development provides
a good example of the type of planning and assistance a
state can provide to attract recycling markets which have
regional benefits. The New York state legislature created a
Recycling Market Development Office within the Department of
Economic Development in 1988, with the objective of
developing the state's industrial capacity to use secondary
materials within production processes, and assisting
municipalities to market their materials. This office
provides several financial assistance packages, including
feasibility study grants for innovative technologies, and
loans for construction or equipment purchases for recycling
industry. In 1989 the agency awarded $350,000 for 8
feasibility studies and approved preliminary applications
for $2.5 million in financing.11 In one of the most
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significant events for regional ONP markets, the agency
attracted a major newsprint manufacturer to locate a de-
inking mill in New York state. This mill will create 300
jobs, and is likely to substantially improve the ONP market
throughout the state.
III. Federal Policy
In spite of examples of successful state level efforts to
stimulate recycling market development, states and
municipalities are inevitably dealing with problems which
are beyond their ability to control. Initiatives around
both economic development and solid waste policy must also
come from the federal government.
States and municipalities can not overcome the market
barriers to recycling on their own. The federal government
must endorse policies which support a secondary materials
industry and end its subsidization of virgin materials. 2
Standards for requiring recycled content of materials within
products need to be set at the federal level. Federal
standards should also be established for the quality and
labelling of recycled ("green") products. In addition, the
federal government must stimulate demand for recycled
products by issuing federal purchasing guidelines which give
preference to recycled products.
In terms of economic development policy, states have been
forced to compete against each other to attract investment.
As economist Robert Reich commented recently, "much of the
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responsibility for America's national economic development
has fallen by default to the states and cities. America
bids for global capital through fifty state governments that
compete against one another... The relocation of capital
which federal economic policy, de facto, encourages, has
inevitable displacement and dislocation effects upon some
regions. The federal government must address regional
differences by endorsing a national policy which stimulates
and plans investment in this country, especially for
manufacturing industries, rather than allowing capital to
migrate among regions and states and, more often, out of the
country in search of the cheapest factors of production.
The federal abandonment of programs to address local
social and economic problems have left communities, cities
and states trying to solve increasingly complex problems
with fewer resources. In this balancing act of local
government responsibilities, environmental needs must
compete for resources with a host of social and economic
needs.
Ultimately, the root causes of these environmental and
economic problems are linked. When the federal government
abdicates its leadership role in providing guidance, funding
and technical resources, it leaves local governments to
solve in a piecemeal fashion problems which are national in
scope. This haphazard approach to solving inner city and
solid waste problems has failed to achieve long lasting
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solutions.
IV. Conclusions
The environmental movement has often endorsed policy
changes which pit environmental needs against economic
development. Too often the debate is reduced to a conflict
between environmental protection and local jobs. Moreover,
policies endorsed by the environmental movement have been
accused of being racist. The race and class bias of the
environmental movement's strategies must be addressed. This
is critical if there is to be an alliance between
constituencies concerned with environmental issues and those
concerned with social and economic justice. Creative
solutions are desperately needed which avoid pitting these
constituencies against one another, and instead work to
develop both economic growth and environmental protection.
Recognizing recycling as a potential tool for economic
development is one such strategy which links these issues.
Recycling involves developing a materials policy which
relies less on virgin material extraction and instead works
to add value to post consumer materials rather than
disposing of them in forever. Recycling, and the
development of a secondary materials industry creates
economic development opportunity along with environmental
protection; it is one avenue for carving out a more
sustainable future development path.
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(Bill N6. 1251-A)
AN ORDINANCE
3.Idm.. Iesaee dew maer aed me naai Pmasag.
Amending.Titles 9, 10 and 17 of The Philadelphia Code to
create a mandatory system of source separation and
recycling of all refuse and garbage collected in the City
to create an Inter-Agency Task Force on Recycling, with
adjunct offices, to oversee the source separation
program, and to require the Task Force through trash
collection, procurement, licensing, and other
procedures, to facilitate and encourage return of
recyclable materials to the economic mainstream as
raw materials or new products.
WHEREAS, Conventional methods of solid waste disposal
such as landfilling and incineration have become
increasingly problematical for a variety of reasons
relating to cost, availability and environmental
pr6tection; and,
WHEREAS, The reprocessing of solid waste materials into
new manufdctured products avoids the pitfalls of
landfilling and incineration fr4hatever portion of the
waste stream that is recycled for re-use and,
WHEREAS, The Council wishes to increase to the
maximum feasible degree, the percentage of the total solid
waste stream that is disposed of through recycfing; and,
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WHEREAs, Experience and polling data from
communities across the country have shown that
mandating source separation of trash into recyclable and
non-recyclable materials greatly increases the level of
citizen and business participation in municipal recycling
programs; and,
WHEREAS, Citizen and business participation in the
City's recycling program will also be enhanced by the
City's adoption of specific recycling goals and by its
implementation of a comprehensive public information
campaign regarding the purpose, procedures and
requirements of the City's recycling effort; and,
WHEREAs, The extent to which the City's recycling
program can maintain and expand the percentage of its
waste stream that is disposed of through recycling
depends, in part, on the extent to which the City, and other
interested governments and parties, can expand and
maintain markets for products containing recycled
materials; and,
WHEREA8, By granting a preference for the purchase of
products containing recycled materials the Procurement
Department can help assure the growth of markets for
such products; therefore,
The Council of the City of Philadelphia hereby ordains:
SECt1ON 1. Section 10-717 of The Philadelphia Code,
entitled "Refuse Disposal" is hereby repealed in its
entirety, and a new Section 10-717 is hereby enacted, to
read as follows:
SECTION 10-717. SOURCE SEPARATION,
COLLECTION, AND DISPOSAL
OF REFUSE.
(1) Definitions. In this Section, the following
definitions shall apply:
(a) "Paper" shall mean newspapers, o/Ice paper,
and corrugated cardboard.
(b) "Plastic Container" shall mean any individual
bottle, carton, lid or tube composed of plastics.
(c) "Glass Container" shall mean any individual
bottlejar or carton composed of glass.
(d) "Metal Can" shall mean individual cans
composed of metal and commonly containing bevetages
and food.
(e) "Receptacle" shall mean individual containers
constructed of weatherproof, insect and rodent-proof
material such as plastic or metal supplied to City residents
for recycling purposes.
(f) "Recycling" shall mean any process by which
materials which would otherwise become solid waste are
collected, separated or processed and returned to the
economic mainstream in the form of raw materials or
products.
(g) "Garbage" shall mean animal and vegetable
wastes resulting from the handling, preparation, cooking
and consumption of food.
(h) "Premises" shall mean any dwelling, house,
building or other structure.
(i) "Ydrd Waste" shall mean grass, leaves, tree and
brush cuttings and similar material.
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(i) 'Task Force" shall mean the Inter-Agency Task
Force on Recycling established under Section 10-717(3).
(2) Separation and Collection.
(a) Commencing on a schedule of dates to be
determined by the Task Force,'all owners or persons in
contml of any premises shall be required to separate from
all other relwe that they set at curbside or other pick-up
Loations for collection by the City orany other collector the
following items:
(.1) Paper;
(2) Plastic Containers;
(iJ Glass Containers;
(.4) Metal Cane;
(.5) Garbage;
(.6) Yard Waste;.
(.7) "Such other items as may from time to time be
mandated by regulation.
(b) The above items shall beset out for collection in
no morz thaq four (4) separate bundles or receptaceo in
such specific manner as shall be determined by regulations
issue4 pursuant to Section 10-717($XbX.1).
(c) In establishing the schedule by which the
required source separation mandated in this Section shall
bein, the'.Tasiekce may siegger such commencement
dates f it' h4ions otthe City. Any such staggered
scheduleM*atp0i4ide that at least 'one-third (113) of all
City mollcan premises will be subject to mandatory source
separation within one year of the effective date of this
Section, at least two-thirds (213) of all City-collected
premises shall be subject to mandatory sourre separation
within eighteen (18) months of the effective date of this
Section, and that all households, and all other premises,
shall be subject to mandatory source separation within two
(2) years of the effective date of this Section.
(d) The source separation requirements of this
Section shall not be deemed to apply to hazardous,
pathological, or radioactive waste, nor to waste
generated in patient care areas.
(3) Administration of the Recycling Program.
(a) There is hereby created in the Office ofthe Mayor,
an Inter-Agency Task Force on Recycling. The Task Force
shall be composed of the following individuals each of
whtm may designate deputies to represent them in
performing Task Force duties:
(.1) The Managing Director;
(2) The Commissioner of Streets;
(.3) The Commissioner of Public Property;
(.4) The Procurement Commissioner;
(.5) 'he Commerce Director;
(.6) The Water Commissioner;
(.7) The Commissioner of Licenses and
Inspections;-
(.8) The following individuals by invitation:
(i) The Superintendent of Schools;
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(ii) The Chairperson of the Philadelphia Port
Corporation;
(iii) The President of the Philadelphia
Industrial Development Corporation.
(.9) The Chairperson of the Recycling Advisory
Committee;
(.10) The Recycling Coordinator of the City of
Philadelphi;
(.11) Such other officials as the Mayor determines
can contribute to the sound developnwent an4
administration of the City's recycling program.
(b) The duties of the Task Force shall be the
following:
(.1) To promulgate regulations, consistent with
the provisions of Section 10-717(2), and in accordance
with the procedures and timetables set forth in
Section 10-717(3)(e) and 10-717(3)(f), establishing the
timetable for commencement of nandatory source
separation, days for collection, manner of collection,
placement, and location of bundles and receptacles, and
governing such other matters pertaining to the collection,
removal and disposal of these materials, as shall assure
their recycling.
(.2) To develop and implement an educational
program, in cooperation with the public and private school
systems, labor organizations, businesses, neighborhood
organizations, and other interested parties, and using
flyers, print and electronic advertising, public events,
promotional activities, public service announcements and
such other techniques as it deems useful, to assure the
greatest possible level of compliance with the prvisions of
this Section;
(.3) To take all steps necessary for the development
and establishment of tot less than six (6) intermediate
procesping centers to b strategically sited **A* to best
provide for the recycling of all recycl*ble&Jsemerials
collected by the Streets Department, andbyprivatehaulers,
within all ans ofthe City. Each such center may be owned
andor operated by either the City, by any of its public or
quasi-public agencies, by a private concern, or by a
public-private joint venture;
(.4) To take all steps necessary for the
development, siting, and establishment of such facilities as
shall be needed to fully recycle all garbage and yard waste
collected within the City;
(.5) To develop formulas and mechanisms for
determining the saved disposal costs attributable to the
recycling program created under this Section, and to
implement appropriate mechanisms for sharing such
savings, through price supports, rebates, bonuses, or other
methods, with parties helpful to the growth and success of
the program, including, but not necessarily limited to, the
following:
(i) Streets Department workers, based on
verifiable productivity gains;
(ii) Businesses using seconldary materials,
located or locating within the City of Philadelphia to the
extent tha; such comppnies provide new or eqhanced
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(ii) The Chairperson of the Philadelphia Port
Corporation;
(iii) The President of the Philadelphia
Industrial Development Corporation.
(.9) The Chairperson of the Recycling Advisory
Committee;
(.10) The Recycling Coordinator of the City of
Phuadelphia;
(.11) Such other officials as the Mayor determines
can contribute to the sound developnvent and
administration of the City's recycling program.
(b) The duties of the Task Force shall be the
following:
(.1) To promulgate regulations, consistent with
the provisions of Section 10-717(2), and in accordance
with the procedures and timetables set forth in
Section 10-717(3)(e) and 10-717(3)(f), establishing the
timetable for commencement of pnandatory source
separation, days for collection, manner of collection,
placement, and location of bundles and receptacles, and
governing such other matters pertaining to the collection,
removal and disposal of these materials, as shall assure
their recycling.
(.2) To develop and implement an educational
program, in cooperation with the public and private school
systems, labor organizations, businesses, neighborhood
organizations, and other interested parties, and using
flyers, print and electronic advertising, public events,
promotional activities, public service announcements and
such other techniques as it deems useful, to assure the
greatest possible level of copliance with the provisions of
this Section;
(.3) To take all steps necessary for the development
and establishment of riot less than six (6) intermediate
procespirg centers to be strtegically sited se-u to best
provide for the recycling of all recyclablessegerials
collected by the Streets Department, andby private haulers,
within all areas ofthe City. Each such center may be owned
and/or operated by either the City, by any of its public or
quasi-public agencies, by a private concern, or by a
public-private joint venture; .
(.4) To take all steps necessary for the
development, siting, and establishment of such facilities as
shall be needed to fully recycle all garbage and yard waste
collected within the City;
(.5) To develop formulas and mechanisms for
determining the saved disposal costs attributable to the
recycling program created under this Section, and to
implement appropriate mechanisms for sharing such
savings, through price supports, rebates, bonuses, or other
methods, with parties helpful to the growth and success of
the program, including, but not necessarily limited to, the
following:
(i) Streets Department workers, based on
verifiable productivity gains;
(ii Businesses using secondary materials,
located or locating within the City of Philadelphia to the
extent that such companies provide new or enhanced
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markets for portions of the City waste stream which are
dedicated for recycling under the City's recycling program;
(iii) Buy-back and drop off centers, and other
community-based recycling efforts which, in the opinion of
the Task Force, are making, or-can make, a significant
contribution to enlarging or maintaining public
particyiation in the City's ncycling program or otherwise
reaching the goals of this program.
(.6) Td develop other funding and financiitg
programs, in cooperation with the public and quasi-public
economic development agencies of the City, to facilitate the
development of Philadelphia businesses using secondary
materials contained within the City's waste stream.
(.') To develop and implenent such other
programs as may be recommended by the Recycling
Advisory Committee, which will further the recycling goals
established by this Ordinance.
(c) In developing its atraegy for the processing,
markting and disposition of recyclable materials,
the Tkk Force ska* l accond priority considertlon to
peronws who, seitkin the City of Philadelphia, were
englan ain the businsm of recycling, or otherwise
providing lawfusl recycling mices, on April 9, 1987.
() , In order to develop proposed rules, rngulations
and programs for recommendation to the Task Force to
enable achievement ofthe goals set forth in this Section, the
Recyclin4 ' ,r Committee is hereby establishet
Memb. 'i ittee eall be appointed by the Mafor
within daysfrm the date ofthe final enactment
of this Section, as fouows:
(.1) one member shall represent the collective
bargaining unit representing those workers whose primary
duty is the collection of household trash;
(2) one member shall be a person engaged in the
business of recycling trash;
(.3) one person shall be engaged in the business of
collecting and disposing of trash for private businesses;
(.4) one person shall be the administrator of a
non-profit intermediate processing center;
(.5) one person shall be the chiefadminist rtor ofa
neighborhood non-profit recycling program;
(.6) one person shall be a collector of residential
garbage under contract with the City;'
(.7) one person shall be a representative of an
environmental protection organization with an active
recycling advocacy program;
(.8) one person shall be a representative of a
recycling advocacy coalition focusing on Philadelphia
waste management;
(.9) one person shall be a representatiue of each of
the following businesses:
(i) glass recycling;
(ii) paper recycling;
(iii) aluminum recycling;
(iv) plaslic recycling;
(v) construction or demolition.
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The operating procedures and Chairperson ofthe Advisory
Committee shall be selected by the Committee at its first
meeting, and it shall employ such staff within budgetary
constraints as it deems appropriate.
(.10) Additional persons shall be appointed to
represent such other organizational categories, not to
exceed five (5) in number, as the existing Committee may4
designate to the Mayor from time to time. Each additional
representative shall be appointed no later than thirty (30)
days after the new category describing such representative
is submitted to the Mayor.
(e) Within ninety (90) days of the appointment ofthe
Advisory Committee, it shall transmit to the Task Force,
and release to the public, draft regulations fully providing
for the governance of the matters set forth in Sections
10-717(2) and 9-604(5Xb)(.3). It shall also from time to
time, upon such occasions as it deems appropriate, submit
to the Task Force and the public, such additional
recommendations regarding matters within the
jurisdiction of the Task Force as it deems appropriate.
(f) Within forty-five (45) days of the transmission to
the Task Force of the regulations described in subsection
(3)(d), or of any other recycling recommendation of the
Committee, the Task Force shall formally adopt same,
subject to such changes as it shall deem necessary to make.
In the absence of formal action by the Task Force within the
required time frame, the proposal of the Committee shall be
deemed adopted. In the event the Task Force desires to
modify any proposal ofthe Committee, it shall fully explain
in writing the reasons for its decisions. The Advisory
Committee may appeal any decision of the Task Force to
modify its proposals to the Mayor within ten (10) days of
receiving same; and the Mayor shall render a final decision
on such appeal within thirty (30) days therener. In the
absence of a written decision by the Mayor within the
appropriate time period, the appeal of the Advisory
Committee shall be deemed sustainl,
(g) The chalperson of the Task M&shall be the
Recycling Coordinator of the City of Philadelphia. The
Recycling Coordinator shall be appointed by, and shall
serve at the pleasure of, the Mayor, and shall report to
and be supervised by, the Mayor or Deputy Mayor.
The Mayor shall consult with the Advisory Committee
prior to making this appointment. The duties of the
Recycling Coordinator and of his or her staff shall be:
(.1) to oversee, coordinate, and insure
implementation of the recycling duties of all Task
Force and other agencies with recycling buactios
(.2) to perform such research and
development activities as he or she may deem helpful
to implementation of the City's recycling prgram;
(.3) to evaluate in detail every three months, the
effectiveness of the Task Forcq in acikieving the recycling
goals set fbrth in this Section, and to piomptly transmit the
report of his or her findings to the Council, the Mayor and
the Advisory Committee;
(.4) to undertake and complete as soon as
reasonably possible a Waste Composition Study for
the purpose of determining that portion of the City's
waste stream that is recyclable given existing and
reasonably forseeable technologies and markets;
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The operating procedures and Chairperson ofthe Advisory
Committee shall be selected by the Committee at its first
meeting, and it shall employ such staff within budgetary
constraints as it deems appropriate.
(.10) Additional persons shall be appoihted to
represent such other organizational categories, not to
exceed five (5) in number, as the existing Committee may4
designate to the Mayor from time to time. Each additional
representative shall be appointed no later than thirty (30)
days after the new category describing such representative
is submitted to the Mayor.
(e) Within ninety (90) days ofthe appointment ofthe
Advisory Committee, it shall tmnsmit to the Task Force,
and release to the public, draft regulations fully providing
for the governance of the matters set forth in Sections
10-717(2) and 9-604(5XbX-3). It shall also from time to
time, upon such occasions as it deems appropriate, submit
to the Task Force and the public, such additional
recommendations regarding matters within the
jurisdiction of the Task Force as it deems appropriate.
(f) Within forty-five (45) days of the transmission to
the Task Force of the regulations described in subsection
(3)(d), or of any other recycling recommendation of the
Committee, the Task Force shall formally adopt same,
subject to such changes as it shall deem necessary to make.
In the absence offormal action by the Task Force within the
required time frame, the proposal ofthe Committee shall be
deemed adopted. In the event the Task Force desires to
modify any proposal ofthe Committee, it shall fully explain
in writing the reasons for its decisions. The Advisory
Committee may appeal any decision of the Task Force to
modify its proposals to the Mayor within ten (10) days of
eceiving same; and the Mayor shall rendera final decision
on such appeal within thirty (30) days thereafter. In the
absence of a written decision by the Mayor within the
appropriate time period, the-appeal of the Advisory
Committee shall be deemed suslained, ,r 41i
(g) The chairperson of the Task P&ishill be the
Recycling Coordinator of the City of Philadelphia. The
Recycling Coordinator shall be appointed by, and shall
serve at the pleasure of, the Mayor, and shall report to
and be supervised by, the Mayor or Deputy Mayor.
The Mayor shall consult with the Advisory Committee
prior to making this appointment. The duties of the
Recycling Coordinator and of his or her staff shall be:
(.1) to oversee, coordinate, and insure -
implementation of the recycling duties of all Task
Force and other agencies with recycling fanctions;
(.2) to perform such research and
development activities as he or she may deem helpful
to inplementation of the City's recycling program;
(.3) to evaluate in detail every three months, the
effectiveness of the Task Forcq in achieving the recycling
goals set fbrth in this Section, and to promptly transmit the
report of his or her findings to the Council, the Mayor and
the Advisory Committee;
(.4) to undertake and complete as soon as
reasonably possible a Waste Composition Study for
the purpose of determining that portion of the City's
waste stream that is recyclable given existing and
reasonably forseeable technologies and markets;
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provided, however, that no other requirement of
Section 10-717 or any regulation issued by the
InterAgency Task Force on Recycling, shal ro any
extent be deemed annulled, modified, deferred or
otherwise affected by the performance of, or any
delays in the performance of, the Study. Any
cons6ultans D'etained to perform this Study hhall be
approvdd by the Recycling Advisory Committee.
(4) Enforcement.
In addition to the penalties imposed under Section
10-719 ofthe Code for violations of this Section, the Streets
Commissioner shall bt authorized to refrain from
collecting or disposing of, or authorizing the collection or
disposal of, any refuse set at curbside or other pick-up
location which is not separated as required by this Section,
and as required by regulations of the Task Force.
(5) Recycling Goals.
(a) In implementing the obligations described
above, and in its overall administration of the City's solid
waste disposal program, the Task Force shall maintain as
its highest priority, the accomplishment of the following
goals:
(.1) the recycling of at least twenty-five percent
(25%) of the City's total solid waste stream within two (2)
years of the date of final enactment of this Section;
(,2) the recycling of at least thirty-five percent
(35%) ofthe City's total solid waste stream within three (3)
years of the date of final enactment of this Section;
(.3) the recycling of at least fifty percent (50%)
the City's total solid waste stream within four (4) years
the date of final enactment of this Section.
(b) The goals set forth above shall
reevaluated and may be modified by the Adviso
Committee, subject to approval of the Task For
upon consideration and review of the Was
Composition Study authorized in Sectif
10-717(3)(g)(.4).
SECTION 2. Section 9-604 of The Philadelphia Coo
entitled "Refuse Collection" is amended to read as follos
SECTION 9-604. REFUSE COLLECTION.
(1) Definitions.
(e) Recyclable Materials. Materials which wot
otherwise become solid waste that can be reprocessed a
returned to the economic mainstream as raw materials
products.
(f) Recyclin . Any process by which recycla
materials are repr essed and returned to the econor
mainstream as raw materials or products.
(5) Private Waste Collection.
(b) No license to engage in the business or pract
of collecting or transporting waste shall be issued
renewed unless:
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(.3) The applicant supplies adequate assurances
ad guarantees that recyclable materials separated at
'rbside or other pick-up location as required by Section
0-717 of The Philadelphia Code will be disposed of in a
tanner that results in their recycling.
SECTION 3. Title 17 of The Philadelphia Code entitled
Contracts and Procurement" is hereby amepded by
Iding a new Chapter 17-600 to read as follows:
CHAPTER 17-600.
PURCHASE OF RECYCLED MATERIALS
ECTION 17-601. DEFINITIONS.
In this section the following definilions shall apply:
(1) "Reasonably competitive" shall mean a price no
eater than ten percent (10%) higher than the price at
hich a comparuble product may be purchased..
(2) "Recycled Material" shall mean material which
as been separated from the regular solid waste stream
ad, after processing, returned to the economic
tainstream in the form of raw materials or products, but
all specifically exclude internally generated scrap
mmonly returned to manufacturing processes
sch as home scrap and mill broke.
ECTION 17-602. PRICE PREFERENCE FOR
PAPER PRODUCTS.
The Procurement Department shall, wherever the price
reasonably competitive and the quality adequate for the
purpose intended, purchase paper and paper products
containing recycled materials.
SECTION 17-603. PROCUREMENT SPEdIFICA-
TIONS.
The Procurement Department shall rsvd.usd revise all
product procurement specification. i; Qesablish a
preference for those containing recwled meterials,
wherever feasible.
SECTION 17-604. REPORTS.
The Department shall submit an annual report to the
Council and the Mayor on its activities in increasing the
purchase of products containing recycled materials.
SECTION 4. This Ordinance shall take effect imme-
diately.
Expaation:
Ieska indkaSe mew master added.
Bow 1fties iadcate mew mSatter addede Fin Pe"age.
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CERTIFICATION: This Is a true and correct copy of
the original Ordinance approved by the Mayor on
JUNE 23, 191
Chief Clerk of the Council
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APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR BUSINESS SURVEY
1) When did your business open (start up) and/or how has it
expanded as a result of the Philadelphia Recycling Law?
2) Why did it start up? Why did you locate in the city of
Philadelphia?
3) What does your business do?
4) What is the size of your business/ company?
- square footage
- capacity (tpd)
- current intake/output (tpd)
5) What are the overall employment impacts of your company?
- total jobs
- types of jobs
- # of women and minorities
- wage level
- overall wage tax paid to the city
6) What are the major business transactions done locally (in
city)?
- purchases, sales, rentals, etc.
7) Where are your major markets (buyers), and suppliers?
- in/out of city?
8) Are there any other business which have started up in or
around the city which have been a result of (or related to)
your business?
9) What are the transportation needs of your business?
-rail, truck, ship?
Do you use local companies to meet these needs?
10) What involvement have you had with the city of state?
Are there things which the public sector could do to
facilitate or better support/ encourage recycling-related
industries?
11) What do you see for the future of your business, and
for the recycling industry in general? (short and long term)
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APPENDIX C
PHILADELPHIA BUSINESS SURVEY
The Philadelphia
Management Inc.)
3605 Grays Ferry
Philadelphia, PA
Operations:
Date Opened:
Size:
Capacity:
Employment:
Transfer and Recycling Center, PTRC (Waste
Ave.
19146
This business is and Intermediate Processing
Center (IPC) located in Philadelphia, which
receives commingled materials from the
city's curbside recycling program (70% of
its materials), as well as material from
other neighboring counties. It processes
paper, glass, aluminum, non-ferrous metals,
and tin. It is also a transfer station for
solid waste which was originally designed to
be a "bale and rail" operation.
1989
53,000 sq. ft. (1/3 of this floor area is
used for recycling)
Currently processing 80-100 TPD, with 2
shifts; Potential capacity: 120 TPD
Total work force: 45; 20 jobs are for
recycling; 80%-90% were formerly
unemployed; 85% are minority; $6.50 entry
level, with increases ($.50 after 30 days
and 5.5% annual); mostly unskilled laborer
jobs.
Community Benefits:
$17 million total investment in project, $7
million specifically for recycling;
approximately $100,000/year spent on
purchases with local vendors; 2 current
foremen were former clients at a drug
treatment center; sells all paper to local
end market.
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The Forge (Waste Management Inc.)
Milnor and Bleigh Street
Philadelphia, PA 19136
Operations:
Date Opened:
Size:
This facility is a transfer station
(operational since 1986) which has recently
been expanded into an IPC to receive the
city's latest expansion of curbside
recycling.
Recycling operations began in January, 1991.
15,000 sq.ft. for recycling
Capacity: Currently processing 70 TPD with 2 shifts
operational; capacity is 140-150 TPD
Employment: Currently employing 28 workers: 12 laborers
per shift, with a supervisor and machine
operator; 80% are black; most were formerly
unemployed; all are from the city.
Community Benefits:
Located in the city Port Enterprise Zone;
they work with local employment agencies to
find workers; all the paper and tin is
marketed to local end markets (tin goes to
a neighboring dealer).; some hardware is
purchased locally; local truckers sometimes
hired.
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The Plastics Recycling Alliance (Waste Management/ DuPont)
801 East Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
Operations:
Date Opened:
Size:
Capacity:
Processor of plastic. Receive baled PET and
HDPE (soda, milk, and laundry detergent
bottles) and separate, clean and grind
material; receives municipal curbside
material (from WMI operations) and sells to
DuPont. Also receives material from all
over state.
April, 1990
100,000 sq.ft.
1 million lbs/month
Employment: 63 total employed; 75% laborers on the line;
75% minority; "most" are formerly
unemployed; 50% women; 90% from local
neighborhood; $6/hr. entry, $6.50 after 60
days, and annual increases; 10-12 employees
are mechanics and supervisors who are paid
$8-12/hr.
Community Benefits:
Renovated an existing but vacant (abandoned)
warehouse. Went through community siting
process and worked with the city councillor
and local residents to achieve good
relations. Hire locally. Located within
older industrial neighborhood with a
residential/ industrial mix.
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National Temple Recycling Center (Non Profit Ownership)
1201 W. Glenwood Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19133
operation:
Date:
Size:
A public buyback and processing center for
paper, glass, aluminum, car batteries (75%
of operations); also receives the city's
community collection materials (10% of
operations); they also have some corporate
accounts for commercial waste (paper and
aluminum.) In 1988-89 they had processing
contract for city's curbside collected
materials.
The buyback started in 1983; equipment
expansion to become IPC in 1987. (City
contract 1988-89)
25,000 sq.ft.
Capacity: Currently 10 TPD; in 1989 30 TPD; potential
capacity 60 TPD.
Employment: Currently 7 employees, 95% minorities; 2
women; wage: $5/hr starting pay, $5.50/hr in
90 days, $6/hr in 180 days; during city
contract 22 employees.
Community Benefits:
Owned and operated by a local CDC, with a
community board. Took over abandoned
warehouse for operations in 1983; generates
estimated $6,000-$7,000/week in income for
local entrepreneurial scavengers; works
with job training program; Director chair of
RAC; located in low income area.
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Alcoa Recycling
10204 Northeast Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19116
Operations: This is a buyback operation for aluminum
cans (exclusively.) They receive cans in
all conditions, densify them on site, and
ship them to an ALCOA plant in Edison, NJ,
which then ships aluminum (by rail), to an
ALCOA plant in Tennessee where it is
resmelted.
1988Date:
Size: 50,000 sq. ft.
Capacity:
Employment:
(Proprietary information)
14 total work force: 2
employees; 2 management
supervisors; 8 warehouse
minorities, 3 women, a
unemployed (1 definite).
administrative
in sales; 2
workers. 3
few formerly
Community Benefits:
A few major city purchases (truck rental,
and uniform rental). 95% of what they
process is from the Philadelphia waste
steam. Has helped citizen groups start
recycling programs.
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Central Recycling Center
3201 Grays Ferry Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19146
Operations: This is owned by a former partner of a scrap
dealing business, who has opened a new
operation which is a buyback and processing
center, accepting glass, aluminum, tin cans,
non-ferrous metals, and paper. The center
has residential, commercial, and industrial
accounts.
April, 1990Date:
Size: 10,000
(outdoor)
sq.ft. (indoor); 10,000 sq.ft.
Capacity: Currently: 30 TPD, potential:90-10OTPD
Employment: Currently 5 employees; (last year 12); 2
minorities; above minimum wage; low-skilled
jobs; all from city.
Community Benefits:
Pays out estimated $50,000/month to
community through buyback; all equipment
purchased within the city (fork lift, tools,
vans, baler, press, scales, tools); non-
ferrous metals marketed locally.
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U.S. Recycling
6101 Tacony Street
Philadelphia, PA 19135
Operations:
Date:
Size:
Offshoot from Newman Paper (a paperboard
mill). Receives, sorts and bales paper;
some paper for Newman mill, some shipped
overseas; also a collection and hauling
company as well as solid waste transfer
station which receives commercial accounts
and sorts for recyclables (primarily paper.)
1986
20,000 sq. ft.
Capacity: 300-400 TPD
Employment: Employs 40-45 workers; 50% unskilled
workers, 50% skilled (technical, support
staff etc.; 50% minorities, 20% women; above
minimum wage (United Paper Union workers).
Community Benefits:
Estimates that half of the purchases are
made in city; ships materials through
Philadelphia port; located in the city's
Port Enterprise Zone.
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American Soil
Philadelphia
Operations:
Date:
Size:
Capacity:
This future business (currently in financing
stage, site selected) will compost organic
waste from the commercial waste stream.
Hopes to use compost to re-build waste land
in coal mining region.
future (currently waiting for Department of
Environmental Review permit review process,
8 month process)
40,000 sq.ft.
unknown
Employment: 10 employees to start, additional 10 after
a year.
Community Benefits:
Possible purchase of equipment locally;
possible use of rail and port; Possible
purchase of PIDC land.
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The Rivenite Corporation
6801 State Road
Philadelphia
Operations: This business remanufactures plastic film
into plastic lumber. They receive plastic
film (LDPE) from supermarkets (shrink wrap)
and dry-cleaners in and around the city, as
well as saw dust from wood workers and
create plastic lumber. Also build plastic
outdoor furniture (park benches, playground
equipment etc.) as well as finished park
and playground furniture.
March, 1988 plant constructed.
operational in July, 1991.
Date:
Size:
Fully
30,000 sq.ft.
Capacity:
Employment:
150,000 lbs./week
20 employees; working 3 shifts;
skilled jobs (grinder and
operators); 2 mechanics; 30%
workers;
most low-
forklift
minority
Community Benefits:
$45 million overall investment; renovated
previously vacant warehouse in industrially
zoned area; located in old industrial
Enterprise Zone neighborhood; purchase a lot
of power locally (PECO); sometimes hire
local truckers; receiving contracts from
Federal Department of Transportation;
expects to expand operations.
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American Recycling Corporation
2741 North 4th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19133
Operations:
Date:
Size:
Capacity:
Originally a scrap dealer within the city
(Schwartz Metals) which expanded to paper
processing and brokering and, more recently,
offering recycling services to commercial
businesses. Establish recycling systems in
offices, including equipment and education,
and collect the high grade paper and
aluminum cans.
1986 (expanded to paper recycling)
unknown
NA
Employment: 25 employees; 1 sales representative; 1
warehouse manager; 2 truckers; 20 warehouse
workers, all low skilled jobs, all formerly
unemployed, and all minorities.
Community Benefits:
All purchases, including 2 trucks are made
locally; 35% of their business (supply) is
from in city companies; market all aluminum
locally; ships paper through the port of
Philadelphia; occasionally use a local
trucking company to move materials; located
in low income area (just one block from
Enterprise Zone).
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Fibro Source USA, Inc.
Operations:
Date:
Size:
Future operation which seeks to establish a
high grade paper de-inking and pulping
process (specifically for white ledger
paper). Hopes to operate within
Philadelphia, site identified.
future
Plans to renovate and occupy 120,000 sq.ft.
building, will use 10,000-15,000 sq. ft.
Capacity: 200 TPD
Employment: 50-65 workers, mostly unskilled
Community Benefits:
Will become end market for local paper
supply; expects to use local rail and port
for transport; hopes to renovate abandoned
warehouse (on Grey Ferry Ave.)
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Day Products
540 Pedricktown
Bridgeport, NJ
Operations:
Date:
Size:
This is a plastics (PET) reprocessing firm,
started by Day & Zimmermann (nationally
renowned Philadelphia-based engineering and
consulting firm). It receives and grinds
PET and sells the flake. This is a post-
intermediate processing.
January, 1989
NA
Capacity:
Employment:
Community Benefit
c
p
irrent: 35 million lbs./yr.;
rojections at 50 million lbs./year
future
60 workers currently, working 3 shifts, 7
days a week; 50% are laborers and 50%
technicians, equipment operators and office
administrative workers.
s :
Occupants in industrial park in NJ;
unsuccessful at locating in Philadelphia.
197
Rd.
Green Technologies
Operations: Future cellulose insulation manufacturing
company to be located within Philadelphia;
currently in site purchase stage. This
business will receive newspaper and
remanufacture it into housing insulation.
unknownDate:
Size: 30,000 sq.ft.land, renovate 10,000 sq. ft.
building
Capacity: 10,000 tons/year
Employment: 10 workers to start; 35 within 2 years.
Community Benefits:
Will renovate currently vacant land and
warehouse; will provide end market for local
supply for newspaper; cellulose will be used
for city weatherization program; will lease
trucks locally.
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National Polystyrene Recycling Company (NPRC)
4 Killdeer Ct.
Bridgeport, NJ
Operation: Facility, now in process of being built,
which receives and reprocesses polystyrene
into pellets, which are used as feed stock
for plastic remanufacturing. This operation
is financed by a consortium of large
companies within the petrochemical industry.
By September, 1991Date:
Size: 60,000 sq.ft.
Capacity: 12-20 million lbs/yr.
Employment: 6 laborers per shift; 6 office staff;
currently employing 5.
Community Benefits:
Supply will come from Philadelphia waste
stream (institutional cafeterias, fast food
restaurants etc.); occupying site in
industrial park; some markets within
Philadelphia expected; use of; local
haulers.
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Browning Ferris
Henderson Road
King Of Prussia
Operation:
Date:
Size:
Capacity:
Employment:
Community Benefit
Industries (BFI)
(Philadelphia suburb)
BFI operates an intermediate processing
center for residential and commercial waste
for materials collected from 5 counties
surrounding Philadelphia. They receive and
process source separated materials
including: paper, ONP, aluminum, glass,
cans, and plastic (#1 and #2 only).
1990 (BFI acquired a former waste hauling
business, O'Hare, in 1989, the recycling
facility became operational in 1990)
25,600 sq.ft. (on 71/2 acre land)
current: 100 TPD; capacity: 150 TPD
25 employees (2 shifts); 2 supervisors, 6-7
equipment operators, 16 laborers; 33%
minority; few from city; above minimum wage;
a few formerly unemployed.
s:
Process 6-7 TPD of Philadelphia commercial
waste; paper and aluminum are both marketed
in Philadelphia (75 tons/week) ; some local
purchases.
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APPENDIX E
RECYCLING BUSINESSES ESTABLISHED OR EXPANDED
SINCE 1986
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FOR PHIADELPHIA THROUGH
RECYCLING
The benefits to Philadelphia from recycling extend far beyond avoided
landfill costs. Our trash is a source of materials that are now being
harvested and used to create new products. A wide variety of recycling
businesses are supporting this process. Listed below are some of the
businesses which are providing direct economic benefits to Philadelphia
through recycling.
This list identifies 35 companies that over the past five years have set up
new businesses or expanded existing businesses in and around
Philadelphia. Overall, these businesses employ approximately 665
workers, the majority of whom are unskilled or semi-skilled persons.
Most companies on the list are located in Philadelphia. As such, they are
contributors to the City revenue stream through wage, property and other
business taxes. Their property improvements and other expenditures
translate into millions in capital investment.
Some of these businesses are located on the out-skirts of Philadelphia.
Because of their close proximity to the City their labor force includes
approximately 37 Philadelphia residents. They also provide markets for
Philadelphia's recyclable materials.
Also included are a few companies in the process of locating in or around
Philadelphia. These are mentioned because they are very likely to become
viable businesses in the near future.
There is a snowball effect occuring with more business attention being
focused on Philadelphia as recycling grows. Undoubtedly, there are many
other businesses that will seek to locate in and around this City because of
Philadelphia's evolving reputation as a recycling metropolis.
Note: 1. There are several businesses about whom the Recycling Office has
minimal information. These are not represented in this paper.
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RECYCLING BUSINESSES LOCATED IN PHILADELPHIA
Total number of jobs in this section - 313
Businesses are listed in zip code order
1. Alcoa Recycling, 10204 Northeast Ave, Phila., PA. 19116 - Contact Tom
Cross, 677-6600
A recently established buy back center for aluminum. Number
of employees - 15
2. One Earth Recycling, 421 Wellesley Rd., Phila., PA. 19119 Contact Jack
King, 242-5915
This new company specializes in hauling recyclables for small
commercial businesses. Number of employees - 1
3. Paper Recycling Inc.,1415 N. 31 St., Phila., PA. 19121 - Contact John
Harmon, 763-6063
A new business specializing in waste paper collection and
brokering. Number of employees - 6
4. Weston/Runde Recovery Systems, Corp., 320 East Luzerne St., Phila., Pa.
19124 - Contact Jon Weston, 634-5508
Specializing in setting up office paper recycling programs.
Number of employees - 10
5. Planet Earth Recycling, 7003 Voigt Rd, Phila., PA 19128 - Contact Barry
Guss or Terry Stevens, 483-5855
A new mobile anti-freeze recycling business
Number of employees: 8
6. Environmental Tech Systems, Inc. 2471 N. 54th St., Phila., PA. 19131 -
Contact Hammel Hall, 879-3190
This company sets up recycling programs for small
businesses. Number of employees - 4
7. National Temple Recycling, 1201 W. Glenwood Ave. Phila., PA. 19133 -
Contact Mjenzi Traylor, 787-2760
Was a non-profit buy-back center which expanded to include
a. an Intermediate Processing Center for residential
recyclables and b. office building recycling services. Number
of added employees - 2
8. American Recycling Corp., 2747 N. 4th St., Phila., PA. 19133 - Contact
Ken Fox, 427-2270
An off-shoot of an existing scrap metal recycling business.
This new business specializes in waste paper collection and
brokering. Number of added employees - 25
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9. Plastics Recycling Alliance, 801 East Erie Ave., Phila., PA 19134 -
Contact Ryan McKendrick, 558-1231
Newly established plastics processing company. Number of
employees - 63
10. Winzinger Recycling Systems, Delaware and Allegheny Ave., Phila.,
PA. 19134 - Contact Joanne Winzinger, 609-267-8600
This company receives, processes and recycles construction
debris. Number of employees - 16
11. Rivenite Corp, 6801 State Rd, Building B, Phila., PA. 19135 - Contact
Jim Bookermer, 333-6616
A newly established business making "plastic lumber" from
recycled plastic bags and sawdust. Number of employees - 20
12. U.S. Recycling, 6101 Tacony St. 19135 Rd., Phila., PA. 19135- Contact
Buddy Newman, 333-8700
Specializes in office paper recycling programs, provides
hauling and marketing of materials. This is an off shoot of
Newman & Co, the paperboard mill which has historically
made their product from recycled paper.. Number of added
employees - 40
13. The Forge, Milnor and Bleigh St., Phila., PA. 19136 - Contact Vic
Stewart 335-0330
Was a trash transfer station which has just expanded to
include an Intermediate Processing Center for residential
recyclables. Number of added employees - 24
14. Eastern Waste Removal, 3240 S. 61st St., Phila., PA. 19142 - Contact Al
Hawthorne, 724-3000
This established waste hauling company has expanded to
provide hauling services for recyclables. Number of employees
-3
15. Duraplast Inc , 5130 Wayne Ave., Phila., PA. 19144 - Contact Barbara
Rose Henderson, 726-4977
This new company is a distributor of Duraplast, a brand of
"plastic lumber". Number of employees - 2
16. Philadelphia Transfer and Recycling Station, 3605 Grays Ferry Ave.,
Phila., PA.19146 - Contact Bernie McHugh, 467-2000
Was a trash transfer station, which recently expanded to
include an Intermediate Processing Center for residential
recyclables. Number of added employees - 20
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17. Central Recycling Center, 3201 Grays Ferry Ave., Phila., PA. 19146 -
Contact Jim DiIenno, 334-9600
As NAPA, in 1988 they expanded their scrap and hauling
business to include a buy back center for residential and
commercial recyclables. Number of added employees - 5
18. NAPA, 1200 E. Schuylkill Ave., Phila., PA. 19146 - Contact Anthony
DiIenno, 467-6611
A recently established paper collection and brokering business
taking paper from the general public and commercial settings.
(Split off from Central Recycling Center) Number of
employees - 16
19. Delaware Valley Recycling, Inc., 3107 S. 61st St., Phila., PA. 19153 -
Contact Jeff Thurnton, 724-2244
This company recycles demolition material into fill dirt, wood
chip and crushed dirt. Number of employees - 23
20. Custom Waste Systems, Covert and Knights Rds., Phila., PA. 19154 -
Contact Bob Cuthbert, 892-0182
This existing waste management company has recently
expanded to provide recycling services to hospitals.. Number
of employees - 3
21. Maurice Sampson Associates, 129 W. Gorgas Ln, Phila., PA. 19119 -
Contact Maurice Sampson, 438-4328
A recently established consulting firm set up specifically
around recycling issues related to government and industry.
Number of employees - 1
22. Public Resources Associates, 7366 Rural Ln, Phila., PA. 19119 - Contact
David Biddle, 247-5551
A newly established consulting firm set up specifically around
recycling issues and energy management issues. Number of
employees - 4
23. Urban Environmental Consulting, 704 N. 23rd St., Phila., PA. 19130 -
Contact Kathy Klein, 232-3770
A newly established consulting firm set up specifically around
recycling, litter and other urban environment issues. Number
of employees -2
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BUSINESSES THAT HAVE LOCATED IN THE OUT SKIRTS OF
PHILADELPHIA
Total number of jobs in this section - 199
24. Accurate Recycling, Inc. 508 Baltimore Pike, Upper Darby, PA - Contact
David Lasinsky, 623-7772
This is an expansion of an existing paper and scrap metal
recycling business. The new business includes an
Intermediate Processing Center to serve residential recycling
programs. Also operating as a drop off and buy back for
residential materials. Number of added employees - 20 total,
approximately 15 of which are Philadelphia residents
25. Domino Salvage Tire Division, 1251 Conshohocken Rd., Conshohocken,
PA. 19428 - Contact Tom Rocks, 277-6670
This existing salvage company has expanded to include a tire
recycling division. Number of employees - 23 total, 5 of which
are Philadelphia residents.
26. Otter Recycling Center, 570 Otter St., Bristol PA. - Contact Larry
Snyder, 788-9327
This Intermediate Processing Center is an off-shoot of a scrap
recycling business. They receive residential recyclables from
municipalities and also operate as a buy-back and drop off.
Number of added employees - 26 total, approximately 5 of
which are Philadelphia residents.
27. Day Products, 540 Pedricktown Rd, Bridgeport, N.J. (Just over the
Commodore Barry Bridge) - Contact Ed Carreras, 609-467-5522
This new plastics recycling company was started by Day and
Zimmerman, a well known Philadelphia based engineering
and consulting firm. Number of employees - 60 total,
approximately 5 of which are Philadelphia residents.
28. O'Hara Recycling.River Rd, King of Prussia, PA. Contact Chuck
Oiler, 265-6337
Originally a trash transfer station, this company has added an
Intermediate Processing Center for residential recyclables.
Number of added employees - 26 total, approximately 5 of
which are Philadelphia residents
29. Camden County Recycling Center, 2820 Mt. Ephraim St.,Camden, New
Jersey, 08101 Contact Stacy Abbott, 203-767-7057
This is a processing center for commingled recyclables.
Number of employees - 40 total, approximately 2 of which are
Philadelphia residents
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BUSINESSES IN THE PROCESS OF LOCATING IN PHILADELPHIA
Total number of jobs in this section - 133
30. TRC, 2904 S. Delaware Ave., Phila., PA 19148 - Contact Don Crotty
465-4202
This processing center is currently under construction and
will specialize in commercial recyclables. Estimated number
of employees - 15
31. Fibro Source U.S.A., Inc. and R.D.C. - R.R.L., Phila., PA. - Contact Jot
Bindra, 643-9507
This joint venture is planning a de-inking and pulping mill to
recycle high grade paper into pulp for new paper. Site
identified. Estimated number of employees - 57
32. Louis A. Lozzi and Co., 2008-10 S. 13th St., Phila., PA. 19148 - Contact
Lou Lozzi, 463-1686
Site currently under construction. A new business machine
ribbon recycling company. Expected number of employees - 6
33. Green Technologies, Phila, PA. - Contact Rich Green, 748-3255
Site being purchased to set up a cellulose insulation business
which will use old newspaper as feedstock. Expected number
of employees - 35
34. American Soil, Phila., PA. 19153- Contact Bob Beatty, 559-1029
Site selected for a composting business. Expected number of
employees - 20
BUSINESSES IN THE PROCESS OF LOCATING IN THE OUT SKIRTS OF
PHILADELPHIA
Total number of jobs in this section - 20
35. National Polystyrene Facility, Bridgeport, N.J. (Just over the
Commodore Barry Bridge) - Contact Larry Klock, 609-467-9377
A polystyrene (often referred to as styrofoam) recycling facility
expected to be operating by Fall 1991. Expected number of
employees - 20
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APPENDIX F: Analysis of Taxes for,"XYZ" Recycling Firm
MEMORANDUM PHILADELPHIA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Barry Stein DATE: February 27, 1991To Beni. Franklin Technology Center CC: Jilliam Haniowsk
FROM : Web Christman Craig.Schelter
iRose-Ann Rosenthal
SUBJECT: Economic Development Benefits of
Recycling-Related Industrial
Projects
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This memo sets forth the manner in which even a modest recycling-
related industrial project can produce positive economic development
benefits. We analyze the operations of the "XYZ" Corporation,
which recently (1990) undertook a project of $545,000 Total Project
Cost involving the purchase and improvement of an industrial structure
in an older industrial neighborhood as a site for the recycling of
speciality metals obtained from industrial sources. The company
employed eight persons (five on the shop floor) at the time of
undertaking the transaction, and projected an increase of six
additional production workers.
The "XYZ" Corporation was selected because current data was available
to undertake the benefit analysis. PIDC has assisted over a half-
dozen recycling-related industrial projects since the mid-1980s.
However, current or detailed data is not available for most of these
projects, due to the type of assistance provided, or to the financing
having been paid off.
In addition to the specific benefits which are estimated below,
the tXYZ"t project favorably met several general policy objectives.
The project put back, i-to-productive reuse an older industrial structure
in an older industrial neighborhood. The existing production workers
(and presumably the new production workers to be hired) resided in
low and moderate income Census Tracts.
Finally, because you intend to use this material in an application to
the Commonwealth, I note for the record that the project was assisted
(in part) through a Pennsylvania Enterprise Zone Program loan of
$50,000.
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REsponst To This MEMORANDUM MAY BE MADE HEREON IN LONGHAND
2.0 ESTIMATE OF BENEFITS
2.1 Property Tax (City and School District of Philadelphia)
* Existing: $110,000 in real estate X
0.30 assessment ratio X
0.08264 rate
$2,.727/year
* On Improvements (kick in after 5 years Tax Abatement)
$385,000 in improvements X
0.30 assessment ratio X
0.08264 rate
$9,545/year
2.2 Use & Occupancy Tax (School District of Philadelphia)
$495,000 in real estate & improvements X
0.30 assessment ratio X
0.0462 rate
$6,861/year
2.3 Wage Tax (City of Philadelphia)
* Existing Payroll
*e $135,613 payroll city residents X 0.0496 = $6,726/year
*e $70,000 payroll suburban residents X 0.043125 = $3,019/yei
* New Hires (assume all city residents)
$89,856 X 0.0496 = $4,457/year
2.4 Personal Income Tax (Commonwealth of PA)
0 Existing Payroll: $205,613 X 0.021 = $4,318/year
* New Hires: $89,856 X 0.021 = $1,887/year
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2.5 Business Taxes (for purpose of estimates, Net Profits are assumed
as an average of actuals for recent years)
0 Corporate Net Income Tax (Commonwealth of PA)
$300,000 X 0.085 = $25,500/year
* Business Priviledge Tax (City of Philadelphia)
ee Gross Receipts: all gross receipts assumed to qualify
for exclusion
*1 Net Income: $300,000 x 0.065 = $19,500/year
3.0 SUMMARY OF TAX BENEFITS (ANNUAL)
Immediate
After New Hires
and Tax Abatement
COMMONWEALTH OF PA
* Personal Income Tax
* Corporate Net Income
CITY & SCHOOL DISTRICT
* Property Tax
0 Use & Occupancy
0 Wage Tax
* Business Priviledge
TOTALS
Total
$1,887$4,318
25,500
2,727
6,861
9,745
$6,2a5
25,500N/A
9,545
N/A
4,457
+$N/A
$15,889$68,651
12,272
6,861
14,202
+19,500
$84,540
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INTRODUCTION
NOTES
1. From Toxic Waste And Race In The United States," 1987 report by
the Commission for Racial Justice, as reported in the Boston Globe.
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CHAPTER 1
NOTES
1. Patricia Hynes, Earth Right (Rocklin, CA: Prima Publishing &
Communications, 1990)_; Richard Denison and John Ruston, Recycling
and Incineration (Washington DC: Island Press, 1990) ; Newsday, "The
Rush To Burn" (New York: Newsday Inc., 1988)
2. Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965, PL 89-272, Section 201. Cited
in U.S. Code Congressional And Administrative News, 89th Congress,1st Session, 1965, p.989.
3. Denison and Ruston Op.Cit. p.4.
4. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act; PL 94-580, 1976.
5. The Center For Technology, Policy, And Industrial Development.
1990 Report: "Household Hazardous Products and Wastes In New
Hampshire," p.24. (Referred to below as CTPID Report.)
6. Richardson and Ruston, op.cit., p.5-6.
7. The Environmental Reporter, December 3, 1982, p.1276.
8. CTPID Report, p.25.
9. Denison and Ruston, op.cit. p.5
10. CTPID Report, p.23. (VOCs are suspected to be carcinogenic,
and are known to contribute to the formation of ozone.)
11. Conversations with Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection, Solid Waste Division. 12/12/90.
12. New York Newsday, "The Rush To Burn: America's Garbage Gamble"
1988.
13. RCRA legislative history, cited in U.S. Code Congressional and
Administrative News, 94th Congress, 2nd Session, 1976, p.6245
14. Denison and Ruston, op.cit.p. 7.
15. Newsday, op.cit.
16. Patrick Barry, "Tough battles Ahead to Keep Recycling On
Track," The Neighborhood Works, April-May, 1991, p.9.
17. Brian Lipsett, Citizens Clearinghouse on Hazardous Waste (CCHW)
research analyst, cited in Barry, op.cit.
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18. The ash which is left after incineration is 10% by volume and
25% by weight of what was originally to be burned.
19. Newsday, op.cit.
20. Ibid.
21. Ibid.
22. Denison and Ruston, op.cit., lay out in detail the economic
cost comparisons of recycling and incineration, and delineate the
ways in which public policy "tilts the playing field" toward
incineration.
23. USEPA, 1986, from, Environmental Defense Fund, Coming Full
Circle, Successful Recycling Today (New York: EDF Inc.,1988.)
24. Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965, PL 89-272, Section 202. Cited
in U.S. Code Congressional And Administrative News, 89th Congress,
1st Session, 1965, p.3614
25. Neil Seldman, "The United States Recycling Movement, 1968 to
1986: A Review," Report of The Institute For Local Self-Reliance,
October 1986.
26. Hynes, op.cit., p.42.
27. Andrew Reamer, "Creating Jobs From Trash," Commentary, Winter
1991.
28. Hynes, op.cit. p.43.
29. John E. Young, Discarding The Throwaway Society, (Worldwatch
Institute paper 101, 1991.) p. 8.
30. Ibid. p.9.
31. Ibid. p. 11.
32. Hynes, op.cit. p.47; Young, op.cit. p.22.
33. Denmark, for example, has banned throwaway containers for soft
drinks (1977) and for beer (1981) (Worldwatch Institute Paper 101);
some New England states have banned disposable diapers (Vermont)
and juice containers (Maine).
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CHAPTER 2
NOTES
1. Information on Paper recycling is gathered from:
The Institute For Local Self Reliance (ILSR), Salvaging the Future:
Waste-Based Production. Washington, D.C 1989.
The Office Of Technology Assessment (OTA), Facing America's Trash:
What Next for Municipal Solid Waste? US Congress October, 1989.
New York State Department of Economic Development secondary
Materials Program, Technical Assistance Bulletin #2, 1989 Status
of The Markets Report For: Paper, Glass, and Metals.
2. All figures on waste composition are cited from Denison and
Ruston, op.cit. p.40-41.
3. Institute For Local Self Reliance, op.cit.
4. Office Of Technology Assistance, op.cit.
5. Institute For Local Self-Reliance, op.cit.
6. Andrew Reamer, "Creating Jobs From Trash," Commentary, Winter,
1991.
7. Ibid.
8. In 1987, Connecticut became the first state to mandate that the
newspaper industry increase the percentage of recycled content into
their paper. The law mandated a gradual increase of the
percentages of recycled fiber within newspaper produced in the
state, beginning in 1992 with 11% and ending in 1999 with 50%.
This law was an effort to stimulate demand for post consumer paper
and reduce the impact of a glutted ONP market. In response to
similar legislative initiatives in NY and MA, the newspaper
printing industries have signed voluntary agreements with agencies
in both states, pledging to meet similar standards as was mandated
in CT.
9. Institute For Local Self-Reliance, op.cit.
10. Information on Glass recycling and markets comes from
ILSR op.cit.; OTA op.cit.
11. EDF, op.cit.
12. ILSR, op.cit.
13. Interview with Charles Miller, Representative from the Glass
Packaging Institute, (7/90).
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14. Information on plastic is from the following sources:
ILSR op.cit.;
Esther Siskind, Market Development For Recycled High Density
Polyethylene, MIT, 1990.;
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Environmental
Resources, Bureau of Waste Management, Recyclable Materials Market
Study, 1988.
15. ILSR, op.cit.
16. Proctor and Gamble have recently boosted this market through
the use of a multi-layered bottle in which the second and third
layer uses post-consumer plastic, while the inside layer does not.
By the end of 1992, Proctor and Gamble, joined with Sonoco Graham,
may be using as much as 62 million pounds of post-consumer HDPE to
produce HIC bottles. (Siskind, op.cit.)
17. All information on Aluminum is from ILSR, op.cit.
18. American Institute of Architects (AIA), "Aluminum And The
Environment: Background Report, Assessment of Architectural
Materials" (AIA Environmental Resource Guide, December, 13 1990.)
19. AIA, op.cit.
20. ILSR and AIA, op.cit.
21. AIA, op.cit.
22. Reamer, op.cit.
23. Information on R2B2 comes from an interview with David
Muchnick, Director of Bronx 2000 (1/15/91) and from "No Time To
Waste" A special edition of The Neighborhood Works, Center for
Neighborhood Technology, Chicago (1989); and David Muchnick,
"Community-Based Recycling Works," The Environmental Forum,
(Environmental Law Institute, Vol.6,no.2, March/April 1989.)
24. Reamer, op.cit.
25. Environmental Defense Fund, Coming Full Circle; Successful
Recycling Today, (New York: EDF, Inc. 1988), p.107, and Reamer,
op.cit.
26. EDF, op.cit. p. 108.
27. In an interview with a representative from the largest waste
hauling firm in the world, Waste Management Inc., I was told that
the firm is planning to buy up end-markets (in particular paper
mills) to "solve" the market problem.
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28. Robert Young, "Recycling Markets and Existing Subsidies",
Biocycle, November 1989. According to the author, "over time the
deductions can account for several times the original investment
in the mine or well."
29. Ibid.
30. Young, op.cit.
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CHAPTER 3
NOTES
1. Ballinger, US Conference of Mayors, Rebuilding America's Cities,
1986. p.31.
2. Ibid. p. 33
3. Ibid. p.37.
4. John Kasarda, "Jobs, Migration, and Urban Mismatches," in
McGeary and Lynn, eds. Urban Change and Poverty, (Washington D.C.:
National Academy Press, 1988)
5. Kasarda, op.cit.
6. Kasarda, op.cit.
7. Susan Fainstein and Norman Fainstein, "The Ambivalent State,
Economic Development POlicy in The U.S. Federal System Under The
Reagan Administration," Urban Affairs Quarterly, v.25, no.1, p.45.
8. Ballinger, op.cit. p.8-9.
9. Charles Bartsch, "Government and Neighborhoods: Programs
Promoting Community Development", Economic Development Quarterly,
Volume 3, No.2, May 1989.
10. Ibid.
11. Ibid.
12. All information on federal economic development programs is
from Charles Bartsch (ed.), The Guide To State and Federal
Resources For Economic Development, (Northeast-Midwest Institute,
The Center For Regional Policy, 4th edition, 1988).
13. For further explanation of materials and market oriented
industries see James Heilbrun, Urban Economics and Public Policy,
2nd edition, chapter 4.
14. Robert Berne and Richard Schramm, The Financial Analysis of
Governments, (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1986) p.97.
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CHAPTER 4
NOTES
1. The waste disposal cost figures are from Lawrence Stains,
"Trash-To-Steam, Why Philadelphia Has No Excuses," Philadelphia
Inquirer, 1/18/87, p.10.
2. Lawrence R. Stains, "Trash To Steam; Why Philadelphia Has No
Excuses" Philadelphia Incuirer Magazine,p.10, January 18,1987.
3. Information on PFR is from telephone interview with Janet
Filante, (3/3/91) PFR representative to the Recycling Advisory
Committee and staff at the Philadelphia Clean Air Council.
4. Information from interview with Steve Tilney, PRO staff,
(3/8/91).
5. Information from Janet Filante interview, op.cit., and Mark
Jaffe, "Citizen's Group Propose A Recycling Plan For the City"
Philadelphia Inquirer, March 27, 1985, p.B3.
6. Stains, op.cit.
7. Joe Oglesby, "Cohen Proposes Mandatory Trash Sorting, Recycling"
Philadelphia Inquirer, 3/20/87. p.B6.
8. Ibid.
9. Janet Filante interview, (3/3/91)
10. Janet Filante quote (3/3/91). I also heard the same assessment
from Mjenzi Traylor and Al Dezzi (1/17/91.)
11. The vote was 15-0, with 2 abstentions.
12. Vernon Loeb and William W. Sutton Jr., "Goode Presses Council
For Vote On Trash-To-Steam", Philadelphia Inquirer, June 25, 1987,
p.B1
13. Mark Jaffe, "Phila. Ash Ship Reported At Sea Again,"
Philadelphia Inquirer, 10/12/88. p.B6. According to the author,
the ship with the Philadelphia incinerator ash cargo changed names
and registrations several times and was rejected by the Bahamas,
the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Honduras, Costa Rica, Guinea Bissau
and the Cape Verde Islands.
14. The costs of pollution control technology was the deciding
factor in the Mayor's decision to close the incinerators, according
Joe Minott, Clean Air Council (conversation, 4/11/91.) Closure
date provided by PRO.
15. City of Philadelphia, local law 1251A.
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16. The information in this section is gathered from written
materials of the PRO, as well as from interviews with PRO staff.
17. Information about the Community Collection Network is from an
interview with Tom Klein, director of Education and Promotion for
the PRO (3/7/91).
18. In areas of the city where the curbside program begins,
community groups either close down or remain open for collecting
materials other than those collected by the cit program.
19. Interview with Steve Tilney , PRO staff (3/8/91).
20. Information on materials processing contracts was provided by
Nancy Weissman, PRO Director of Markets and Economic Development.
21. Information on the Education and Outreach program from
interview with Tom Klein, (3/7/91)
22. The concern for economic development as expressed in 1251A is
largely attributed to the involvement of the Institute For Local
Self Reliance (ILSR), which acted as a consultant for Councilor
Cohen in drafting the Ordinance. ILSR is a non-profit research
and educational organization which provides assistance on energy
and waste issues, and has been a strong proponent of linking
economic development strategies through recycling. Its reports
are cited frequently in this thesis.
23. PIDC Annual Report, 1988.
24. Information from interview with Nancy Weissman, Director of
Markets and Economic Development for the PRO, (3/8/91). The PCDC
is an agency focused mainly on small business and strip
development; it has had no real involvement with the recycling
program as it has evolved. The commercial banks which participated
in these meetings were Philadelphia National Bank, and Royal bank.
25. Information from interview with Web Christman, Vice President,
Research and Planning for the Philadelphia Industrial Development
Corporation (PIDC). (3/6/91)
26. This cost data has been provided by the PRO.
27. Guerrillas In The Bureaucracy, by Needleman and Needleman,
(1974) details accounts of planners working to promote change from
the inside of government.
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CHAPTER 5
NOTES
1. Internal PIDC memo "Performance Measures to Evaluate Economic
Development Projects" 8/11/88.
2. Information on NTRC is from interview with the Recycling
Director, Mjenzi Traylor (1/17/90). Mjenzi also became the
Chairperson of the Recycling Advisory Committee, as well as a
member of the Solid Waste Advisory Committee.
3. Salaries listed as of March, 1991; figures include benefits.
Information from discussions with Marion Storey, PRO.
4. The PRO estimates that there are 800,000 tons of municipally
collected waste generated annually. A 20% diversion of this waste
stream would achieve 160,000 tons annually, or 438 tons each day.
5. The 55 new job figure takes into account the existing processing
jobs within the city.
6. In fact, scavenging activity has been aggressively pursued by
a few Local Development Corporations in certain low income
neighborhoods of Chicago.
7. In a Boston area recycling program, in 1988 the city sold ONP
for $25 a ton to a local paper broker. Three years later it was
contracted to pay a different firm (local waste hauler) $52 a ton
to take its paper.
8. Several firms expressed hostility toward the public sector in
interviews.
9. One firm (WMI) suggested, in response to my inquiry about the
future market conditions, that they were "taking care of that
problem" by purchasing paper mills. These firms are vertically
integrating throughout the recycling cycle.
10. There are different waste hauling firms in different regions
of the country. Yet, a few national firms, including WMI, BFI are
competitors nationally, and have the largest share of the trash
market. According to the Wall Street Journal (J. Bailey: 5/1/91)
in the last 4 years Waste Management Inc.'s revenues have tripled
(to reach $6.03 billion), and its earnings have doubled (to reach
$684.8 million). In 1971, when WMI went public, its market value
was $20 million; now it is worth $19 billion.
11. Conversation with Nancy Weissman, PRO Director of Markets and
Economic Development, (3/8/91.)
12. Ibid.
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13. A forthcoming manual, "Recycling and Materials Recovery Systems
as Economic Development Tools", by Diana Dillaway (to be published
by the Local Government Commission) , presents examples of recycling
businesses with creative financing schemes. These include:
Public/Private sponsorship of non-profit recycling ventures;
venture capital firms investing in recycling businesses; Industrial
Bond Financing; Revolving Loan Fund Financing; ESOPs; and local
government seed grants.
14. According to my contact at NPRC, the consortium is currently
locating plants in Philadelphia, New York, Baltimore, and DC, and
have plants built in Chicago, San Francisco, and LA (which is
currently operational.) The consortium sponsoring this venture in
polystyrene recycling includes: ARCO, Chevron, Dow, Mobile, and
Polysar.
15. A description of R2B2 is found in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
16. There is some skepticism that a very large percentage of the
plastic which is produced will be recoverable for recycling. A
recent report estimated that only 10% of all HDPE is ultimately
recoverable given current constraints. (Siskind, op.cit.)
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CHAPTER 6
NOTES
1. Recent solid waste bids in the city of Boston have seen a
reduction of tipping fees from the private sector. This may change
the economic incentives for recycling.
2. The Connecticut law is also discussed in chapter 2 of this
thesis.
3. Reamer, op.cit.
4. Tipping fees in some parts of the Northeast have begun to reduce
for the first time in over a decade. In Boston, for example, the
most recent disposal contracts unexpectedly dropped from $70/Ton
to $46/Ton.
5. These charges, however might be seen as detrimental to low
income residents. This system might also encourage illegal dumping
of waste as a way of avoiding costs.
6. Information from discussions with Jerry Rubin, EDIC staff. EDIC
has recently published a report which incorporates environmental
industries, including solid waste and recycling, as strategic
growth areas for targeting economic development.
7. In a recent meeting the Boston Commissioner of Public Works
stated that in the future he will seek to consolidate these
services within his bidding procedures. While this will clearly
be the easiest structure for a city department, the consolidation
of these services may decrease the incentive to recycle higher
percentages of the waste stream.
8. Many examples are cited in forthcoming manual by Diana Dillaway,
op.cit.
9. A recycling market development report completed by Gainer &
Associates (California), outlines models for creating small scale
manufacturing firms as local end-use markets. A description of the
report's findings presented in a recent issue of Resource Recycling
provides examples of growth opportunities for small firms.
(Margaret Gainer, "Recycling Entrepreneurship: Local Markets and
Economic Development", Resource Recycling, February 1991.)
10. Information on Sunshares from Earthworm Recycling. Sunshares
contact Dave Kirkpatrick.
11. Andrew Reamer, "Creating Jobs From Trash," Commentary, Winter
1991.
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12. For further discussion of virgin materials subsidies, see
chapter 1 of this thesis.
13. Robert Reich,
February, 1991.
"The Real Economy," The Atlantic Monthly,
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